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I_NTRODUCTION. 
Essentially this study of agriculture 
and settlement is the link of' th~ three studies 
carried out during an Expedition from the 
Geography Department of Durham University in· 
i963. The aim o~ the three member~ of the 
Expedition was to make a compact study of 
a relatively small ·region of the province 
of Khorassan in North East Iran. The three 
studies were to be, of the city of Meshad 
as the centre of the region, of the _village 
of Cheneran as a social anthropology study 
and finally the lil!lking work, studying 
in general the set·tlement and agriculture of 
the region as a whole. 
The basic problems of car,r.r.ing out 
research of this type in Iran were primarily 
those of language and lack of background 
material from which to work. The first of 
these problems could be overcome with the help 
of a co-operative interpreter but the second 
proved a great deal more difficult as ideas 
for the stuey had to be gl.eaned from any studies 
of· Iranian agriculture that had been made. 
Because of the tv1o important changes 
that wer~, and still. are,. taking plane in the 
agriculture of the country, those of crops grown 
a~d land tenure, it was imperative that some 
attempt should be made .to recor~ the existing 
agricultural system.· This l.atter was al.ready 
in a state o:f transition at the time of our 
visit and, therefore, the agricultural. 
pattern recorded is essentiall.y a temporary 
one, half way between the ol.d family plot 
pattern and the new ideas of land reform. 
Each of the important crops is 
studied in detail. showing the method of 
farming and the way the crop is marketed. 
Some emphasis.-: must also be pJ.aced on the 
change that is taking place in the types of 
crops that are being grow.n, the .r~sult. of 
modern far.ming techniques being introduced 
by young landlords with an especial. emphasis 
:-- ~ .. 
on economic1;1. But the most significant 
change is in th,e land tenure systems and the 
general agricUltural pattern in the villages. 
Already during th~ visit there were murmurings 
of ~and refor.m though actual examples of the 
changes were still a long w~ from the Meshad 
area. 
Final~ to make this a comprehensive 
study of_. the farming community round Me shad it 
was necessary to stuqy settlement patterns and 
building styles and to att~mpt to find some 
correlation between them and the landscape. 
Perhaps the twenty six or so villages, 
which were the result of random selection, do 
not give a com~lete and accurate picture of what 
is indeed happ·ening in the agriculture of the 
area. At least, however, the basis for further 
study ~as now been set and, it is hoped, will 
be elaborated_upon later. 
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CIL.~PTER .1. 
LAND_ TEIWRE 1\1111> Lt-~.i'JD· REFORr-1. 
It would seem unfair, as well as unnecessary, 
to separate these two very important aspects of the 
agricultural problem, not only of North East 
KhorassD:n, but indeed of much of Iran as a \"/hole. The 
Shah's present scheme of land reform, which is being 
pushed through rather rapidly., involves, to a very 
great degree, the land tenure sys~ems of the 
country:. 
·In the area within the immediate vicinity 
of Meshad, outlined o~ the accompanying map, it is . 
possible to find o.t least four major types of land., ... 
tenure, each of which dif.fers within its own 
category. Naturally it is not possible to say that 
these are the only types of land tenur~[! to be found 
within the area but it seems possible to assume that 
the villages studied ga·ve at least a reasonable 
cross-section of the types of tenure wbich exist. 
After outlining the four cajor types of 
1 . . 
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land tenure, an attempt will be made to shou at least 
........ 
some of the divergencies existing \Vithln e~~h type. 
The first of the major types is that of the 
villag~ owned directly by a landowner, an individual 
or more than one p~rson or a religious body and which 
•! 
has a foreman in charge of the village ~ut the 
landowner tends to be present for much of the year 
although not all the time. 
Type two is ohere the village or villages 
is/are rented by a landlord ~rom either a religious 
body, particularly in the area immediately around 
Heshad, or from an absentee landowner .• - A·· ·S,ubdiv:ision 
of this type of tenure is found where ·thE!'-'1whole 
village rents the land from the landot'lner; although 
whetber it is fair to include this as a subdivision 
is extremely debatable. 
The third type of tenure to be found is the 
peasant proprietor village. This represents the ideal 
of land reform, although as t"lill be seen the econotny 
'of such villages varies considerably. 
Finally, a fourth type of tenure can perhaps 
be found. Such a village could be classed ,_as a 
2. 
'divided •· village, where the tenure of the ·• farm' 
ie divided betoeen two or mo,re individuals. r~ny 
•"'!"' 
of these sections of villages, ho~ever, could be 
classed under one of the. three previous groups_. 
The follovdng list shows into ~hich group 
each of the villages studied could conveniently be 
placed. (see also Figure 2). 
Group. 
1. Lando't'lller. 
2. Rented by lan.dlord.· 
3 .• Peasant Proprietor. 
4D 'Divided' Village. 
· Vill.age Name. 
Ghaaemabad, Bid-a-Bid, 
Kalate Cheykha~ Bildar, 
AbCou village and garden, 
Piani, Cah Heshk, Telgerdt, 
Ahmadabad, 1-foustafak.hane, 
I•'iordarkeshan and Cahar Borche. 
Kashef, Morghar.ian, Khiaban 
and· its four ·as.sociates, 
Hajiabad and Nasuhapad. 
Kharirud, Abulkhair and 
Ghoulestan. 
Kalata Ali and Dehnou. 
To· try and attempt any considerable 
generalisations, as regards the divergencies in 
-tenure \7ould be eom~letely false. l7ithin .each village, 
apart perhaps from tllose cl.assed as 'peasant proprietor•, 
·.•-
the tenure should be dealt t'Jith individually. To be 
more concise, however, examples ~ill be taken from 
each of the four groups to try and sho~ at least 
~orne of the diversity. 
Under group 1, cl.assed as 1 land·o\'17ner' villages, 
it is necessary to look at four individual-types, 
comoencing ~ith Kalata Cheykha. This farm is made up 
·of four farms in one and each farm/village is owned 
. . 
. by a brothe.r, four in all. ~he other vill.ages u~thin 
this group are called Kalate Gabri, Kalata Hassan am 
Nakhoadabad., but nou the popul.ation of these vill.ages 
bas !ill been mov~d to Kalate Cheykha, under one 
owner~ The three other brothers take no active 
•. 
interes~ in farming at all and the group is run 
~Y r:Ir. Moarven. This division of ovm~rship is 
d~signed to avoid the obligation of land reform, 
since a landowner own~ng only_one farm wi~~ be allowed 
to ~eep it. 
Bildar is different again since it is o~ned 
by the Holy Shrine in Heshad and is run by a foreman. 
~ =: . 
Lj .• 
The Holy Shrine owns a considerable area of land in 
Khorassan and e~the_r runs it itself or rents ll:.t out 
to others to farm it. A similar important religious 
establishment which otms land is the Goha~ Shah f•Iosque, 
again in Neshad itself. One of the villages belonging 
to this mosque is Piani. t7hic;h is looked after by l·fr .. 
Tabery, in an inherited position as foreman. 
The final type of village in this group 
is Ghasemabad. This is a village divided into three 
parts, each of which is owned by one oi' three 
brothers •. The landO't7ners·live in Ueshad during. the 
ointer and in the village in the summer. Again 
moat of the farm is worked by one of the brothers 
whi1st the other two run separate businesses in 
the city. 
The second group of villages which is 
class~fied ae·' rented by a landlord•, is a little 
more difficult to descri-be U1 general t~rms, as 
forms of renting vary from village to village. 
How':ver, three basic types can perha~s be __ found \1hicb 
~ill show at least some of the ·complexities uhich 
exist in renting systems. Firstly, the landlord 
5. 
rents land from the Shrine·, as in the case of 
Kashef for a period of a five year lease at a time. 
Here the l.andlord paid 70,000 toma.ns (£3,500) for t!e 
lease an~ he is alloued to do with the land 
v:Lrtuall.y as he vdshes .• As well as this ba.si.c rent 
he also has to pay .a yearly rent of 16 tons of 
wh~at and 8·tons of barley ~o the Holy Shrine and 
t~is .. is usually sold by the shrine for money for 
mai.ntenance or is sold to the peasants \Vhen they are 
in need of extra supplies of oheat. The previous 
landlord, ho\'lever, paid 25,.000 tcmans (£1_,250) and 
the present landlord blames tltis increase.in rent 
on a recent rapid ~ncrease in land values. 
. The Gchar Shah IJiosque also rent·a out Eil'.lCh 
of its land, as in th~ case of Morghana~ •. This 
village at one time belonged to a ooman bu~ it 
was given to the ~~sque on the und~rstanding that 
the income from the ':farm' shou-ld go totllards paying 
for the repair of the Hosque, as well as. the fact 
. . . 
that 3,000 kilogrammes of wheat each year must be 
given to the Mosque. Agaip the landlord holds· the 
village on a 5 year lease and pays 35,000 tomans 
6. 
(£1,750)·per year.for the lease. Yet again there.is 
a considerable discrepancy bet\"zeen the present lan4~ord 's 
rent and that of his predecessor, ohieh ~as of the 
nature of 16,000 tomana_(~800) per year. This 
discrepancy can be assqciated again with the rise in 
land values. 
The final type of~landlord.village is that 
of Iilasuhabad where the landowner is a classic 
example of the absentee landouner who has spe11t 
the last· 25 years as a doctor in Paris ~nd has only 
just returned. In this case the peasants ~hemselves 
pay a total rent per year of between -6,000 and 
7,000 tocans (£300 - £350) to the l.andown~r. This 
\ 
eas certain]¥· the most dila!)idated village visited •. 
As stated e~lier, grour) three; the 
peusant proprietor villages showed very few sub-types 
since their land tenure syGtem is certain~ the 
easiest to understand. Only one example of such a 
village ~ill therefore· be given, Khanrud .•. Here all 
the fam:ilies own pie.ces of land, r1hich are not 
necessarily juxtaposed and thew tend to work 
these individually,, although very oft~n ma.rlteting 
is a collective task. 
7. 
The final group to be looked at is that 
which has been called the 1 divided' village,. for 
want of a better term. Because this group is so 
difficult to designate accurate~, it would appear 
best to look at both tenure systems in an attempt 
to explain the title given to the group. The first 
village-is Kalata All, which ha.a al\7ays been 
divided into tw.o halves. It is -said to have 15 part-s 
i.n-aJ.l, of ohich 8 parts (55%) belong to one-man 
oho farms it himself. The remaining 7 parts (4.5%) 
have been bought by a bazaar merchants who, although 
he is npt a farmer, h_ad sufficient mone:i to purchase 
the land and he in turn has rented it out~on a·? 
year lease to ~he present landl.ord .• : In thi;s case, 
unfo~tunately, it waG not possible ·to find out the 
actuaL rent pai.d for the ha.lf-v:lllage .• The bazaar 
merchant seeced to consider his purchasing of this 
ha.lf.-village as an investment, since,. unde:r .the 
- . 
land refo~" it would' be impossible for th:J.s village 
to be affected, for as explained previously the 
lando\·rner ownG only this. one half-village • 
. The second of the.se • divided' villages is 
8."-
Dehnou. In this case again the ~illage had always, 
( as far back as was knorm) 1 been divided into trzo 
parts, one part -belonging .to f.iz'... Ja vaheri ,. the other 
to r:Ir. l•Ioust~fi.. As both these gentleme~ t'lere D0\:1 
dead, the village bad ~een inherited by their 
children, '1:'1ho were not old enough legally to inherit 
the land, so. it was being l~'oked after by the tuo foremen, 
until one at. leas-t of the children came of' age. 
Considerable difficultiea were involved here in 
.organising the ~llage ~ork and it .was ve~y 
·~ 
difficult. to ~eparate the .two parts iri muqh. o,_ 
the ·crork that aent on. 
Here then can be foll.o\'ied ii:. ~outline the 
four basic forms of land tenure although it is 
difficult to assess accurate~ t.he ilnportsmce 
of the various types. Certainly the most numerous 
group is that under the term 'landowner' villages, 
but it might be that t.hese have a rather disproportionate 
share in the study since oork o~ the •re~ted v~lages• 
mas handicapped somewhat by dif~iculties of 
.co-operation. 
-Land reform is at present causing 
considerable confusion and argument amongst both 
the 'landed classes• and the peasants. Although 
none of the great la~downer estates occurred 
1:'Ji thin the area- of study , the large area of land 
belonging to the Holy ~brine had been threatened 
by the land reform movement and it i.ras·-reared 
----·--··-·-__ ...... ~ -· - ···--
that ·the Shrine would lose much of its present 
property if the iand reform scheme was allowed 
to continue. The Holy Shrine depended for ·much of 
its monetary benefits on its aaricultural lande, 
particularly in the form.of rents. If tease rents 
' 
oere withdrawn and the land given to the peasants, 
the monetary power nf the Shrine ~ould be 
considerably decreased and, therefore, great efforte 
were being ctade ·to bold up ·any possible land reform. 
The ·paradox of the religious position, particularly 
in thie area of Ira_n, i:s .shotm up very clearly 
by the land reform movement •. On the one-hahd,"it 
demands reforms for the bet_terl;llent of the peasants 
and on· the other its holds to its traditional 
.pattern of existence for fear of losing prestige. 
Progress in many of the villages has been 
10. 
severely.held up because of the difficulties of 
land reform. Notably after the floods uhich occurred 
at the beginning of IJiay, 1963 (mid-Ordibehesht, 1342), 
many landownera .. were loath to repair qanat systems 
and.replace seed t~at had been washed away. 
Investment is not new secure uhen the land can be 
taken av1ay from ·the landowner at any time and any 
compensation which he might receive will possibly 
be extremely small if ,it comes at all• Also many of 
the l.andlcr.de \Vho have rented lanrl are out to make 
as ouch profit as they can since they too can lose 
thei.r land at .any time as well as any investment 
that they might have made .•.•. The att:i.tudes of the 
landlords can be found later under several of the 
other aspects studj.ed but to thair c.:-edit se.veral 
of them none the· less attempted to improve the 
agriculture of their farma despite the threat hanging 
over their efforts. 
Before giving one or two judgments on 
land reform from various foremen and landlords, it 
seems important to outline the main aspects of reform 
as l.aid down by the G.6vernne.11t ';apd this can be done 
11. 
simply_under eight points:• 
(1) an .attempt to remove outsiders., the absentee·, 
la-ndowners and.the large estates. 
(2) to coll-ect about 30 men and with thi.s group 
attempt to form a co-operative. Each man 
_has to bring money before he can be given 
land,;· When he has given money his name is 
put. doon on a regia.te:r a~d he receives one 
of the 30 alla_res into which the village/farm 
is. divi~ed. The~ they are told to choose tm 
governing group Qf four and a leader oho 
acts as president and it is this group of 
four ~hieh runs tbe village. 
(3) everything is run on a communal basis. 
(4) a co-operative is also formed and this deals 
particularly with the selling of the beet 
to the .sugar beet factory and the crops to 
the merchants (allofs). 
(5) in theory each man gets -one thirtieth of tle 
farm but it is very difficult to lay dorm 
just what portion belongs to which man. 
Other portions can be bought from their owners 
12. 
but at the 'Government.price. 
(6) on the death ·of one of the members of the 
co-operative, . the loa.nd passes to the eldest 
·son, if not directly to the Government. If 
the land passes to the latter; then :it ia 
resold. 
(?) the·co-operative can also borrow money from 
the Agricul.ttiral BankS in order to be ab1e 
to buy machinery and seed. · 
(8) the co-operative is encouraged to arrange 
all their eales of crops, apart from sugar 
beet, ~ith one particular merchant (allcf). 
There·are several obvious draubacks to these eight 
basic points 9 some of· which are more obvious ~~an 
others on imoediate reading. This system of 
•socialism• proves difficult primarily because ·Of the 
lack of trust which exists between ·the vardous 
members of the groups,. The mentality of the peopia 
. . 
. does not allou them to trust their neighbours anc&, 
the~efore 9 any form of comounal organisation comes 
up against an imBediate hazard. This inborn lac~ of 
trust may be overc·cme in time but it ~7ill be 
13. 
necessarily a very a1ou process. A second f~ctor 
arising from this basis of land reform lies in the 
ab:Ui.ty· of any one peasant slightly richer than the 
rest 'to purchase more than one share in th_e vil:lage .• 
This might in time ·pez·mit the- regrowth of a 
I 
• •" ' 1 -•• • ~ I 
la.nd.own~';"·systei:Y'mthin· the---~~, especially if the 
peasants become indebted -to this one man. Again the 
.setting up of Agricul.tural Banks is an excellent 
idea but unfortunately so far.the Government has 
not provided money ·for the establishment of these 
Banks a!ld so no credit c~ be obta:i.ned and those 
vil:lages which have been reformed are left with 
little or no capital. uhereas before ·this latter was 
provided particularly by the landowner or landlord.,; 
Unfortunately both Iranians and foreigners 
agree that at present- land reform is· at:tempting to 
go too quickly and thereby not solving the pressing 
agricultural problems but r~ther causing more. One 
:particular landormer; ~7r cr. Khorram, ?lho owned 
Bid-a-Bid, -believed that am the whole, land reform 
waG an excellent idea but. he wanted the Government 
to make more capital available for the initial s·tages; 
14. 
to quote his own words, "they {the peaaants) need 
money and perhaps after some years they wi~ 
impro,ve tbemselves11 , It is, hceever, the 
intervening years ""hich are i!:!portant at the rnornent. 
A-nother of the major problems \'ii'as pointed out by the 
foreman Of r·10rdarJr.eshan UhO thought that he l.'iiOUld 
rather oo:rk. under the present system since he 
believe!! that it was much better if there was a. 
lead'er who would tell the villagers what to groo and 
how to grow it. The· C-overnment seems to be asking the 
imposs~ble by requiring the peasants to r.~e 
d:ecisions wh_en they never bad to do this sort of 
thing fo1• centuries,. Always they have· been able to 
rely on a relatively educated man uho knew, or 
appeared to kno\'1,1 nrueh more about basic agriculture 
and what \:7as best f'or his people .• , Some people, hor;ever_,. 
believed that land reform uas the answer -to all 
problems and could not wait for it to occur. The 
foreman of Bildar, wh.o oas very dissatisfied tdth his 
pre~en-t positi.()n , b_elieved tha·t land ·reform was good 
'· bec~use it provided an incentive for the individual 
.:· . 
far~ers to eork harder and try to produce more crops •. 
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The ohole problem of land reform, however, 
~a very involved and cannot possibly be solved simply. 
Basically it will be· a,matter of trial and error on 
the part of the-Government but unfortunately it is 
tbe peasant who is going to suffer,., By taking the 
land off aCJall landowners and landlords, the 
Governeei;lt. is·robbing itself of some of the best 
agricultural experts in the country. In Iran, 
agricultural experience t'li thin the country is the only 
wa~ of providing·a solution and as will be seen in 
this book, attempts at limited modernization are 
ta~ng place which will perhaps ultimately benefit 
the:pecple a great deal more than the present land 
refora movement .• 
r 
·;: 
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CHAPTER 2. 
THE PRODUCTION AND t·1ARKETING OF MELONS. 
_,. 
Th9 growing of melons is an extremely 
important aspect of the econo~r of agriculture around 
I•leshad, although it· must be noted that with the ever 
increasing turn over of the agricultural land to 
· the production of simply wheat and sugar beet, the 
area devoted to melon growing is decrea~ing 
considerably. . 
Amongst the number of villages studied only 
three uere found to grow melons to any large extent. 
In many of the remaining villages a smaller amount 
of melon growing was carried on primarily for 
consumption \'Jithin the village:. Because of the limited 
amount of material on this matter, it would seem 
best to make a detailed study of melon growing in 
one of the villages;.. in thi.s caee, Kashef 0 since 
although there are naturally divergencies elsewhere, 
·they appeared, for the most part, to .be slight., 
Obviously there is a limit imClediately 
around IJ!eshacl,. uithin which melons ean be grown 
conveniently• The particular difficulty is that of 
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transport. For example, beyond Kal.ate Al.i, to the 
.No:rt.h West Qf ~eshad., large .scale .melon growing 
becomes significantly less because by the time 
the fruit has been transported into 1'-teshad by cart 
or· on the back of a do~Eey, it is so bruised that 
the price obtained from the merchants is not economic. 
The melons are classified in Meshad upon delivery 
and if they are damaged very much they immediately 
. . . 
becofile -'rd class and, therefore, the price given does 
not cover the cost of gro:r.ring.. Another area r.rhich is 
relatively unimportant for melon growing because 
. . . 
of physical difficulties is that to the North East 
-.·· of' He shad, typified' here by t,torghanan, wbere too 
very difficult river crossings and a very poor 
approach road cause much damage to the fruit· •. 
T".ne three principal types of melon grown 
in the area are:-
(1) water'melons (Hendevan). 
· (2) cantelopes · (Til.l). 
(}) · large melons (Kharbizare) •. _ 
This latter title, 1Kharbizare•, is also 
the general title given to Iilelons wi.thin this re·gion 
of Iran. 
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/ 
i"Jithin Kashef' melon grcmi.ng takes up 4-' 
. . 
hectares .of the total farm hectarage ·of 1.34 hectares 
and the total production is divided.. on a 6 to 4 
basis, that is 60~6 belongs to the landlord end 
40~G to the peasants ·themselves. This i.s- an example 
of share-cropping ohich like~dse occurs on the 
Khiaban complex, gro\'ling some 200 hectares of 
J •• 
lilelons ... · 
The melon plots in the village o£ Kashef 
are not owned communa1ly but usually about 2 hectares 
of land are given to each family in the village, 
. . . 
apart that :is from the 1.8 families ti(ijo look after 
the t'Iheat and the. sugar beet. In other tiOrda, about 
12 faeilies. iri: all wi~hin the village own land for· 
grqoir.g melena., As this accounts for o;nly 24 
hectares of melons, the other 19 hectares are 
worked by p:r or·le' from outside the village·. The 
system is that people either from I:Ie·shad o:r- from 
other villages come to an arrangesent vdth the foreman 
. . 
and are allo1'Jed to g:ror; melons o.n l or 2 hectares 
ui.thin the village., 'l'hi.s system allows the 
uealthier :inhabitants of the ci.ty to have their oon · 
supply of melons, or for some of the larger 
villages, ohich have a scarcity of land, to make 
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sure that those vi11agera who have to work in 
order to supr:ort a fat:lily, can fi.nd workable land 
in another village. However, the land is divided up 
and the 'outsiders' pay no rent for it but rather 
contribute from their crop on the normal 60% to 
40% basis, which the villagerscof Kashef themselves 
pay. The system also ensures that all the land given 
over to melon growing is used for that purpose,.as 
well as _ensuring that the income of one section of 
the village community is not noticeably greater than 
that of another section,. This method of division 
appears to be the work of a conscientious landlord, 
trying to keep dispute over money to a miniaum. He 
has not only got to concern himself with the 12 
families growing melons but also with the 18 
families growing wheat and sugar beet. He must 
attempt to keep all 30 families monetarily about 
equal,. The division of the land tor melon gro~ing 
is done by icttery. 
The landlord outlined four basic reas9ns 
why melons are grown in Kashef:• 
(1) the village is nearer Heshad and the 
20. 
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GROriiNG •. 
melons can be quickly and easily transported 
to the city. • 
(2) economicall.y me1on growing is quite 
lucrative -- J. hectare of melons has an-
average value of 3000 toma:ns allo\Ving 5 rials 
per plant (1 meion) and about 6000 pl.ants 
to ~he hectare .• 
(3) the soil ~o water relationship is 
satisfactory • that is thc:r·e is -~fficient 
\'Jater to irrig-ate the soil uell and the soil 
itsel·f is exceptionally suitable in that 
it is- heavy and clayey. 
(4) melons have been gro.-m here 9 in 'Kashef,, 
for at least too_generations and have 
become a ~::;ta..11dard crop. 
The -normal 6ystem of p1an-ting can be seen 
in F:igure ~-· This partica:lar system uas fcnmd throughout 
the 4} hectares of the farm. as well as elsev1here iD 
t-he reg-l.on uhere oelons were grown.. In order_ to 
make full u.ae ·of the good land on rJhich the melons 
are grown, beans are planted half way up the -side of 
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the .trench and peas on the flat area on the -top 
·betr•een the tl'enc!.lea., The trencheS themselves are 
between 112 and 2 metres ·wide and are d.i vi.ded by a 
flat rid~e betueen 2 and 2% metres uide. Tbe reason 
for the very v~de .expanGe of land betueen the ridgeo 
is that the melons,. as they grou, spread over this 
area.. The lilelons also must not be 111atered directly 
but !UU.st be able to draw the water up through their 
.roots - watering, therefore,. is dot'le along the trenches. 
The peas are usually harvested after about 2 months, 
so as to ma~e way for the melon plant ohich_ takes 
about 90 days before it iG ready for harvesting. 
The melons are usually planted in spring and are 
harvested betVJeen July a.·nd August .• 
FBRTILIZER •. 
Although .considerable amounts of fer-tilizer 
are necessa_~ to groo melons on these clayey soils, 
unfortunately at the moment,. des:r,ite ex:periments by 
the Americ.al"!S, no chemical fertilizer J'l..as been found 
\"Ihich ia suitable and it is necessary to use mostly 
human or ar~.al manure .•. · The human nightsoil is 
brought frcs Iileehad in -carts and· is left as compost 
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for abcat one year before it is used. The task of 
co~lecting the human mar.ure is left to certain 
~. ma l!lbers of the community l:Jho go into the city with 
horses and carts very early in the morning and return 
by about m.id-n..10r&ng •. For the compost, strao and VJaSte 
from the sugar beet factory can also be used. The · 
. compost is used or. the celon pl.ota to the extent oi' 
27 to 30 tons per· he.cta.re •. 
IRRIGATIO!-f •. 
The watering of the crops. differs co11siderably 
i.n different villages •. Kashef•s irrigat~on is 
provided by qanata. The plots a1 .. e watered once every 
16 days roughJ;y.:.. Therefore., six days are spent in 
irrigating the 43 hectares of melons, ~ach small 
unit receiving about l day of water. If there has 
been a little rain, however, just sufficient water 
is given by irr:i.g~tion to complete .the asoant needed, 
more or lees .. 
On the Khiaban complex uhere there are· 200 
hectares of melons,. part of thi.(:; area is :iri•igated 
in a slightly diff.erent manner,., 'I'he land is well 
watered before the melons are planted. a:pd then it is 
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poasi'b'le to grow the melons without'uater for the 
rest of tlle season. The landlord makes as lllllch use 
oi' the rain uater as po_ssible by ploughing ·big jubes, 
or ditches, and ·etoting the eater the!,e from uhence 
it can soak into the ground •. I:f 1 metra of tiater is 
stored thus then l. metre of the ground re!llClinS ~et 
and. can then be ploughed, smoothed out (to avoid 
evaporation as much as possible) and tben the 
melon seeds are sown-•. 
UARKETING. 
\Then the celons are ripe they uill .keep 
for about ten days but, naturally, the earlier they 
are sold the better. The ·fa.rniliee in charge of their 
melon plots usuaD.y groo a fe\7 o~ each of the three 
types of melon \"Jhicb. the;y sel~ -to the merchants 
(al.loi's) ill f..Ieshado lllormally the farmer riill set off 
a.t 4 a .• o., \:lith lli.s .own cart to take ·his l!le~~D,s _to 
term,. arriv:i..ng there about 5 .• 30 a .• a •.• By this means 
the faroer ce.n :i~su-re that the melons can be freshly 
sold the sam.e day that they arrive in to\'m,; The 
yield of each plant is Ugually.about 9 kilogra~~es, 
thus producing about 54 tons per hectare -of rjater 
melorlB, 36 tons per hectare of .cante1opes and 18 tons· 
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per hectare of the large melons. Each of the individual 
families makes a contract oith a merchant "in tot7n 
for the sale of their t:~elone and it is to this 
merchant that the shopkeepers go to buy their 
supplies. The reason 1:7by the farm~~.e sell their 
celons to merchants rather than to the individual 
shopkeepers is that in order to ·buy manure and 
also have sufficient capital for the year, the 
farmers borro~ money from the merchants to the 
extent of io% of all their crops-. The landlord pays 
t!:le ·merchant 5% for selling hi-a share of the crop 
and it is each merchant uho cakes the cash 
~iviaion on a 60/4o basis. The ~andlord is able 
to check the books of ~ach of the merchants 
regularly ~d·. so" -check upon the fairness of the 
. :.-·.····'·dealin$·~ Each contract has to be reported to the 
landlord t7hen it is made and often in one farm 
tbere are between 30 and 35 merchants v1ith r-vhom 
dealings are made. The price brought bt the melena 
sold in the city fluctuates day by day depending 
upon the time of the year, that is \7hether early 
or late in the season, and the distance the melons 
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have to be brought. However, the price paid to the 
faraers remains ab~ut the same. The price for the 
melons is measured in terms of each fruit ~eighing 
roughly about three kilogrammes and it is''·tl'ierefore: 
t'Jater melons 3 kgs. = 5 rials. 
Cantelopes 3 kgs. = 5 rials. 
and Larger melons 3 kga. ::: 10 rials. (1 toman). 
In the village of Hajiabaa, ~o\?ever, there 
is a slight difference since, although the actual 
sales procedure is the same, that is the:melon~ are 
sold to merchants (allofs) in the city but-here the 
villagers hire trucks to·transport the crop. Each 
c.f these trucks coats the village 10 tomans ·for each 
ton transported. It oas estimated that in Hajiabad 
apr.roximately 3% of the nelons \"lere used by the 
villagers and the remaining 975~ were sold to the 
allofs• 
Occasionaliy the allof vill come to the 
Village in a lorry, either his Ot'ln or subcontracted, 
to load the melons and take them some 600 miles to 
Teheran uhe~e he obtains a much better price. If this 
occurs, however, the melons are usually both sorted 
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and standardized. The price·for the same melons sold 
in Teheran is about double that when they are sold 
in r-leahad, for example, for the large melons 2 tomans 
in Teheran compared to 1 tol!lan in I'lesbad. However, the 
price r.eceived by the farmer does not differ ·at all 
I 
t'1hether his produce goe~ to Neshad or Teheran. The 
sole advantage gained by the farmer if his .. crop 
goes· to Teheran is that be need not do-any·· · 
transp.orting of his goods o Similarly on the lChiaban 
combine each of the ·farme~a ·makes his o~n:.'contr,acts 
:1, 
'l1ith the allofs. The landlord __ etates a minimum price 
which· the farmer ~l:tC?!1l:d get and then the fruit is 
usual.ly transported to r-leshad by cart.. Hany of the 
landlord's. share, however, are sen~ to Teheran and 
there sold by a. Y.1r. Ta.yeb, who is the head of a 
marketing organisation~ In this latte~ case Hr. 
~yeb provides the labour to pick the mel.ons and 
load them and they are usuall.y very safely transported. 
The risk involved in transporting the mel.ona seems · 
to be solely that of the all.of. 
Although there has recently been a 
considerable decrease in the prod·uction of melons 
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within this area, still a very large number of the 
.farmers immediately within the vicinity of f·7eshad 
.city devote aeything between 30% and 50% of their 
hectarage to the growing of these fruits. Usually it 
i.e on the more marginal fari!IS, that is on the edge 
of the economically feasible li~t for melon growing 
that the major change over has taken place• f·fany of 
the younger, more economically-conscious, landlords 
have changed to growing sugar beet and wheat, despite·· 
the fact that several of them ad~it that me·lona are 
better for the land than sug~r ·beet because they are 
not so exhausting for the soil• Again, however, it 
is the fear of land reform-and t~e possibility_ of 
losing their land that prompts them to concentrate 
on more ~ucrative crops .• 
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THE PRODUCTIOI·l AND l'lARKE'l'UTG OF miE:AT. 
ffueat is a staple crop throughout much of 
Iran. Oithin the area being studied, it constitutes, 
in the form of bread, oith •mast•, the major part of 
the diet oi the peasant people. A general change is 
taking place in the agriculture, away from the idea· 
of each family farming two hectares of land each and 
groTiing many small crops for themselves, towards the 
sole cul~ivation of wheat and sugar beet. 
The princiFal type of wheat uhicb is grown 
is a local variety known as 'estamboli', a t'li.nter ubeat. 
It is planted either by cachine on the more advanced 
farms, or by hand·on the poorer ones, in October 
and November. f•lost of the· \'liheat grown around r-Ieshad 
could be classed as being;irrigated since the 
tendency is for it to be watered about four tiees 
dur_ing its grot'!th. Fertilizer, on the other hand_, 
ie used only by the more progressive landlords. The 
\iheat is harvested in July, t'Jhen it is cut be hand, 
using a small sicltle. It is next threshed rather crudely 
29. 
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PLATE : l. 
Typica l example of a poor quality wh eat fi~ ld, 
t h e crop lack i ng water a nd fertilizer - y i e l d s 
ve r y low. 
in the village before it is bagged and either stored 
auay for family use or sold to the allofs. In areas 
of poor soil some dry farming occurs, (see Plate 1.). 
The crop is normally s~ared 50/50 with the yield 
being on average between 1500 kilogrammes per hectare 
and 900 kilograomes per hectare. Most of the peasants 
gro'i.'l the wheat for their oun usc and ·sell only the 
surplus. i1hen suppli'es run out more is ~b-ought either 
from the bazaar in toun or from the government owned 
Grain Silo. 
Apart from some experimenting w·ith fertilizer, 
hot7ever, very few attempts are being made to ·make 
improvements in production. One piece of experiment 
was being carried out at Morghanan,where a new variety 
of spring \7heat, of Algerian origin, flas being tried 
out 1 sor!le s-ix hectares being planted. 'rh:Ls- is a ne\';1 
,. 
-early-ripening variety. Its success was not known 
t1hen ue left. 
The yield produced in the various areas 
around Neshad depends particularly on water and the 
soil,. especially where tbe latter is sandy .• One 
-interesting factor, however, was that to the East of 
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Ivieshad it is possible to harvest the crop some ten days 
earlier than Kashef to the I~orth West of the city. 
Two reasons were given for this difference, although 
one at least is very d~batable ... Although Morghanan is 
about 50 .kilometres further to the East than Kashef, 
it is dubious whether such a short distance can 
make. ten days difference in the ripening of the crop. 
The second reason, however, has perha~s more ground 
for acceptance, that this ~nd lies more or ·less in 
the leE'! of the Northern mountains where it might 
receive protection from the cooler air, blowing do~n 
from the I~orth .. 
In some case~, "ohite leaf" crops, that is 
cereals,.particularly oheat and barley, are groun together, 
or rather ~hey are not ~ifferentiated by the peasants 
themselves. ~his type of agricultural econo~ -can 
sti11 be found at Kalate ChP.ykha. but at Kalata Ali 
there has been an interesting change. Duri~g the 
previous year, that is in 1962, both wheat and barley 
were grown on the ~arm but since the yield was about 
the same, it oas thought much more economical to 
gran wheat. The reason was because the price obtained 
for wheat w~s something like tuice that for barley., 
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It li7as an obvious economic change although its v1orth 
ia dubious. Again in r.tordarkesban another change seems 
imminent although several people wondered uhe~her the 
landlord ~as hoping only for economic gain rather than 
the t:~elfare oi' his peasants. Th_is experiment is to grow 
lucerne instead of \Vheat. The reason behind this 
idea is that wheat needs water just when sugar beet 
does and, tberefore, t.he need for _crater is excessive 
at one period,41 Often the water is not sufficient and 
the landlord IDould rather the water went to the sugar 
beet than the ~heat, especially since sugar beet is 
more profitable-than wheat. Also if the sugar beet 
could be given more \'.later the yield cou-ld posSibly 
be increased by some 3 tons per hectare~ If the 
hectarage of wheat is permanently given over to lucerne, 
honever., it· will _mean that the villagers. will have to 
buy their wheat either from a ueigbbo..tring village 
or from the city.·This factor could cause considerable· 
hardship. 
DIVISION AND _SUPPLY. OF \'JBEAT. 
In almost every k.tl.Oml case the wheat crop 
·is divided between the farmers and the landlord or 
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landowner on a 50/50 basis, each tal:<"..i.ng ~6 of the 
crop in gr~in form. It is most common for the 
villagers to keep their 50% and use it to feed 
thel:lSelves, whereas the .. landlord's 50% is usually sold 
in the city. _ · 
In Kashef, t-he. held back about a half of 
his own share, which the villagers found it necessary 
to buy f.rom him lat.er. in the year.. The seed for the 
next year's wpeat crop is us~ally taken out of the 
harvest, this _amount being dec:i.ded upon by the· landlord 
and the farmers bef~re the division is made. Normally 
for harvesting·h~red la~ou~ from outside the village 
is brought in and paid ~Y the farmers and the landlord 
but the -previous year (1961) 1 the l.&ndl.ord had 
, introd1.1eed a combined harvester r:hich had produced 
excellent results but the villagers had .reacted against 
_it, the reason being that they did not gat their full 
share of the uhe.at and it was necessary to :t>uy 
much mor.e of the crop than usual •. Under the normal 
system tcalled, in this case., the old fashioned), 
• I 0 • o 
each grou-p cultivates a ·certain part of the crop 
and receives its sha~e from the amount of wheat 
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produced. This system does not necessarily imply th~ 
each peasant farms a separate hectarage of ~heat 
but rather that the whole is farmed by 18 peasants 
(families) in the village and the remainder of the 
families farm other crops •. In almost every case the 
50?~ share given to the .. peasants is ~i'ficient to 
feed them for net: rm.1c·h. more than f·ive to six months 
. •. . . 
of the year a~ter ~hich they have to buy extra 
supplies either from the landlord or landovmer O;t" 
from r-Ieshad. In the case of Khanrud, fo~ examp,le • 
the.home grown supply lasts about six months and 
then for th~ remainder. of the year supplie~ are 
boug~t~ from Meshad when necessary by the individual 
peasants and brought out to the vi~lage by lorry. 
Similarly in the ease of Cah Heshk, 
although in this case the ~heat is carried ~Y eart 
from f·1eshado The cart is ovmed by one man in the 
village and he ch~ges 5. tomans .for every 100 
kilogrammes that are carried (the car·~ can carry 
up to.400 kilogrammes at a.time, each load thereby 
being worth 20 tomans) • The villagers p~y 8 l''ials 
per kilogramme for the wheat they buy in toun 
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although the price varies according to the season. 
The villagers, however, deemed it more sensible to 
buy flour rather than wheat. ~he flour costs about 
10 rials per kilogramme, which is not so much extra 
t7hen.the grinding of the wheat has to be paid for. 
The most interesting variation on this form 
of division of ~heat is that to be found in many 
of the villages belonging to the Holy Shrine. 
In Bildar, for example, a farm still owned directly 
by the Shrine, the seed is still supplied by_ the 
Holy Shrine but when.harvested the exact quantity 
of.seed is taken out to recompense that used~ 
so~ing, then a further portion is given to the 
person who looks after the crops during the growing 
season and the rei!IElinder is divided 50/50. The 
seed ~heat'and some of the share belonging to· the 
' 
HolY Shrine is stored in the village granary and if 
the villagers run short then it is possible for them 
to buy ·.from the Holy Shrine and take it out o' the 
stock left in the village. A sioilar division to this 
occurs in the Khiaban complex where the crop is divided 
into three parts: 
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FERTILIZER. 
(1) for the Holy Shrine. 
(2)'for the landlord (sold). 
(3) for the farmers. 
Particularly with regard to wheat, fertilizer· 
\ 
is used only in the more progressive villages, suqb 
as Kashef, Kalate Ali, Bid-a-Bid and the Khiaban 
complex. Here it seems that the more enlightened 
landlords see tlle value of f.ertiliza tion for all 
crops whereas any type of artificial aid seems to 
be deplored in most villages, particularly by the 
absentee landlord who has no real concern for the 
village economy. 
Javad Torbati considered fertilization of 
. ' 
the abeat crop, as an individual unit, a ~omparatively 
neo development .in Khorassan. Previously an:iinal 
; 
manure was used in limited supplies for some 
fert.ilization but with the large scale adoption of 
sugar beet cultivation, the use of chemical 
fertiltzers became more significant. ~~. Torbati 
claimed that his were the only villages in which 
fertilizer was used on the wheat crop, and in the 
survey, this oas indeed proved to be the case~ The 
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· ... 
only fertilizer uaed. was f.J.r:mmnium Sulphate at the ra.te 
of 150 kilogr::.mr~cs pel· hectare an.d the la.:odl.ord claimed 
t~at the yield increase because of ti1i.s add:i.tion was 
of t.he ne.tu.re of 60% to 70% .res- hecta:.."e. The 
:f!·om both Amcri.cai'! a.:1d Jc:panese:, fi!'mo 'but a riiUch cheaper 
bra;~.:d i.s noi-7 being :l.m:ported from t.l"!.c u.s.s.!1.,. costing 
1auc11c:z·ds at•e encol!raging their people to buy· the 
che:r .. :per P.t:.ssian f'erti.!izc:r tlla!! tha dearer American 
Cl!' J'a:ptt.nese On:! o 
~he on~· other two villages claiming the 
uc-.se of. fe1•tilizer t'n the wbeat. crops 'lire::..~e Bido.a;;.Bid 
:i..nvcstit,;a ticn it Wets found th~.t. !HJ diree~; ft::rti.lizo.tion 
r;ao giv•an to the wl'.H3<li:. crop .. !tl Eid-;.;i-Eit.l, for eJ.tample, 
·i.:he landlord considered th<:tt fr:n:-t:i.li~e;r w.:~s not 
nr:ce~sa:ry fc•r the wheat e:li.rwe th~ l•:::~nf had 'been 
i'C:!.'tilJ..ze[J c:nly the year beforl!l Vi}.:.sn it gl .. e1.\' a Sl.\gar 
beet Cl1'0li• SimilarJ.y in t:he Khi.l.ba>l cmnplex., v1here 
rotat:lo:a tbe land was f'erti~i~~-=d the year before. 
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Also here where a type of extenaive."dry-farl'iii.ng of 
. . 
wheat is carried on, it was imposs~ble to fertilize 
the dry oheat .. 
··'!-
There seems no doubt that once the true 
value.of ~heat fertilization becomes more and nore 
apparent, the idea will be more widely adopted. 
It has proved itself a success and now the idea 
merely auaits widespread acceptance. The single 
problem is the expense.incurred,for many of the 
poorer villages cannot afford this seeming'extravagance 
and are much more inclined to leave this system of 
wheat cultivation as it is at Bid-a•Bid and on the 
Khiaban cornplelt. 
IRRIGATION'. 
Around f.Ieshad the majority of the wheat 
receives some type of irrigation and many villages 
uould not ad~t to growing any wheat at all under the 
dry farming system. ~t seemed that they considered 
such wheat cultivation aa relatively insignificant 
uhen considering the total production and often they 
had no idea exactly hou much \'lheat was dry farmedv 
the exact amount depending very much upon the 
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amount of rain fa~~ing in the year. If there uas 
rain at the time of sowing and there was wheat to 
spare then it v.ras scattered sparsely over an area 
of cleared ground and any resulting crop ~as 
considered. extra to the main harvest. If there was 
no rain then the ground would be left bare and 
perhaps in time used for some type of grazing,,. 
if any grass grew. An example of this type of 
system was found at Noucah uhere the headman made 
no mention of anyidry farmed wheat despite 
I 
questioning although it was qu~te obvious on 
approaching the village that there was ~ 
considerable area of dry wheat.,. no doubt omng to the 
lack of \"later. 
Under normal circumstances wheat is 
watere'd once every 1.5 days or about 3 or 4 times 
during its growing season. The reason for. this 
rather small amount of eater is that, as the Bid-a-Bid 
landowner bl.ithely put it., "wheat does not require 
-much water". The sole variation on this pattern 
occurred on the Kbiaban complex where the uheat uas 
watered once every 12 days .• Here also the amount of 
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seed used per hectare depended upon whether the land 
::Ltself was watered or not, for example, watered land 
is given 87 kilogram:nes of se.ed per hectare 
whereas unwatered land is given between 58 and 72 
kilogrammeG of seed per hectarea However, all types 
of 1i7heat _irrigation dep.end very much upon the year. 
Unwatered wheat, in particular., depends upon rain 
., 
and here also those lands that are used every three 
years are watered and p~anted quite sparsely .• 
Basically, however, the standard wheat 
irrigation syate.m provides water for the crop three 
cr four times each season and there appears to be 
very little deviation apart from the ~heat coming 
under dry farming. 
l1ARKETING. 
The majority of the marketing of wheat is 
done by the landlords or l&'!ldO'I:"lners since the 
villagers tend .to use their share thema'elveso 
The only two divergebces from the generalisation 
occurred in t!IorgharJ,an and Nordarkeshan where the 
villagers themselves were involved in some way or 
other in the selling of their portion of the wheat 
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crop. 
In general the landlords sell their crop 
to al.lofs in r'Ieshad althougl;l \'Jbe~ they actually sell 
depends upon two basic factors, 
(a) season 
and (b) the amount of crheat on the market. 
However, the most comprehensive account of 
the system of marketing was given by Mr. Khorrao, 
the o~ner of Bid-a-Bid. He sold his crop to an allof 
in 1'-1esha·d and whenever it was possible he transported 
the uheat himself by tractor and trailer. Houever, 
when this method of transport was impossible, he hir~d 
a lorry from I•Iesbad to come and collect the crop but 
because of the distance from the city, the cost of 
this method of transport is relatively high, reaching 
as much as 150 rials per ton of \iheat carried·. The 
actual time when the ~heat is sold depends basically 
' . 
upon the landowner. If he is short .of money then the 
crop is sold to the allof at harvest time, for which 
the landowner receives 2,000 rials per ton but if 
there is no shortage of money and the crop can be 
held back. until NoRus time (Neo Year),. occurring in 
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mid-I:·larch according to our calendar, then the price 
received per ton can be as high as 3,000 rials. This 
differentiation of price claimed by ~~. Khorram 
depended principally upon whether much wheat was 
ayailable and the amount of'rainfall there had been 
the previous year. 
This system was substantiated by l·'Ir• l•loarven 
in Kalate Cheykha although he tended to hold his crop 
baclt for only a month or trio ·before it' f:la.S sold. 
Similarly.the villagers themselves adopted 
the satle methods i'n r.k)rdarkeshan., where, because of' 
the large amount of wheat· grown, they tlere able, in 
a good year, to sell something like t~o thirds of 
their 50% of the crop. These villagers sell their 
1.1heat to. the mi.l.l where it is ground ·into flour 
and in turn it' is sold to the bakers in the town •. 
These villagers hire a lorry from Meshad to transport 
.the wheat. for them at 120 rials per ton (this price 
.is usually bargained for the!:l by tbe landlord to 
avoid. any overcharging). Again variations in price 
can be noted, de·pending ·upon v1hen the crop is sol.d. 
If it is soml in June the price received is 2,500 rials 
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per ton whereas if it is not sold until the regular 
harvest time of August then-the price is ueual1y only 
a,ooo rials per ton. This latter point would explain 
uhy the landlord on this farm was attempting to 
grow a ne~ variety of early ripening wheat, to 
benefit, not only his .o~:rn· pocket, but also those of 
his peasants. 
One very interesting variation of marketing 
occurred in Horghanan where occasionally the vil.lagers 
sold their crops 11in futures", that :i.s in anticipation 
of the amount they would receive from their share of 
the crop ohen it was harvested •. The reason for this 
method of sale, of course., vas the necessity for 
money on the part·of the villagers. Very often such 
methods lead the"villagers into a perpetual form of 
debt, usually because of over anticipation and ·the 
fact that any money they receive naver lasts the ~hole 
year through. 
One can gather from this very brief look 
at aarketing that very often the landlords and 
landormere· control the price of the crop and most 
of them have sufficient resources to hold tbe sale 
of thei.r crops until the pr:Lce appears to be at its 
highest, so rnpking large profits from the sale· of 
the crop. 
INC~~SES IN PRICES AND SHORTAGES. 
During the last four year~ in the Meahad 
area the price of wheat has risen·aubstahtia11y for 
too basic reasons: 
(1) a definite shortage of the crop. 
(2) a greater proportion of the crop being 
k7pt by the villagers for their oun use. 
(This latter point can perhaps be rela~ed to the 
general. turnover to growi~ economic crops, such aa 
sugar ~eet and wheat rather than the more usual 
general agriculture which provided the villagers 
with much ~ore of their Ot!ln food),. 
The price· increases during the period are 
sho\"m beloo: 
. 19.59 - 3 kilogrammes of wheat cost 13 rials. 
1962 ... 3 kilogrammes of i'!h'eat cost 24 rials. 
196;1·- 3 kilogrammes of wheat coat 27 rials. 
The ~eneral re~sons for the sho~tage of 
wheat are basically three fold. First there has been 
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a very noticeable outburst of the disease, •yellow 
smuts•, lately. There is no control over ·this disease 
at the moment, although ·•black smuta 1 have at last 
been controlled. Secondly, there has been a very 
important-and significant increase in the hectarage 
of sugar beet since the latter is a more profitable 
crop economically!'! This particular point can probably 
bp aided by the fact that many landlords and 
landouners are attempting to make as quick and 
large a profit as possible for fear.that 1,and reform 
will destroy their 1ands. The third reason iG that 
there.has been a significant fall in the level of 
the water table in recent years owing to the 
excessive use of water for sugar beet, so affecting 
~rrigation and thereby the qua1ity of the wheat 
crop. An added reason can be given especial.l.y for tJ:e 
year 1963. During May unexpected and very heavy rains 
caused considerable damage to the crops. This loss 
was mmntioned in the English edition.of the Iranian 
newspaper 'l{ayhan' for rJiay 16th, 1963 (26th. Ordibehesht 
1342):-
''In !4eGhad • ae· .... • •·• at least 500 head of 
cattle were lost in the flooded villages. These 
villages ar~ also threatened by a critical 
shortage of food and water as many chains of 
. . 
qanats have been·ruined.n 
. Because of this extensive f'lcod damage 
many landowners and landlords were asked to sell 
their crops· immediately ·rather than to.hold them 
,, 
back until the prices increased .• In .general -the· · 
crops planted on the slopes were washed out and 
some areas of' uhea.t were suffering from 'rust• 
ooing to excessive rains• 
An examp~e of the effects was met with at 
Cahar Borche nhere the yield of the crop was 
expected to ~e only about 1 ton per hectare 
whereas in the previous year pr~duction had been as 
• high as ~ tons per hectare• 
Very often in many of the villages a certain 
type of spe_ci.aliza,tion . occurred amongst the -villagers, 
particularly, milling a.-.d animal herding.. This 
. ' . . 
specialization was most often paid either by money 
'payments from each of the families concerned, or in 
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kind, usually a specific amount of wheat, either 
yearly or monthly .• 
The actual .system of payment varied 
considerably and so any generalisations-on this matter 
appear purely superficial. The obvious wau ~ to 
outline each of the methods of payment as they exist 
in the villages where wheat·may be involved. 
The moat complex system· t'hat -~a~ s·t~d.ie.d 
oas in Khanrud where there were two millers and a 
cattle herder who received payment in kinde. The 
cattle herder's chief occupation v-Jas looking af:ter 
the bu1locka and for this, during 9 months of the 
year, he received 12 kilogrammes of wheat for each 
bullock, whilst for the remaining 3 months he was unpaid. 
In-~ddition. he~ paid 24 kilogrammes of wheat per 
year per calf for looking after the young calves:• 
In the village there were also t\'1'0 mills, each of which 
had a .single at~endant., Both ·these men were paid in 
kind receiving 150 grammee of uheat for each 3 2ilogrammes 
that they milled;, 
In the remaining four villages in wbicb this 
type of payment occurred only single instances could 
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be· found. In Mordarkeshan, for example, the bath-house 
attendant oas given 5 kilogrammes of wheat by e~cb 
person who visited the baths and .for this he was 
C> 
expected t9 take co.ap1ete control of the baths, 
keeping the water hot and the baths relatively clean. 
A similar system occurred in Cah Heahk, \'llbere the bath 
house keeper was paid :;o kilo~~sr;.~f wheat or barley 
per year by each man in the vil!age .for -use of the 
baths. 
In Kalate Al~. the carpenter eas paid in 
kind, in this way receiving 30 kilogra!:lmes of laheat 
from each family pe.r year,.. He received his pay at 
harvest time and was then expected to do any carpentry 
jobs that occurred in the village. 
The :final occurrence of payment in kind 
~~ in the village of Kalate Cheykha where the shepherd 
was given 70 to 80 tomans per month fo~ looking after 
the sheep as \'sell as about 1 ton of wheat each month •. 
On the wilol.e, hoc.rever, L"thea t cultivation 
is becoming one of the two principal economic 
occupations on many of ·the farms in the Mesbad·area. 
There appeared to be two major reasons for th:i.s increase. 
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The first eas that wheat tnia a standard ~ietEt.ry need 
and if only for this reason, could not be ignored. 
The second reason was that, with the help of fe~tilizer 
and thus the increasing y~eld' per hectare~·wheat was 
becoming an economicall.y profitable crop for the 
J.a.ndl.ords and landouners to gro\'!1.•· 
CHAPl'ER 4. 
TEE l:RODUCTION AND USE OF SUGAR BEET •. 
The growing of sugar beet ~a certainly· 
becoming the main occupation of many of the farms 
in the Meshad region. Fro~ a type of subsistence 
agriculture many land~ords and landowners are turning 
their farms· over to the production of merely wheat 
and sugar beet, with the latter becoming increaa~gly 
dominant·. The principal reason for the increase in 
hectarage devoted to sugar beet is that the factories, 
beth government and private, are paying reasonable 
prices for the crop and also helping with some kind 
of standardization of the beet produced •. For both 
these reaaone the landlord., 1r1ho is obvi.ously out to 
make as much money as possible per year to cover his 
outlay in rent and also provide as larg~ a profit 
as possible, turns more land over to sugar beet 
because of its re~atively high economic return'. 
The actual development of the growth of 
sugar beet hae progressed parti:cul.arly since the 
coming of the present era under the Pahlavi dynasty• 
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-Reza Shah's attempts to modernize the country led 
to this large s~ale production bf sugar beet but more 
rapid advances in the Meahad area have occurred particularly 
in the laat three years. T~o years ago th~~production 1 
sugar beet in the area was much less and the price 
received was only 80 tomans per tone Because of this 
trend tor~rds sugar beet production the income of 
. . 
many of the distant farms has gone up more than that 
of those nearer rvleshad.., The reason for this is that 
the prices for melons and vegetables have remained 
more or less constant, wh~reae the sugar beet prices 
have increased and this thus tends to remove the 
disadvantage of being further away from Meshad. A 
particular example of this rapid increase in the 
dev~lopment of the crop can be aeen in I'lordarkesha.n, 
where the increase has been from 500 tons per year 
to 3,000 tons per year in only 4- years·: ... 
1959 - produc.tion 500 tons. 
1960 - :production 1,8oo tons •. 
1961 - production 2,4oo tons. 
1962 - production 3,000 tons. 
The reason tor this rather rapid inereaae 
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,, 
mas not necessarily a more efficient water supply 
but rather the development of a good rotation system, 
good fertilization and goo~, or improved, irrigation. 
This, although a single examp1e, is typical of the 
rapid development of the sugar beet industry in the 
r-7eshad area. 
DIVISION A~rD GRCVJTH OF SUGAR BEET. 
The most important increase~ in the growth 
of sugar beet have tended-to occur on the more 
advanced farms. The more technically minded 
landlords attempt to increase-their hectarage of 
sugar beet but it is very·noticeable that the 
poorer land~wners .who neglect their farms seem 
to make no attempts to develop the cultivation of 
sugar beet. I'iost of the more advanced farms 
. . 
devote up to one third of their hectarage to the 
cultivation of this crop and, 1n some cases, the 
total hectarage is divided simply between the 
cultivation of the two most economdc crops, sugar 
beet ~nd wheat. 
Again Kashef provides the best example of 
the typical farming methods employed for.the 
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cultivation of this crop on the more advanced 
farms. Normally the land is ploughed and disced 
by tractor, details of which will be presented 
later, then the land is divided-into much 
smaller units for irrigation purposes. These units 
are about 120 to 150 square feet in area and are 
surrounded by small mounds of earth, in order, when 
necessary, to retain· the irrigation uater.There· is 
no particul.ar pattern to these small. fields. 
In February the seed is aovm by haphazard hand 
methods and around mid•April when the plants have 
reached a height of about 2 inches, the farmer 
selects the sturdiest oneG and removes the 
others in order to ensure the best growth. The 
foreman at· Kashef lamented the fact that people 
would not plant their seed in roes,.so avoiding 
waste seed. The sugar beet is usually weeded and 
hoed by hand, especially af~er the rainy spells, 
labour often having to be hired to help uith 
these tasks. The beet is usually harvested in late 
July and August a~most immediately after the harvesting 
of the wheat crop. In Kashef 18 farmers own the 
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21 hectares of sugar beet collectively and these 
18 farmers are the same who own the hectarage of 
uheat on the farm. 
Last year one hectare of sugar beet on 
this farm produced an income of 5 1000 tomans 
( c.£250 )D However 0 because sugar beet needs much 
more \'later and fex··tilizer than melons, and taking 
into consideration all other factors, such as 
labour costs and transportation, the overal price 
received for one hectare of sugar beet and one 
hectare of melons works out to be about the same .• 
~he reason for prefering sugar beet 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
production to that of melons, therefore, depends 
basically upon tile distance of the farm from a 
large city which can market the mel.o~s, especially 
. .. . . . . 
as they can be dan~ged so very easily unlees 
. . . . 
carefully transported. For the handli.ng of the 
beet once it has been harvested, contracts 
. . . 
between the sugar beet factories and the farmers 
are normally made collec;:tivel.y .• 
This general type of farming method, as 
was stated previously,. is typical of the more 
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progressive farms although -the actual division of 
the crop varies elsewhere from the pattern outlined 
above. The principal variation is the division of 
the profits from the crop itself, or indeed of the 
crop, into 50/.50- ·Shares between the landlords .or 
landowners and the farmers. This share cropping 
is particularly in evidence in the villages cf 
r4orghanan, Nordarkeshan, Hajiabad, I-Iehdia.bad and 
the Khiaban complex., 
Several of the poorer villages revealed 
• • 0 • 
a much less keen interest in the growing of sugar 
beet particularly on the part of the landouner. In 
these cases any contract had either lapsed or had never 
even been made. There were 3 very noticeaBle examples 
of this absence of interest. In Dehnou 9 for example, 
sugar beet had b.een grown three yea1,s prior to the 
survey, that is in 1959, and a contract had been 
held with the gove_rnment controlled AbCou Sugar 
Beet Factory. For no ap~arent reason the growing of 
sugar beet had stopped and in the year of the survey, 
1963, 5 hectare& of' the crop had been planted again,. 
although the headman of t·he village had no idea where 
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the beet would be sold. The marketing factor was 
being left to the landowner, al1 other villagers 
expressing an ignorance of such matters. Knother 
example occurred in Cab Heshk·where only 2 hectares 
of sugar beet were now grovm. Here the headman claimed 
. that the village had had a contract with the AbCou 
Factory for some ao years and now they had no desire 
to break the contract. The reason why so little is 
grotm at the.moment is lack of money, of which they 
said they had had ample previously:. Still a little 
is grown, therefore, producing usually about 16 tons, 
or 2 lorry loads. The third example to be mentioned 
occurred at Piani. Here sugar beet was to be grot.rn 
fer the first time in 1'963. The land tu be used for 
the production of sugar beet in'this village had 
previous.ly been usej a.s a garden but the water 
demand bad been too great for the .supplies available. 
Only about 2 hectares of beet were bei.ng grot'ID, 
similar to the amount in Cah Deshk and as previously 
the headman expec~ed the owner of the village, I.fr. 
Tahery, to arrange the sale of the beet to the 
AbCou Factory.. 
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FERTILIZERS,; 
Again· it is very.difficult to make 
generalizations as to the_ use of fertilizers 
on sugar beet crops, except in so far. as to say 
that fertilizers are generally used in all areas 
~here large seale ~tgar beet production ~s taking 
place. In all cases the fertilizers are supplied by 
the. sugar beet faetor.iea and the coat of these fertilizers 
is taken off the total amount to be received by the 
farmers when the beet is delivered.to the factory. 
Such a method of supply is merely another wau- of 
attemptin~ to attain a certain standardisation of the 
resulting crop. Some years, hC\'lever, \9hen supplies 
froa the fact~ry run shart, certain landlords are 
willing to buy supplies. from the Bazaar in the city, 
and the vi.lla(Sers pay back the cost when the ll'lOney 
for the sugar beet has been received• A comparison 
of prices for fertilizers from the factory and from 
the Bazaar might prove useful. at this point: 
Factory. Bazaar. 
Superphosphate a 1 ton - 9000 rials · 1 ton - 12000 rials. 
, ... 
Ammonium Nitrate 1 ton .. 9000 ri&;ls 1 ton - 12000 rials. 
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Apart·from this price differential, it might also 
be interesting to note that'the chemical fertilizers 
for the factory are mainly brought from Europe and 
America ~-a Y~crransha~, whereas thos~ s~ld in the 
Bazaai' come mainly from th~ u,.s.s.R.G 
The t·:::o tasic fertilizers used in every 
caae are 6upcrphosphates and Am::-zo:ni.um Nitrate, 
although thera are nu6~rous variations within 
each village de}?ending for the moat part ·upon the 
illhims or the various 1andlords and landown~rs. In 
~ashe:f', for example, lime '5.s not needed since the 
n.n. value of the soil in the area is ~. There 
1o also no need tc use any potash. Here the normal 
amounts of fertilizer used are 300 kilogrammea per 
hectare of Superphosphatea., a sL"''ilar arnc.,unt of 
A1!1!4onium ~atrc.tte and about .20 tons per hectare of 
anim.:1l manure. The top dressintt :i.e ueual:ty applied 
betueen the middle and the end of April• Under the 
same la~dlord, s~~1ar amounts ·of fertilizer are used 
both in Ka.late Ali and r~orghanan. In Bid-.ao!-Bid 1 
however, there iG some slight d:ifference in the 
amounts used. Here the lando!-!ner applies some 600 
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k.ilogrammes per hectare of Superphcsphates and 
200 ki.logrammes per hectare of Ammonium I.fi.tra:t~-. 
Usually the landowner has to buy more fertilizer 
·each year and whenever this is necessary he must 
pay some 50 rials per ton for.: the .. 50 r..:ilometre 
haul from Me shad. ·In the other Villages simi1ar 
numerous variations· occur and the e~iest method 
of showing· them adequately ia to list the 
vi1lages.and the amount of fertilizer used: 
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!{alate Cheykha: 
Superphosphate&: 
~onium Nitrate: 
800 kilogrammes per hectare. 
4oo kilogrammes per hectare. 
Superphosphates: 700 kilogrammea per hectare. 
Ammonium Nitrate: ~0 ~logrammee per hectare. 
Azurt(Nitrogen .. Urea): 4.00 kilogrammes per hectare .• 
Hajiabad/t-7e~dia~ad: 
Superphosphates: 300 kilogrammel(3. per hectare. 
Ammonium Nitrate: )00 kilogrammes per hectar~. 
Azurt(Nitrogen-Uraa): 1.50 kilosrammes per hectare. 
Cahar Borche: 
Ammonium.Nitrate: 300 kilogrammes per hectare. 
plus some Superphospba tes •. 
Khiaban complex~. 
Superphosphates: 300 kiloaz-ammes per hectare. 
Ammonium Nitrate: 300 ki.logrammes per hectare. 
--.... . .... 
Potassium: .50 kilogrammes per hectare. 
Azurt(Nitrogen~Urea): 100 kilogra.!!l!Iles per hectare. 
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There are noticeably cer-tain variationc; 
in aoounts of fertilizer given and the Azurt ( Hitrogen 
- Urea ) is usually supplied r1hen animal manure is 
not used and the deficiency has to be n~de up by a 
supply of Azurt. In the Khiaban complex the 
superphosphate is su:vplied to the roots.of the 
sugar beet .in \'linter and tbe Urea io norz:1ally 
sprayed on the crop, and if the leaf of the sugar 
beet is not good then more Urea uill be provided. 
There iG certainly no doubt about the 
i.nportance of fertilizers used in the production 
of the beet and none of the landlords/landowners 
corn:tJlaiv.ed abcut havi.nr~ to use these chemical 
·manures, especially since the factories supply 
the bull: of the fertilizers. 'l'here also a:r,pears 
to be no doubt that the addition oi' fertilizer to 
the soil dcea make for a considerable increase in 
the yields of beet, although it is necessary to 
be elttre:Iely \"Ia:ry of individual clail!lG such as the 
one given by the landlord rtho claimed that under 
the previous o,·mer the yield cf beet in the 
villarre of Kashef vias only 200 tons per year, 
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PLATE : 2. 
Contrasting sugar beet crops, s howing the obvious 
effe cts of more mod ern met h ods of agriculture. 
PLATE: 3. 
PLATE: 4. 
So me of t he best sugar be e t se en o n t he Khia b a n complex, 
t he result of good seed, f ertilizer and water . 
principally because no fertilizer was used •. Hawever 0 
the prese~t owner. ~ith the aid of fertilizer has 
increased the yield to 1,4oo tons per year. There 
is no doubt that these figures are impress:ive, 
although obviously they must be treated with a 
certain amount of scepticism9 ,especially because no 
mention is made of the hecta.rage of the crop in. 
either caseo 
(.See Plates 2, 3, and 4 for obvious differences 
in the quality of the -sugar beet). 
-IP.RIGA'J:I!ON. 
Very l.ittle vaz•iation occurs throughout 
tho area 'l'Jith l~egarfi to tl1e supply of ;;•at·er to 
the sugar beet crop .. The ,,..ri.ga.ting of the beet 
var~es betueen 1 day in 10 and 1 day in 16. It a~pears 
that most of ~he landlords would wish that it oere 
.; 
possible to carry out irrigation at least 1 day in 
10 but difficulties of water supply tend to make 
this a~nost ~mpoasible in moot areas. Usually if the 
crop occupies a third of the total cultivated land· • 
the l."'llhole precess of irr.igati.ng the beet crop takes 
between 3 and.4 days. The only variation that was 
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found with regard to irrigation was in the twin 
villages of Hajiabad and Mehdiabad where the crop 
was not watered at all for the first two months' 
but was then irrigated once every l2 days. During 
the spring of 1963 whilst this survey was being 
carried out very heavy rainfall occurred in the 
Meshad area producing considerable flooding, the 
results of which upon the wheat crop have been 
referred to previously. The results upon the sugar 
beet crop appeared to be rather fewer as far as 
could be confirmed and certainly not as widespread 
as the damage done to the,wheat crops. However, in 
two ca~es at least, flood damage was mentioned. In 
one, Kalata Ali, the heavy rains had caus~d the 
sugar beet seeds not to germinate properly. The. 
reason given was that because the top soil caked 
hard when dried by the hot sun the beet was unable 
to force its way through the soil. This meant that 
very careful irrigation was necessary to attempt 
to help the germination of the seed and the breaking 
down of the soil. In Cahar Borche there was much 
more serious trouble when during the flooding 
some 15 hectares of sugar beet ~ere completely washed 
away and only 30 hectares remained. This loss would 
obviously have seriou.s repercussions upon the 
economy of the village. 
One interesting factor oas. referred to 
on the Khiaban comple~ where the yield of sugar 
beet rose rather dramatically near to the sources 
of the deep wells, fro~ an overall 45 tons per hectare 
to 75 tons per hectare• This increase was partly 
due to the ground being almost_ permanently moist 
but the local people believed that the goodness was 
taken out by the ~eet nearest the well and·that use 
why the beet there·produced better yields. 
YIELDS. 
Tbe beet grown in the region contains a 
sugar content of bet1:1een 17% and 18%.1 thereby giving 
a yield of 180 kilogrammes of ~ugar for every 1 ton 
of beet •. The actual yields per hectare on the farms 
fall mainly into three groups which seem to correlate 
closely vith the interest taken in them by·their 
landouners and landlords. The three groups can be 
classified as:-
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(1) high yields per hectare -Kashef, 
Mordarkeshan and Bid-a-Bid. 
(2) moderate yields per hectare - Cahar 
Borche. 
(3) 1ow yields per hectare -· Cah Heshk, 
Piani and Dehnou. 
~hese total y~elds vary from 5o to 60 tons 
per hectare on the more advanced farms to 30 tons 
per· hectare in the s·econd category and finally as 
l.ov1 as 8 tons per hectare in the poorest farms. 
There appears to be no doubt as· to the benefit in the 
case· of sugar beet of carefu·l, contro1led management 
·and the a·c.vanced use of fertilizers. 
RELATIONS BETUEEH VILLAGES AND FACTORIES. 
The pr~ncipal method of collecting the 
sugar beet by the factories is by the issuing of 
contracts. The farmers collec'tively make a contract 
with the approp~iate factory or else a cont~act 
is made on their behalf by the landlord or 
landowner. n:nere the crop is shared it is quite 
common for the landlord to make his contract dealing 
with his share of tb~ crop and leave the farmers to 
make their own contract. ~ith the Government 
factories the beet is transported by lorries 
which are under contract to the factory whereas 
oith the private· factories the· landlords or farmers 
hire their own lorries. 
The standard organization and running of 
the factories· is looked at in detail. in the appendices, 
suffice it at the monent to outline the basic effects 
that the present system has upon the farming in the 
area. Since the sugar beet is only grown under 
contract, it is possible for the factories to control 
to quite a large degree the standard of the beet 
they receive. Naturally any. form of-standard~zation 
in thi.s manner can only have a limited effect in 
improving the quality of the poorest beet but will 
have little or no effect' upon a higher quality crop. 
The system, therefore, benefits particularly the 
small farms \7i.th only a limited income. 
As ~11 be seen later, the sugar beet 
factories, both private and government owned, have 
in the last two years been considerably.overloaded, 
particularly because of the large increase both 
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in hectarage and yieldsjlo The principal reason for 
so many farms turn·ing over to the production of 
sugar beet, as has been stressed already, is its 
distinct economic adva·ntage to· the farmers., but 
it also reduces the risk involved by the farmers. 
:: since, provided the crop is reasonably satisfactory 
and the toJeather does not damage .it, either by drought 
or flood, then the income ia assured. 
The factories for their part have set up 
five basic schemes w~ich they believe will help both 
themselves and the farmers as regards the quality 
of the sugar beet. 
The first of these is that the factory 
supplies 25 kilogrammes of' seed for each.hectare 
of land crhich is to be devoted to sugar beet. 
Secondly the factory_ supplies sufficient 
ehenical fertilizer to treat the whole crop. As 
. . 
has already been seen the two basic fertilizers 
used are superphosphates and ammonium nitrate ..... 
Sometioes.when the factories have not sufficient 
fertilizer to provide all the farm:a, the wealthy 
landlords will buy the necessary amount in ·rJieahad. 
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But if there is a shortage such as this, the poorer 
farms ~ave to make do with what they can get from 
the factory, thus necessitating lower yields per 
hectare. 
Thirdly the factory ~1ill advc.:.nce 6000 rials 
(approximately £30) credit for each hectare of beet 
to be grown to cover the coat of ploughing, discing, 
hoeing and other such tasks prior to harvesting. 
Fourthly the·factory in the case of peat 
or disease supplies all insecticides and sprays 
plus the use of the specialists to deal ~th the 
problems, free of charge. So far in three years this 
service has not been necessary so it seems obvious 
that this service is unlikely to involve the 
factory in a·great deal of expense. 
Fifthly and finall.y the factor·y supplies 
loans to farmers to help them with the digging 
of t1ells and the construction of qanats for 
irrigation. This source of money is, as far as can 
be seen, much cheaper for the farmers than a loan 
from the city. It is hoped; however, under the land 
reform movement that Agricultural Banks will take 
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over this role, thereby: theor~-tically reducing- even 
more any form of monetary control which factories 
or moneylandera might have over the farmers. 
Apart from the free peat service, the 
price o·f the other services is deducted from the-
total uhen the beet is delivered to the factoryo. 
If th~s matter is looked e.t economicaliy it can be 
seen that the farms· where there are low yields per 
hectare, as low as 8 to:nG 11 the actual. economic 
balance t'Jill shotr a deficit. With the .Pove·rnment-
run factory it is possible to consider that the 
farmer earns approxi-mately 90 tomans per .ton after 
the deduction for trans~ort. This would then give 
him an income of 720 tomans per hectare and when 
the various services are also deduced, such as 
the 600 tomans credit plus a minimum of 200 
kilogrammea per hectare of both types of fertilizer, 
costing 300 tornans, the possible profit margin 
vJould be very low indeed and even non-existent,. 
In these villages, therefore,, sugar beet cultivation 
is anything but an economic proposition. On the 
farms at the other end of the scale, where the yields 
are as h:i.gh·aa 60 tons per hectare, there seems no 
doubt that the profits are very large indeed. 
The proxilility of a: _sugar beet factory sho\vs 
a certain c~ntrolling tendency. The Government owned 
factories of AbCou and Cheneran pay as much aa· 10 
~tomana per ton lese.for the· beet than the ~rivate 
factories at Shirwan. and Fer.riman. The basic factors 
con.trolling where the beet is sent are the cost of 
transport and the capacity of the factory-•. r;Tany· 
of the more prosperous landlords send their beet 
to the private factories as much as l.OO kilometres 
a\7ay but th~ poor farmers very oft.en must re-concile 
themselves to dealing with th~ factory nearest. 
An example of this system occurs in Kashef where 
the bulk of the bee.t j.a sent to Ferrima.n where it 
brings 124 tomans per ton and the cost .of t~ansport 
is 2At- toma~., leaving a final pr:Lee of. 100 toma~, 
compared to th~ 90 tomans received at the AbCou factory • 
. Kashef, houever, _ relies. upon the AbCon fa~tory for 
its supply of pulp which. can be used for both 
fert;ilizer and cattle feed. The ·use of pulp ia· a. 
relatively recent inn9vation in that. the American 
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A .I .D .• advisers suggeat~d that instead of burning 
~he pulp it should be used on the farms for 
fertilizer o.r animal feed. The price paid. for the 
pulp varies from: 
l ton of wet p~~P 
l ton of dry pulp 
= 2 tomans. 
200 tomans •. 
The reason for this large_variation in 
price is obvious. In obtaining this pulp the farmers 
come to a personal arrangement with the factory for 
collecting the pulp.. The farmers can use their own 
carts for transporting the pulp or can hire 
contractors for t~e purpose. The Head of the 
Advisory Branch of the Hi.nistry of Agriculture in 
Hesha.d suggested that another of the principal 
reasons for using the Ferr:i.man factory rather 
than the AbCou factory ±s that at the priva-te factory 
lorry need stay only ~ hours. to unload whereaa 
at the Governmen-t factory the lorry must stay 
l2 hours. This statement apreared to be rather 
dubious. 
THE FACTORIES. 
There are four fact.ories ·in the Neshad 
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PLATE: 5. 
The sugar beet factory of Cheneran - GQvernment owned . 
area ~hich are invo1ved in th~ processing of 
sugar beet. Two of these, Shirwan.and Ferriman, are 
private factories·, the other two,. AbCou and Cheneran. 
(see Plate 5 ) are Government owned. The private 
tactories are each situated· about 80 lti.lometres from· 
Heshad, Shirwan to the North West and Ferriman to 
the South South East, whereas the two Government 
owned factories are mu·ch nearer the city - AbCou 
t7ith1n 10 kilometres to the North VJest and Cheneran 
about 6o kilometres to the North \'lest. The private 
factories have been built by syndicates of ·local 
landlords/landowners but are both relatively small. 
Ferriman, for exaiilple, takes 195,000 tons of bee.t 
and produces 26.,000 tons of sugar. The Govern~ent 
ooned factories are_even smaller, AbCou taking 
only 108,000 tons of beet in 1962 and producing 
15,000 tons of sugar, bu.t it is hoped that the 
Government will build more factories much closer 
together •. 
First,. then, to l.ook at the Government 
factories. These pay on average 103/104 tomana 
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per ton of raw_ beet delivered- to the factory and_ 
for each ton various basic chargee are made,over 
and_ above the extra ~ervices prov~de~ by the factory. 
,_ For example,.··the bee't taken from Ka~hef by- the 
farmers to AbCou costs-14 tomans per ton for 
transvort and al.so 10 rt.9:ls p~r ,ten is levied for 
educationo. Similarly from f·lehdiabad -to AbCou-, the 
farmers receive 104 tomane per ton minus the cost 
of transport_~ which is· 12 tomans per ton, as 
tiiJell ·as the educational levY•. The Cheneran factory 
differs very slightly from the AbCou factory •. The 
beet from Bi·d"!"a-Bid is taken to Chener~n and here 
the price brought is again 1~ tomaps per ton ~f 
ra\11 bee.t 0 .• From this again 1.5 tomans per ton is 
. ·. ~\: . ' 
deducted tor transpo~t,_ plus a further 10 rials 
. per ton aa ·an education ~evy.. As well ·aa these 
levies the landowner also haS to pay 10 rials· 
per ton for unloading the b_eet and a·i'urther 
10 rials for loading .• 
One advantage given to the farcers for 
producing sugar beet is that for each ton of beet 
delivered the farmer receives 12 kilogrammes of . 
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sugar at 13 rials per kilogramme, whereas the usual 
price paid for sugar in Neshad is 25 ·, rials per 
kilogramJ:Je. 
Of the villages studied, six take their 
sugar beet to AbCou and two to Cheneran:-. 
AbCou Factory: Kashef, Dehnou, Hehdiabad, Piani, 
Cahar Borche and Cah Heshk. 
Cbeneran Factory: Bid-a-Bid and Kalata Cheykha. 
The two private factories are at Ferriman 
and Shirwan and the main difficulty is that both of 
them are too far from many of the villages and therefore 
the transport costs are too high, for example, as 
high a~ 20 to 22 tomans per ton from I>1orghanan. 
The Ferriman factory pays 124 tomans per ton of beet 
delivered to the factory from Kashef, which is just 
over 100 kilometres from the factory. From Kashef 
transport costs 24 tomans per ton and, therefore, the 
profit on one ton of beet is about 100 tomans. From 
Kashef, however, only the landlord sends his beet 
to Ferriman uhilst the remainder of the farmers in 
the village send theirs to the AbCou factory. The 
landlord claims that tbe Ferriman factory offers a 
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bonus system for beet brought from the t"'eshad area 
in order to encourage this. The reason is simply that 
be'tter beet is grovm in the more well irrigated 
northern part of the province. 
Shirwan opperates on a similar system to 
Ferriman and beet taken from Hajiabad to Shirwan 
receives 124 tomans per ton, transport costing 
28 tomans per ton. Strangely enough the coat of beet 
carried from Kalata Cheykha to Shirwan is 130 
tomans per ton and the cost· of transport is 30 
·. tomans per ton. No doubt there \VC.1G a certain 
discrepancy in. the facts given here since Kalate 
Cheykha is some 20 kilometres nearer to the Shirwan 
factory than Hajiabad. However, the landowner at 
Kalat·e Cheykha claimed that he only took his beet 
to Shirwan when the slightly smaller factory at 
Cheneran was unable to handle it. To these two 
private factories the following villages send their 
beet either regularly or i.ntermittently:-
Ferriman .F'actory: Kashef, Kalate Ali, M.orghanan 
and Mordarkeshan. 
Shirwan Factory: Kalate Cheykha and Hajiabad. 
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These sugar beet factories are obviously 
extremely important to the agricultural development 
of the area, although the complete success of 
growing sugar b"ee~ depends upon the water supply 
available and the only solution to providing more 
water, which is really acceptable, is the building 
of dams to store water in the mountains. With an 
adequate supply of water, all the landlords and 
landowners agreed that Khorassan itself· would produce 
600,000 tons of sugar, instead of the present 50,000 
tons per year, l.'lhich could all be grown by 25 
farmers with the correct modern methods and there is 
no doubt that in Khorassan there are men who could 
achieve such rates of production, if· they did not 
have to consider the local villagers, bu.t this is 
really only speculation on the part of the landlords. 
At pres·ent the whole of Iran produces 1:00;000 tons of. 
< 
sugar whereas ~he needs of the country are somewher.~ 
nearer 300,000 tons annually. This amount could be 
produced in Khorassa.n and indeed even more, for export 
to Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq, if 25 to 30 new 
factories were provided in the province to cope 
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with the increase in the crop .• Already the existing 
factories are overloaded, for example, Ferr:iman in 
the height of the season has had to double its intake 
per day from 1200 tons to 2200 tons to cope with the 
supplies of beet.. The provision of ~ew factories is 
very difficult since private individuals are not 
will~ng to invest their money in a project which 
might be taken over very soon by the Government 
under its land reform scheme .• The only other source 
.of factories would be the Qovernment but it cannot 
affords the costof new factories at the moment since 
the Agricultural Banks have first prioritY.•· _:There 
seems no dou~t, however, ~hat more factories will 
hav:e to be· built.: soon· and that the price paid to 
., .. · .. : 
the farmers for their beet vdll ·have to be increased. 
r'Tr., Khorram, the owner of Bid-a-Bid, suggested that 
a more realistic price for the beet would be 150 
tomans per ton, especially as the price ~f sugar is 
about 25 rials per kilogramme. Here again the 
· landlords appeared to be quibbling at the profit 
margins of the factories, who, it was claimed, only 
paid 1 rial per kilogramDe of sugar beet. The 
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figures would tend to suggest 'that the factories at 
the moment are doing reasonably well. They pay 1000 
rials for 1 ton of sugar beet and even though they 
only get about 180 kilogrammes of sugar per ton of 
beet, they would 'be able to sell this sugar for 
4,500 rials. Naturally the running costs of the factory 
must also be taken into consideration but nonetheless 
the landlords and landowners all thought that the 
price they rece·ived for their beet was lower than 
what it should be~ 
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CHAPTER 5. 
GROWING AND :[\·JARKETING OF OTHER CROPS. 
Basically the remainder of the crops can 
be divided into two parts:-
1. "Green leaf" crops - vegetables •. 
2. Fruit. 
plus one or two other s.mall crops, such as alfalfa, 
cotton and barley which occurred in one or two 
cases but which must be mentioned in order to 
make the work comprehensive. 
Generally speaking, therefore, apart from 
the gardens of Ahmadabad, Moustafakhane and AbCou, 
vegetables, in particular, tend to b.e grown on 
small hectarages of· land and the main interest 
appeared to be in producing sufficient to eat •. If 
the supply proved to be particularly good, any 
surplus would be sold. The growing .'of fruit is 
affected on a slightly different basis, in that 
some farms or "gardens" devote themselves 
particularly to fruit growing. It is not possible 
to differentiate between the various types of 
farm as to exact location except in so far as to 
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say that in the upland areas and valleys away from 
the main river valley, wood·· in general is most 
prominent amongst the commodities, and so, in its 
turn, is fruit. Nonetheless, most villages endeavour 
to grow some kind _of fruit tree_s, if only to _satisfy 
the needs of the land1ords. Perhaps it vrould be 
possible to generalise about fruit growing to the 
extent of say~ng that many of the farms in the centre 
of the valley bave no gariiens of any size and make 
no attempt to cultivate fruit at all. This factor 
is noticeable both to the North West of Heshad, with 
Kashef, Bid-a-Bid, Kalate Cheykha and Hordarkeahan, 
and to the South East of. the town, including the 
villages of Morghanan, Abulkhair and IChiaban •. 
Most of the villages to the South West of the city 
have some fruit gardens of varying impo,rtance, 
perhaps because they are nearer. the hi·ll.s and therefore 
have soil and a water supply more suitable to the 
growing of trees. 
As regards the growing of vegetables it' 
can be seen from the accompanying table that out of 
Bo. 
j 
the 24 villages in the list, only 6 do not grow 
I . 
any type of "green leaf" crop. There is also notable 
. I 
specialization, particuiarly in koucah (13) v1here 
I 
. . I 
only peas are grown a.nd marketed!, and in Khanrud ( 4) 
v1here the climate is considera?l~ cooler and wetter 
than on the plain , there is a 
potatoes and turnips. 
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Kashef. X X X X X 
Kalate Ali. No vegetable crops grown. 
Ghasemabad. X X X :X X X X 
Khanrud. X X 
Bid-a;..Bid. X X X 
Morghanan. No vegetable crops grown. 
Abulkhair. No vegetable crops grown. 
Nasuhabad. X X X 
Telgerdt. X X X x X 
Mordarkeshan. X X X 
Kalate Cheykha X X 
Cahar Borche. No vegetable crops grown. 
Noucah. X X 
Bildar. X X X X 
Dehnou. X X X X 
Piani. X X 
Cah Heshk. X X X 
Ghoulestan. X X 
Ahmadabad. X X X X X 
Moustafakhane. No vegetable c;-gps grown. 
AbCou Garden. No vegetable qr,Qps grown. 
AbCou Village. X X X 
Khiaban. X ·x XI X X X X X 
Hajiabad. No vegetable crops grown. 
Table 1. 
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Kashef. No fruit. 
-
Kalate AlL X ·x X X X 
Ghasemabad. X X X X .. X 
Khanrud. X X X X X X 
Bid.-a-Bid. No fruit. 
Morghanan. No fruit. 
Abulkhair. No fruit. 
Nasuhabad. X X X X X X 
Telgerdt. X X 
Mordarkeshan. No fruit. 
Kalate Cheykha. No fruit. 
Cahar Borche. X X X X 
Noucah. X X X X X 
Bildar. X X X X X X 
Dehnou. X X X X X 
Piani. X X X X 
Cab Heshk. X X X X X 
Ghoulestan. X X 
Ahmadabad. X X X X X X 
Houstafakhane. X X X 
AbCou Garden. X X X X 
,. 
AbCou Village. No fruit. 
Khiaban. No fruit. 
Hajiabad_. No fruit. 
Table 2. . ·? 
... 
A similar table of statistics sho\'1ing the 
villages and the fruit crops they grow shows that out 
of 24 villages; only 8 did not grow any fruit at all 
whilst all the others grew a wide variety of tree 
fruits, the most common being apples, cherries, 
apricots and peaches. The only two village~ which 
grew neither ''fruit crops" or "green leaf crops" were 
both to the East of the city and juxtaposed, being 
l·~orghanan and Abulk.hair. Beyond the fact that the 
tuo were shorter of water than most of the villages, 
there appeared to be no other explanation for this 
complete lack of ahy of the old generalised form 
of agriculture. 
-·~. ..···:.r:·~-:.:-.. ·~1!-
rhe actual hectarage devoted to these various 
crops varied immensely between the various villages. 
The smallest area, one very .small patch of onions, 
grown at Kalate Ali to as much as 30·hectares on the 
Khiaban complex near Neshad, devoted completely to 
the growing of vegetables. Similar divisions ~f land 
occurred within the farms or gardens.themselves, for 
exaJJple, Gbasemabad had about 18 hectares of 11green 
leaf crops" and 12 hectares of fruit trees,.and similarly 
Noucah grew about 6 hectares of "green leaf crops" and 
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17 hectares of fruit trees. There seems no doubt at 
all, however, that where these extra gardens occurred 
they had a very noticeable effect upon the economy 
of the village. 
In the majority of cases it seemed most common 
to divide the crop 50/50, ·as with the wheat and sugar 
beet, but in some cases, the most noteworthy be~ng 
Kashe·f, the landiord still insisted that the crop 
be shared 60% for the landlord and 40% for the farmers. 
1o;~ 
In Kashef, these "green leaf' crops" were g;roV'iil '·on 
a much smaller scale by the ooners of the melon plots 
as well as by both town and village outsiders. ·The 
farmers used their 40% for their home· conslir:'lption 
whilst the landlord marketed his 60~6 with the same 
allof as he sells his other crops. In some cases, 
however, he will sell scme of his crop to the villagers 
if necessary. A more typical system occurred in 
Ghasemabad where the crop was shared 50/50, although 
a very embittered headman claimed that the villagers 
only received 20% of the fruit crop and the remaining 
80% went to the landlord. This accusation could not 
really be verified and after much discussion appeared 
to be merely the result of hatred by the headman 
for the Landlord. However, in Ghasemabad, six of the 
families. in the vil1age shared the money from fruit 
growing and crop planting and the remainder.of 
the villagers were paid workers. In some instances 
a landlord kept a small garden for his own personal 
use and such was the case in Ka1ate Ali where the 
full extent of the garden was only 2 hectares. The 
landlord lo"oked after the land himself, only 
occasionally paying other people to work i.t for him. 
Usually only one man was employed simply to tend to 
the fruit and to change the irrigation water when 
necessary. A very similar arrangement was to· be 
.... 
found in Nasuhabad. Here, a 12 hectare garden was 
.; . ·.,.•;; ~=~~ 
divided into three distinct parts, each belonging to 
various members of the family. The parts were 3 
hectares, 7 hectares and 2 hectares. llere one man 
was paid 600 tomans per year to look after the trees 
in the garden. A similar division of gardens occurred 
.in Dehnou where the.l6 hectares were divided into 
- ~!"'.~\' 
two parts, one of 10 hectares belonging to ~~. · 
f.ioustafi and the second of only 6 hectares belonging 
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to Nr-. Javaheri. Each of these men had a number of 
villagers working for them but although the two 
gardens were worked separately the various workmen 
were readi.ly interchangea'bl.e. 
The moat important gardens from the point 
of view of production were the ten which ringed Meshad 
and which belonged to the Holy Shrine. Of these the 
three most important were visited, Ahmadabad (15 
hectares), Moustafakhane (10 hectares) and the AbCou 
garden (100 hectares). The land bel.onging to these 
gardens was divided into two basic types:-
(1) that which could be rented by a private 
individual or organisation from the 
Holy Shrine. 
(2) that.which the Holy Shrine kept for 
its own use. 
Each of these gardens is being dealt w{th as an 
individual entity throughout the study. 
However, 'before looking in greater detail 
at the growing and marketing of the "green leaf crops" 
in the area, there are three crops wHch ought to be 
dealt with in some detail, although their economic 
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significance is not part-iculariy great in this area. 
These are ·barley, cotton and alfalfa. Firat then a 
brief study of barley mll be presented. 
BARLEY. 
Barley is grown, in some degree or ·other, 
in 14 out of the 24· villages studied, usu~lly in association 
with wh~at. It is used mainly as fodder for anit.IJElls 
in winter although in some of the poorer villages 
it is used as a source of food to counter•balance 
the shortage of wheat. In three of the vi.llages:, 
Kalate Cheykha, Ghoulestan and Ghasemabad, the actual 
hectarage of wheat and barley are inseparable as both 
crops are mixed. It is onl;y feasible to say th(m9 that 
the farm,. as in' the case of Kalate Cheykha, grows 
150 hectares of VJheat and barley •. Basically the 
·rel.atively low price of wheat and barley makes it 
uneconomical to gro\'1 both·, especial:ly when· it is 
possible to grot; some other crop in their place •. In 
1962, the year prior to the survey, r'!ordarlteshan, 
had gro·m1 a·bout 30 hectares or barley yield:i.ng 
about 4 tons per.bectare but in 1963 the crop had 
dropped completely from the normal rotation system 
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of the farm. Rhen it.was grown, the barley was ~atered 
about 5 times in it~. 6 month period.of growth and 
although it received no superphosphate fertilizer, 
it was given about 150 kilogrammes per hectare of 
Amnionium Nitrate. Normally, then, in !-iordarkeshan, 
the crop was shared on a 50/50 basis, the landlord 
selling his share but the villagers kee1)ing about 
• 
200), of their share and selling the remaining 80~b. 
The 20% \vas kept for feeding the animals as 1:1ell as 
a possible secondary ·supply of food if and when the 
wheat supply gave out. The barley \Vbich was sold VIas 
taken to r•Ieshad and was sold in the city on the 
' free mark~t•,· where it was believed that the best 
price for t!le crop could be obtained. The actual 
price paid in the city for the yield from one 
hectare of land differed quite widely although all 
the p~ices proved to be extremely low. The price 
quoted by the foreman was only 5.000 rials per hectare 
and that of the landlord as ~.ooo rials per hectare. 
It would appear that in either case the lo\'t price received 
was one of the principal reasons why barley as a crop 
had been ignored in 1963-. The barley was trans}lOrted 
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into Meshad by lorry, coating the same per ton as for 
the transporting of wheat, that is 120 rials. It is 
then sold- to a merchant, usually the same one who 
deals with the wheat,. and then he_, in h:ia turn, sells 
it in the c:ity. 
Another village where barley is not always 
grown is Kalate Cheykha, v1here, in some years, instead 
of barley the landowner may grow peas and beans. The 
whole system depends very much upon the needs and 
wishes of the people of the village at the time. As 
with \Vheat, the barley is watered once every 14 days 
apJ:roximate=1-y and as it needs fertilizing, it norma~ 
receiVeS about 200 kilogrammes Of_ SUperphOS}:hate per 
hectare. Once ga·thered, the barley is divided equally 
between the landowner and the viila_gers, the latter 
usually eating their share. The landowner, Hr. Hoarven, 
takes the barley on his own transport-to Heshad and 
there he sells it to an allof.o In the remainder of 
the villages, the hectarages under barley vary 
enormously, from 80 hectares i.n AbCou village to 2 
hectares grown in Piani. Two of the villages, 
Khanrud and Dehnou grou the crop by simple dry farming 
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methods, especially if there has been a particularly 
heavy rainfall in the Spring, where the seed is scattered 
over all the normally unused land in the hope that 
at least some of the crop will grow. In several 
cases, particularly in the villages of Telgerdt, 
Abulkhair, Cah Heshk and Khiaban, the barley produced 
is used for cattle food, or at least, as animal fodder.; 
Yields of the crop vary from 3 to 5 kharvars (90 -
150 kilogrammes) per hectare and wherever it is grown 
it is divided on the usual_basis of 50% for the villagers 
and 50% for the landlord, except where the villagers 
are paid labourers. 
In Ghasemabad, where about 11 hectares of 
barley are grown, the crop is sown as an under crop, 
beneath the treesi but as the soil is not really 
very good for barley the yields are very poor, 
only 20 kharvars (6000 kilogrammes) being produced 
in 1962 and whatever portion remains when the villagers 
have used what they require, is sold in Meshad at 
between 1 toman and 1.5 tomans for every 3 kilogrammes. 
Of the remaining villages which grew a little 
barley, Noucah had only planted about 60 kilogrammes 
of seed in 1963 because of the lack of water. Bildar, 
on the other hand, irrigated all her 3 hectares or· 
barley but the foreman claimed that the yield of the 
crop depended very much upon the area where it was 
grown. The;:yield could be as high 9:6 .5 ~arva:r~ ·per 
hectare (150 kilogrammes) or as low as 2 kharvars 
.'~· 
per hecta~e (60 ki.logrammes) •· with an average of 
about 3 kharvars (90 kilogrammes).o 
Ghoul~stan \'las the only village which 
claimed the necessity-of importing extra supplies 
of barley from the city and although possibly 
slightly exaggerated, all of the farmers claimed 
that ·they had to pay 60 rials for every 3 kilogrammes 
brought froo the.town plus 50 rials for the transport 
of the barley the 15 kilometres from the city • 
.. 
AbCou v;llage, which grew by far the 
largest hectarage of the crop, claimed yields."of 4 
• 'l .... , 
to 5 kharvars ¢120 to 150 kilogrammes) per hectare •. 
The crop was well watered and when harvested was 
divided equally, the farmers using their share within 
the v~l~age and the Holy Shrine selling its share 
in the city. 
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There seems no doubt that the more 
progressive farmers consider barley to be an 
uneconomic,. and therefore, useless crop~ except 
possibly for use as cattle fodder, especially 
noteworthy on the Khiaban complex. Nonetheless the 
hecta.rage devoted to barley is obviously going to 
become even less if present trends are carried through 
and there seems no reason why it should remain 
as one of the main crops in the area, except in so 
far as it might be used to repleriah dwindling 
stocks of wheat when there has been a particularly 
bad harvest. 
Cotton. 
Although there is a little cotton grown 
round l"-7eshad, in general the climate is too cool 
and the importance of the crop increases in the 
South, near Torbat-e-Jam, where it is considerably 
warmer. On the 3 farms where cotton was gro,tn, only 
32 hectares in all had been planted in 1963 •. Of the 
three, only AbCou village seemed. really int·erested 
in growing the crop on an economic basis. In AbCou 
some 20 hectares of cotton were planted each year, 
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yielding, because of the lack of water, between 
2 and 3 kharvars per hectare. During the grot'ling 
season the crop \vas watered only 3 times, that is 
about once every 25 days, although there v1ere 
variations depending upon the exact relation of the 
hectarage of cotton to t.he sources of water. \'/hen 
the cotton was collected it was taken·to Heshad 
and sold to the merchant, although the actual time 
of sale depended very much upon the state of the 
market. Usually cotton commanded a high price, as much 
as 45o to 500 toman~- per kharvar. The previous year, 
1962, the return from the cotton crop bad been 
24.000 tomans. When the merchant buys the cotton 
he takes it to the ginning mill where the cotton and 
the seeds are actually separated. There are several 
such factories, usually German built, within the city. 
The seed is then resold for the following year's 
crop. The Khiaban complex grew a very limited area 
of cotton, only 10 hectares, because the landlord 
claimed that it was n~t possible to grow the crop 
economically around Meshad, the cl:i.mate being much 
more suitable further South •. The only reason \'lhy ha 
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grew a little cotton was that when they were unable 
to grow wheat because of the late rains then they 
would sow some cotton. This they sold to the 
gin1ting mill when collected and depending ~pon the 
type· of cotton it 'iFJould bring around ~5 rials per 
kilogramme, (that is 450 tomans per kharvar). The 
previous year's crop had, ho~ever, been damaged by 
disease. 
The on~y other village to grow a.ny crop 
at all was Ghasemabad and here 2 hectares had been 
r·lanted this year. The villagers had been planting 
some cotton fer the last few years as··· an· experiment 
but this year, 1963, becaus·e of the cold, wet weather, 
only 2 hectares were planted. 
. ............ ~··, 
The was~age from the plant, once the cotton 
had been picked, was used, in almost every case, for 
feeding the sheep and cows. 
This area, around Heshad, was really on the 
periphery of the true cotton grow~ng_area further 
South and the crop was very insignificant economically • 
. A'l'fa·lfa. 
The growing of alfalfa was a very new idea 
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.in the area and, in fact., it was limited to tt'IO 
of the more progressive farms. The landlord at 
Horghanan was exper~enting with the crop as were 
the ot'IDers of Telgerdt. The latter were dairy farmers, 
the only ones found around Meshad, and they had heard 
of the value of alfalfa as a feed c~op for dairy 
cows. They had, .therefore, imported some seed to 
ex1'eriment on its· use and value. Only 3 hectares 
were grown at Telgerdt and it was all cut green and 
fed damp to the cattle. The farmers were hoping to 
extend the hectarug~ ~f the c-rop proved to be 
successful. At Horghanan, Javad Torbati had planted 
some four hectares of alfalfa. The crop was shared 
equally between the landlord and the farmers and 
.. ·.:v ... ,.~ 
much of it remained un~ut. The villagers used their 
50?b for feeding their .J:3he·ep. and those of the other 
villages nearby., The latter paid a small sum per . 
head for the right to graze their sheep on the rich 
grass. Iulr. Torbati sold his 50% share t.o the neighbouring 
peasant proprietor Wijllage of Abulkbair for 1.;000 
tomans and again it was used for grazing the sheep. 
The growing of alfalfa seems likely to increase in 
91-j .• 
importance as its value as a feed crop is realised 
and, with luck, the resultant animals will be 
considerably better fed. 
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11Green Leaf Crops". 
From the chart at the beginning of this 
chapter it was clearly discernable that 6 of the 24 
villages under discussion gre\1 no vegetable crops 
at all. The precise reason for this is that in many 
cases the land ~ad been completely devoted to the 
cultivation of sugar beet and wheat whi_ch are, on 
the whole, much more economic crops.· A significant 
instanc·e of this chauge-over \'Vas given at the 
village/farm of Telgerdt. Here the landowners claimed 
that much of the land now devoted to sugar beet was 
previously-devoted to the gro~ing of vegetables 
but the latter were not an economic proposition. 
The village attached to the farm grew alfalfa and 
clover both of which were used for feeding the cattle, 
both being cut green and fed damp. Only 7 hectares 
of these two crops were grown as this was believed 
to be ample to feed the cattle adequately. Cnve the 
village grew some 30 hectares of vegetables but this 
hectarage has now been reduced to 15, the remaining 
8 hectares being used for growing sugar beet. The 
reason given for the replacing of vegetables by 
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sugar beet was that for the cult~vation of vegetables 
a considerable amount of hand labour was necessary; 
more men were, therefore, needed, and this was 
expensive .. A further reason was that a plentiful 
supply of vegetables was on the market: carrots, 
it was claimed, were even brought from as far a\vay 
as Teheran. Despite these apparently very plausible 
.... 
reasons, however, it seems much more likely that 
the greater turnover allowed by the growing of 
sugar beet had a much greater influence upon the 
decision of the landovmers .• 
These "green leaf crops_" are usually 
grown in two major areas, either, as in Kashef,, 
i'•Iordarkeshan or Bid-a-Bid_, scattered in plots amongst 
the sugar beet wherever there is room., or, grown .:i.tl 
sifll.ilar small patches .i.n the gardens, amongst the 
fruit trees., as in Ghase:mbad, Dehnou, Ahmadabad and 
AbCou garden. Because of this splitting up of the crops 
into scattered patches it is often very difficult 
to estimate accurately the exact hectarage of the 
crops. The principal method of growing these. vegetables 
was outlined most successfully by the landlord of 
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Kashef. The land uas kept in small plots, ap)..roximately 
the same size as the sugar beet patches, that is 120 
to 150 square feet. These patches were covered with 
gravel since th~ latter.helps to produce a good germinating 
surface as well as helping t~ break up the clayey 
soils and prevel'l'ting their formation of a hard, 
impenetrable barrier when dried by the sun. The gravel 
f.or this process \'7as brought !rom the l"'\B.she£ Rud to the 
' 
village of Kashef on the backs cf do~Jteys. The crops 
were then sown in Spring and should have been irrigated 
about once every seven days 'but because of the lack o·f 
water once every 16 days proved to be more common. The 
actual planting of the peas and beans at Kashef was 
:'. 
done slightly differently as can be seen in Figure 3. 
This sy.stem ·of ~lanting has been described more fully 
under the subtitle of "Growing" in Chapter 2 on'the 
Growing and Marketing· of Melons'. So there is no 
reason to dwell further on the method. 
There seems· to. be some considerable variance 
as to \1hether :fertilisers ·· ought to be used. t-Ir • Khorrao 
of Bid-a-Bid claimed that no fertiliser wa.s needed 
as the soil was already I·ich through the fertil:iser 
previously appiied to .t~e sugar beet, whereas in both 
Dehnou and Ghoul~stan a certain amount of fertiliser was 
found to be beneii.cj.al. In both villages animal manure 
was used when the seeds were first :planted and some 
form of chemical fertiliser was used a little later when 
growth had started. No indication was given as to what 
sort of chemical fertiliser was used but 'in Ghoulestan 
the landowners claimed that thP.y bought it separately 
in the city at 10 to 12 rials per ki.logram8e and that 
it cost them 15 rials to :t~ansport l bag to the village 
by ·taxi. Both Ghasemabad and Noucah claim.ed that with 
more water they could grow, for sale, considerably· more 
peas. Finally,as was mentioned at the begi~ning of this 
chapter, ''green leaf" crops were grown in the gardens 
of Ahmadabad and AbCou, whilst the young fruit ~rees. 
were growing to full maturity aft~r replanting. 
In the growing and marketing of the .'~g~~ ... ~Jl leaf" 
crops, there are five distinct systems:-
(1) where the crop is grown by the landlord and 
villagers and is then picked and sold to one 
or more allofs in the ci.ty, who in their turn, 
dispose of the crop at will. Examples of this 
system are to be found at Kashef, K~anrud, 
Ghasemabad, Bid-a.-Bid, Piani, Cab Heshk and 
Dehnou. 
(2) where the village makes a contract between 
itself and one or more shops for the selling 
of the crop. This system is best exemplified 
by Telgerdt. 
(3) where the villages individually buy the crop 
from the landowner and sell it as and \"shen they 
can. Bildar is ~~ example of this system. 
(4) VIhere an individual or group of individuals 
rent the land from the landowner and then, on 
this land,. ·grow all the vegetables they desire. 
The land is rented annually.·Tne examples are 
Ahmadabad and AbCou. 
(5) where the crop is grown and is.then auctioned 
to the highest bidder who can then take the 
crop off the land as and when he needs the 
crop. This system is exemplified by Khiaban. 
These last two systems are generally understood by 
saying that either the land or the crop is "put into 
mozayede". This term implies the renting or letting of 
the land or crop, usually only f~r a period of about 
100. 
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one year, and is more common with the sale of fruit as 
will be seen later in this chapter. r-'Iost of the villages 
which do gl~ow vegetables find that they have a surplus 
to sell in the city, apart from Nasuhabad, but the amount 
available for sale naturally varies very greatly from 
year to year. In the first group where the crop 'is··. sold 
to an allof after picking, the crop itself is usually 
divided on the 50%/50% scale, except in Khanrud where 
the la·ndlord ·has kept the relati·vely old fashioned 
system of taking 609~ of the vegetabl.e cro~ and 
leaving the villagers with the other 401~. Most of this 
4~E is consumed within the village and the landlord 
usually markets his 60% with the same alloi as he 
markets his other crops, unless he sells some in the 
village first. The remaining villages in Group 1 follo\7 
the more common pattern of marketing, that is sharing 
the crop 50%/50% ar.d selling so much in the city .• 
Ghasemabad was hoping to do this for the first time in 
1963 but the system was common in Bid-a-Bid where the 
crop ~as taken into the city by tractor and trailer and 
then sold to the same allof who dealt with the wheat. 
The iando\·m~r, however 1 co111plai.ned that he waG unable 
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to hold his potato crop bacl: until he could get a better 
price aJ.though he could use 'th:i.s sy~tem v."ith his peas 
and beans. Although fttll:i.ng Gtill withit1 Group 1, 
Horda:.."kE~shan operated a slightly different system as 
regards cultivation. There vrere ten hectares in all of 
ugreen leaf11 ·eropl3 1 this including some melons, and 
·everyone had a share in these t:en hectcu·es, ·the 50%/ 
50% and smaller divisions beins made when the crops 
were ready to eat. The ten hectares were d:lvided into 
eight different parts. and each part 'l.'tas worked by a 
group of five men. Again there was a slight variation 
in the system adopted by Dehnou, ~here the crops, when 
ripe, were taken in·to H:eshad by the individual farmers 
from their ·Own indi vi.duaJ. plots of land and were sold 
to an all.of. :i?or theil"' goods the. villagers were given 
a receipt which was considered as money ( a type of 
cheque); and. this they eoul.d ca.sh then cr later when · 
they needed the money •. Finally of Cr~up 1 ·~here is" ·Viani. 
Here .the crop share. of the far~ers is usually eaten by 
them and the landlord,~~. Tahery, usually makea·some 
kind of arl"'angement with an allof' to sell his share of 
the crop and the remainder cf the crop then goes to the 
·"r Gohar Shah Mosque which owns the lad:d. 
~p 
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The othe1• groups are self-explanatory and because 
they are virtually only individual e~::amples tlle amount 
of detail dealing with the system is almost covered 
wi tlli·tl ·~he list.. The: only other section which perhaps 
needs ·some e:.::planation io Group 4. 'l'he three examples 
quoted here .are Ahmadabad, AbCou Carden and Ab~ou Village 
\"lhere the land is "put into ~zayede" .. The. rents pai.d 
for the land vary quite not:i.ce~bly depending particularly 
upon the quality of the lanil. The cheape~t land was in 
Ahmadabad where the ·tempor.:1ry landlo1·d had to pay only 
2000 tomans :P.er year for ·the l"ent of the land. The large$t 
price had to be paid in the ~bCou gar~en ~here the land 
value was as high as 3000 tomans per hectare. Finally 
in tlle AbCou village the 1•ent paid for the land this year 
{1963) was 2500 tomans per hectare ~hich was 200 tomans 
per hectare higher the.."n previously 'because the landowner 
ela:i.med. that there had lleen a. considerable amount oi' 
contesting for the land. In all thesG cases the_·only 
requ~.rement on the part of the 1ando::m~.r~ is to supply 
an adequate amount of water. 
Befol·e leaving this brief ·study of the "green 
leai'11 crops which ure grown in the Heshad area, one or 
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two individual .examples might be taken to sh0\'1 the 
general system of marketing which occurs dealing with 
three random cr·ops, potatoes, peas and cucumbers. Two 
rather more detailed exa~ples of potato marketing can 
· be studied in Ghoulestan and Khanrud, Ghoulestan grows 
approximately 100 kharvars of potatoes (30 to,P.s),_,, ... ~~ll 
of which are sold to an allof in Heshad. The potatoes 
are taken to the city either by hired lorry, if there 
is a sufficient quantity to warrant it, or by taxi; 
which, of course, is much more expensive. The cost 
of hiring a lorry·is ab~ut 5 tomans per kharvar or 
15 tomans per ton which s~ems too expensive for t·he 
distance of 15 kilometres which has to be covered. The 
price paid for the potatoes in to~n varies depending 
upon both the type of potatoes and the time of the year. 
The minimum prive received fo.r potatoes just after the 
harvest is 60 tomans per kharvar, or about 6 rials 
per 3 kilogrammes, whereas the maximum price much later 
in the year can be as high as 200 tomans per kharvar, 
or 20 rials per 3 kilogrammes. The second study is of 
. . 
potato growing 1n Khanrud. Here·some 75 hectares of 
potatoes are grown, particularly because of the much 
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cooler climate, and they are alternated annually with 
the production of wheat. The potatoes are sold in 'Heshad 
through four different allofs and the arrangements for 
the sales are made by representatives in the village. 
The transportation of the potatoes is done either by 
donkey, or, if available, by lorry to the city. Again 
the price range varied as to whether the potatoes were 
sold in autumn or spring, from 6 rials per 3 kilogrammes 
to 20 rials per 3 kilogrammes. In Khanrud, however, in 
order to try and get the best possible price the 
potatoes are often stored in earth-covered piles :i.n the 
houses until it is certain that-the market price in 
Meshad will yield a much iarger profit. The price of 
cucumbers in Meshad also depends very greatly on two 
-factors, the type of cucumber and the time of year 
when they are sold, and it can vary between 70 and 
150 tomans per kharvar (~- to 15 rials .per 3 kilogrammes). 
In Ghoulestan, the villagers grow about 50 kharvars of 
cucumbers,. most of which are sold in Meshad. Each 
peasant proprietor has his O\'"m allof with whom he deals 
and he &ill transport his cucumbers to town, either by. 
hired lorry, again at a suggested 5 tomans per kharvar 
10 • 
or if' the amoun·t is not large enough , by the more 
expensive means, the taxi. Finally, peas are a most 
important crop in Noucah where, last year (1962) they 
sowed about 300 kilogrammes of' seed and received in all 
1100 tomans for the crop in Meshad, again' the price 
depending particularly upon the time of sale~ However, 
because of' the very heavy rains of 1963, a great· amount 
of the crop has been damaged, not simpl.y by the direct 
action of the rain, or ·in some cases the bai·1, beating 
down ·the crop, but rather the very rapid dry·ing of the 
ground after the rains causing the clayey soils to 
become baked hard on the surface. As a result the young 
shoots were not able to force their way through the 
ground. 
In general the prices paid for the various 
"green leaf" crops in Meshad ·was very constant and wherever 
the prices wer~ listed by the villagers they correl.ated 
qui t'e notably the one with the other. 
Below is a list of the prices showing possible 
variations:-
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CROP PRICE PER. 3 KILOGRAJir-tES 
Kashef Ghasemabad Bid-a-Bid Ghoulestan Klianrud Cllh Heshk 
Beans 4 ta. 3· ts. 
Peas 3 ts. 3 ts. 
Oni.ons 1 ts. 1 ·ts. 
-
Cu9umber l/2 ts 1 ts. 7 rs/1.5ts 
Tomatoes l/2 ts 2 ts. 
Narrow 1~5/2 ts. 
Potatoes 2 ts. l/2 ts. 8rs/2ts. 6rs/2ts 
I<EY: ts. = tomans, rs. = rials. 
\'/here any variations are apparent. they normally 
represent either the time of the year sold or the 
quality of the crop sold. 
As was El.entioned earlier in this chapter, the 
growing of "green leaf11 crops, particularly on the more 
progressive farms, is becoming less and less ~nportant.· 
During a visit to the village of t-'Iorghanan and after a 
long ta~k with the landlord the following note was made 
which perhaps sums up a fear for the agricultural change 
which is taking place in the Meshad area: 
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1 ts. 
11 It is interesting to specul.ate as to why the 
landlord does not permit some of the land to 
be used for gr9vdng vegetables· and what effect 
thi.s sudden cha:nge of diet ~y have upon the 
people in the village. It. is true that 
sugar beet and wheat are more economic from the 
landlord •·s point of view and this also gives 
the people·m«:?re money~ Prior to this reform, 
ho\¥ever, their diet was naturally varied as 
they also shared the veg~table crops. Now, 
however, the peOIJle must buy these vegetables 
elsewhere, usually in Heshad. Perhaps it is 
not all for the general good P' • 
Granted an increase in income would seem to 
be an excellent idea, especially since the people are 
so poor, but, from what was seen, the extra money gained 
by growing only commercial crops was spent not on food 
but rather on s.tatus goods such as samovars, oil lamps 
or carpets. The people seem ·qU:ite content to live -on 
bread and mast, the two products of the village •. But 
surely this dietary defficiency cannot c;ontinue without 
some harmful effect on the villagers themselves and on.-their 
children:? 
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"Fruit Cropsn: 
.Before dealing with a general study of· 
fruit growi·ng in the l-leshad area, there is one 
dist~ct.ive fruit which was grovm on only two of 
the farms visited althou·gh previously it had been a 
great deal more widespread; that is grapes. At the 
village of Kalate Ali, it was the ovmer of the smaller 
portion of the vlllage who owned three small grape 
gardens., totalling two hectares in al.l. These gardens 
\'Jere set apart from the village and \7ere su·rrounded by 
high walls, in an attempt to keep out possible thieves. 
The vines are usua11y planted as shown in the diagram 
(Figure 4(a)). 
The actual plant is situated on the top of 
the ridge, thereby allowing it to dra1:1 water up ·through··. 
its roots and the vines as they grow td spread down 
the sides of the ridges. The gardens are not·very 
P.roductive and tend therefore to be particularly for 
private supplies •. If there is a very good crop then any 
surplus is, of course., sol.d. The other major grape-growing 
garden was at Telgerdt (Plate 6) where. there were in 
all 6 hectares of grapes, producing some 60 tons of-
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PLATE: 6 . 
Gr ape garden at Telgerdt. 
• 4 
' 
GRAPE GARDENS 
FIGURE 4. (a) 
I mgat1on waur. 
G..,APE TERRACES. Back•ll ~ 
FIGURE 4. (b) 
Irrigat-ion 
,. 
grapes all of which are sold in f..Ieshad. The vines are 
planted in three-tier structures as seen in Figure 4(b). 
The back walls and step structures ar~ used 
because during the win-ter th:is type of structure is 
usually frost resis-tant and in· summer it helps to 
combat the difficulties of drought .• The grape vine~. 
are given animal l!lanure once every five years and this 
year (1963) the landowners experimented with phosphates, 
the result obviously not being known. Al.so some 
nitrogen is given to the plants once the grapes have 
I been pic~ed~ This year 200 kil.ogrammes per hectare of 
phosphates were given to the grapes and they uere also 
sprayed regularly with phosphorus. Last year the gardena 
produced 60 tons per hectare, all of which were sold 'in 
Meshad, the price being about 12 rials per ki.l.ogramoe, 
and the production is increasing considerably a~ the vines 
are still young,. only 6 years old. The grapes sQld in 
'[l;leshad are bought by the shop-kee.pers who come to pick 
their o~n supplies. They also provide transport.to the 
city. 
Nost of the villages which grow fruit do so 
in ·gardens varying in size from 2 hectares as in Kalate 
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Ali to as large as 100 hectares in the AbCou garden. 
The l.ist of the various fruits grown is on the chart at 
the beginning of the chapter and al.though certain farms 
may appear to specialize, in general up to four 
·different types of fruit are usually grown. ~'he various 
farms will have to be looked at individually because of 
the numerous differences itJ produc·tion, but it is 
possible to make one basic generalisation and that is 
that duri11g the 1963 ·season there was a definite ·shorta@ 
of apricots, beca~se of the heavy rain and hailstorms 
and the intensely cold period during the spring months. 
At l~ast four of the gardens, Cahar Borche, Noucah, 
Piani and: l•Ioustafa.khane had their supplies of· apricots 
very badly affected and as will be seen later, not only 
the apricots ~uffered from the poor condi~ions. The 
smallest of the gardens, that at Kalate Ali,was farmed 
principally by the landlo·rd himself and the crop was 
either used by him or sold to the villagers. If there 
was sufficient some was sold to a factory in the city. 
Occ·asionally the landlord paid people to work in the 
two hectares of garden although it depended a great 
deal on tlfe time ~'f year and the size 9f the crop. 
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Usuall~r ;only one man was paid to tend the crop and to 
change the irrigation \'tater \'9'hen necessary. During the 
visit to the farm the landlord found it necessary to 
spray the various trees to avoid disease. 
Ghasemabad was a much larger garden of 12 hectares 
in all, divided into four units.. The principal fruits grown 
.were peaches {lO,.OOo.· trees) and apples (2 ,000 trees) 
but the productio;n was still relatively small basically 
because many of the trees \'lere quite. young and were not 
.beari:ng their full quota of fruit. The landO'I.'lner was 
hoping that he would be able to extend his-production 
quite considerably in the near future •. At present the garden 
produced about 8,000 kilogrammes of peaches and about 
i5,000 kilogram.mes of apples •. Such statistics on the 
amount. of fruit produced YJer.e not always av!iilable at 
the villages tllat were visited and the landovmer at 
Nasuhabad, for example, could C:>nly say that in 11good11 
years he received about 20;000 tomans fo·r the crop; 
whereas in crbad11 years, and he believed that 196:5 VIas 
going tC:> be a bad year, he would only receive about 
5 1 000 tomans. Simi.l.ar stat:i.s.tics- \'lere given about 
Cahar Borche whi.ch had a to·tal of 20 hectares C:>f land 
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as the garden was divided into ·t\'JO parts, both belonging 
to the same la11downer. A total income of 22,000 tomans 
was received from the two gardens in 1962, 12,000 
tomans for the larger .one and 10,000 tomans for the scaller. 
~~ny of the small villages had only planted 
large hectarages of fruit trees. in the last thz•ee years 
or so and therefore tile production of fruit whether from 
last year or what v~s expected this year (1963) uas 
usually quite small. Two such villages were Noucah and 
Bildar •. Despite the fact that Noucah had 17 hectares of 
garden ·the landlord was expecting only about 8,000 
·~ .. _ kilogral!l!!les of fruit in 1963, since· as VJel.l as the trees 
being young, the apricots had been severe~ dw~ged 
during the spring. Similarly.Bild~ was expecting a very 
small produc~ion of only 900 kilogrammes of peaches in 
1963 because the trees were only three years old. In 
two of the other villages studied. the production in 
1963 was expected to·be l.ess than one third of the. 
production of: 1962 .• 
Of the remaining villages it is nece~sary to 
look at them each individually. · First Pian:i. which has. 
two small gardens. Here the apri,cots have been badly 
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damaged this year and there~ore there will be 
considerably less fruit this year. Last year's total 
production was i.n all about 60 kharvars, some 18,000 
kilogrammes. Cah Heshk was one of the villages greatly 
affected. Last year the production was 80 kharvars, 
24,000 kilogrammes but this year (1963) because of the 
cold, they expected only 25 kharvars, ?,500 k.i.lograumes. 
Also in thi·s village there was a small garden r1hich 
the lal'ldlord used as his own and for his visiting guests. 
The three gardens bel9nging to the Holy Shrine are all 
rented out to various people, either merchants or 
shopowners and the rent varies considerably depending 
upon the type of land and the hectarage .• For example, 
the Ahmadabad garden had been rented out in 1963 !or only 
30,.000 tomans instead of the 1962 price of 40,000 
tomans because O·f the d&.aage done to the apricots early 
in 1963. In all three gardens whe:n the old trees were 
cut down and new ones planted, "green leaf" crops were 
gro\'ITn in the spare land •. The only major vari.ation on 
this general system occurred at Khanrud in one of the 
valleys to the South \'lest of Heshad •. Here the fruit was 
usually divided roughly ·tl'zlto four parts.and used in 
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the following ways, 25% sold in Meshad, 25% dried, 
25% made into jam and 2~& eaten fresh in the village. 
'rhe reason given as to why 50% of the fruit t'fas 
processed in the v-lllage \~as that the journey to 
Meshad often considerably damaged the fruit. 
Although not a great deal of· information was 
forthcor.dng about the use of fertilizer on the fruit 
cr_ops it seemed quite possible that in more cases 
than are quoted here fertilizer ·of some kind or other 
was used. Only in tVIO cases was·any definite mention made 
of usil1g any kind of assistance in fruit growing. The 
farm/village of Telger.dt used a certain amount of 
animal manure especially on the grape gar·dens although 
some was also used for the apple trees. The grapes 
particularly were S}.:rayed with a phosphorus mixture 
against any possible form of disease• At Cahar Borche, 
also, spraying was sometimes necessary especially if 
inaects ware found in the trees. The type of spray used 
obviously depended upon the type of insect, and the 
Hinistry of Agriculture iu Heshad usually advised as to 
the type of s:pray to be used. 
;!~ 
As regards the marke'ting o'! the fruit crops, 
r.!~ 
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the vi11ages can be davided into two distinct parts, tm 
first where the fruit is sol.d to an al.lof in the city, 
in the ·case of Ghasemabad, Kha.nrud, Nasuha.bad, 
Telgerdt, Cahar Borche, Noucah and Ghoulestan; the 
second part where the fruit is "put into mozayede", as 
in Bildar,. · Dehnou, Pi.ani, Cab Heshk, Ahmadabad, 
f.1oustafak.hane and AbCou garden. Of these two divisions 
the most straight-forward system is when the fruit is 
"put into mozayede", simply because where the fruit is 
sold to an allof there are considerable variations from 
village to village. One example of this latter system 
of marke.ting is Ghasemabad. Here all. the fruit is 
taken to Ueshad by cart. unless the purchaser comes to 
collect ·the crop himself. If the al1of arranges the sale 
of the crop then it is certainly more common for the 
buyer to come and coll.ect it rather than expect it to 
be brought into the city.- Last year (1962) all the fruit 
vtas sold to Haji Ra.fii Bahrer in Heshad for 6o.ooo 
tomana and he sells the crop from the village. In 
return for this service the all.of takes 10% of the 
crop's monetary value for arranging the sale. The 
foreman forcefully stated that the price received for 
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the fruit crop depended upon three things, namely the 
quality of the fruit, the time of year when it was 
being so~d and the amount of rainfall.o For the 
season 1962/63, therefore, the crop was not as great 
as the previous year because of the cold weather in 
spring. ft!Iost of the fruit sold Vlent to r-Ieshad but 
from there i.t was quite common for it to be taken 
farther afield, to Teheran, Sabzevar or Neisha-bour 
but whatever happens to the fruit once it has left 
the village makes no difference to the price· received 
by the villagers. 
A similar system can be found in Nasuhabad 
\'lhere the to:tal production for 1962 was valued at 
20.000 tomans, although in the 1963 season the 
villagers only expected to receive some s.ooo tomans 
for their crop which had been very badly damaged. 
The normal'system is for the allofs to come to the 
village, usually ona··to three of them, buy the crop 
as it stands and then transport it to'Meshad at their 
own cost, although occasionally the villagers 
themselves \Vill transport the fruit· into town and 
there sell the crop to other all.ofs. Again both on 
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the Tel.gerdt farm and at Cahar Borche this system of 
selling the crop occurs. At Telgerdt al.l the apples 
are sold whilst they are still. on the trees and the 
a.llof who bas bought them sends his men to pick the 
·crop as and when be needs them. In 1962; the owners of 
Telgerdt received 3 •. 000 tomans for their apple crop. 
At Cahar Borche, similarly_, the allof sends out an 
experienced man to check the various fruits and after 
this examination the allot otters the landlord a 
price for the \Vhol~ crop and then is allowed to col.l.ect 
the fruit from the garden at his leisure.-~-
To put the crop "into mozayede", however, is 
·a much more straightforward system since here·, ··£~stead 
of_using the -~ame al.lof or allofs·year after year, 
each year the crop is put up for sale and_in this case 
tenders are submitted from the various ·al.lofs and then 
the landlords/l.andowners choose the best tender and the 
successful al.lof very often tends the_crop, as wel.l. as 
arranging for the harvesting and transporting. A good 
exampl.e of this system was noted at Cab Heshk;;-. At this 
village, once the ·crop had been sold, the allof paid 
the labourers 6 tomans per day for tending it and, when 
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ready, for gat·hering the crop. To carry it to Heshad 
he hires a carter_, usually from the village or nearby. 
Again the system is repeated in the gar.dens belonging 
to the Holy Shrine, those of Ahmadabad, Ji'Iousta:fakhane 
and AbCou. Two of these will be used as further examples. 
In Ahmadab~d the crop is put "i-nto mozayeden and the man 
who buys the crop either has a shop in the city v,rhere 
he can sell his fruit or a larger organization which 
will box ~he fruit and send it to Teheran. In 1963, the 
crop in Ahmadabad had been sold for 4o •. ooo tomans. 
The Nouetafakhane fruit had only brought 20.000 tomane 
in 1962 and the fruit had been sold to Haji Khasem-e-Ghorab 
who owned the Shadab Cannery but in 1963 the various . 
sections of fruit had had to.be sold separately as the 
cannery had no need of all the crop·. The marketing of 
the fru1t, therefore, varies from the relatively 
straightforv1ard syst.em of putting it !'into mozayede" 
where the villagers have little or nothing to do \'lith 
the crop,. to the more complex problem of selling the 
crop when it is ready to the shopkeepers and allofs 
in the t"own by the villagers themselves. 
To conclude this section on fl""Uit growing·, 
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it seems only right that some mention ought to be made 
of the type ofprices received for the fruit. Naturally 
these varied considerably wi.th tlle season, the quality 
and the quantity of the fruit which was ready .for 
the market. When the crop is sold "in mozayede" the 
total crop is sold at an Qvera11 price but where the crop 
is sold separately some breal~down of the prices is 
possible. This pricing was best r·evealed by the foreman 
of Ghasemabad and there appeared no reason to doubt 
the prices given. 
CROP M-IOUI'l'r . PRICE 
Apples 50 kharvars 35/40 rials per ·3 kgs. 
(15.000 kgs. )· 
Peaches 5/6 kharvars 25/30 rials per 3 kgs. (red) (1.5/2.000 kgs.) 
Peaches 20/30 kharvar.a 35/40 ria1s per 3· ·kgs. 
(yellow) (6/9.000 kgs.) 
Cherries 10 kharvars 70 rial.s per 3 kgs. 
(3.000 kgs.) 
Pears 10 kharvars 40/50 rials per.3 kga,. 
(3.000 kgs.) 
: 
1~0. 
From an examination· of these prices the 
profitability of gro~~ng fruit crops wherever· 
available is obvious; and it would explain why so 
many of the villages are increasing their hectarage 
under fruit trees wherever it is favourable to do 
so. 
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CHAPl'Ih'R 6. 
THE GROWING AND r.:IARKETING OF WOOD. 
The use of \'food in building will be seen 
later in this work but it is interesting to note the 
marketing sy.stem which operates for \vood. There are 
t:wo main types of village within the study area:· · 
1. in the valleys and on .the edges of the 
upland where there is ·usually a more 
reliable \Vater supply and where growing 
trees is easy, for example, Khanrud, 
Nasuhabad, Bildar, Dehnou and Ghoulestan 
and 2. the villages on the plains relying on 
qanat water from the upland areas and 
suffering very often from drough~ during 
the dry spell and where ·trees are not so 
comoon, for exaraple, Kalate Ali and Kashef. 
It will probably be claimed that this division 
is based or1 rather flimsy fact. but there certainly 
appears to be a difference in the amount of wood to be 
found in the two areas. 
The variation extends to house types, too, 
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and although a much fuller discussion of these will 
ta1ce place later suffic.e it to say at the moment that 
they ca11 be divided as houses built predominantly of 
wood in the valleys and houses built predominantly 
of .sun-dried brick on the plain. A considerable amount 
of timber 1s used :in the .construction of'the houses in 
the valleys for a~l parts of -the house.. }iluch less is 
found in those houses on the edge of the plain \·lhere 
the roofing and the door jambs are of wood, the remainder 
of the house being built of sun-dried brick. In the plain, 
very little wood is used in construction, most of the 
house being built of sun-dried brick though occasionally 
wood may be used for roofing. 
Similarly the amount of wood used for fires 
varies considerably. In the valleys and upland areas 
many of the small branches and the bark are used for 
f·ires whereas on the plain., \Vood is onl.y used when it 
can be purchased from a vendor from one of the upland 
villages, and then principally it is used for the fires 
o-f the bath-house. 
VerJ. little then will be said about the second 
group, those on the plain.o.. In both the· villages quoted 
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earl~er, Kalate Ali and Kashef, wood was occasionally 
bought at the rate of 2 rials for 3 k~logramEes' and 
used ch~efly as firewood. It must be stressed that 
when referring to \Jood ·~n th~s case, what is meant 
is small branches and dried bark. Occasionally, too, 
for special construptions., such as the barn which was 
S!Jeciall.y bui-lt for housing sheep at Kalate Ali, wood 
might be used. In this case it was brought ·out 
especial1y from Meshad. 
The moet comprehensive study of the cutting 
and marketing of wood was made at Khanrud with a 
further few notes added at lliorghun farther up the 
valley. Both these villages ·are peasant proprietor 
owned• 
The wood is usually cut when it is about 
ten years old, althougb some is left until it is 
even older. Planting, ho·\·11ever, takes pl.ace each year 
and the villagers plant out small branches replacing 
the trees that are cut dorm. It ought to be mentioned 
here that almost all the trees grotJn commercially are 
poplars. The wood :is cut both in sPring and in autumn 
. -
and is either sold immediately whilst still ',wet', 
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though having been stripped of its. bark and its branches, 
or it .is stored :in the valley for anything between 
four and twelve months i:n order to ''dry' it. All ·the 
farmers store their own \"Jood, cut from their own land. 
Whe11 the wood is to be sold it is transported up from 
the valley to the loading point on the backs of other 
villagers. The system is that the man who happens to 
be cutting that particular day hires other men who 
are wil.ling to help and pays them at the standard 
rate of 5 tou1ans per day. Once the wood· has. ·been 
loaded on to the lorry it is transported straight ·to 
Heshad. The actual sale of the wood is arra11ged by the 
village allof 1 of ahom there are six in all. At 
regular intervals the .city allofs v:i.sit the village 
and the six allofs between them then organize the 
sale of the wood. The al.lofs in the village charge 
only 1% of the price· for the services of finding a 
buyer for ea:ch seller. All six of these men grow 
wood themselves, as uell as growing other crops, and 
four of them O\'m the only four general ·shops in the 
village. The reason put forward fo1• this state of 
affairs \vas that each of the allofs had the 
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availability of hired lorry space on the outward 
journey from r•7eshad. .It appeared that although the 
lorries were hired by the ci.ty allofa, the village 
allofs made use of them for transporting their 
goodS':to the v-lllage·, but for this service. the 
viJ.l.age allofe had to pay 10 ·tomans for every kharvar 
(300 kilogrammes) that was transported. 
By this method of .selling the 11'JOOd., however, 
no family deals directl.y with the c.ity allot's; they 
al.l work through their six vil.lage allofs. After 
considerable questioning it was found·· that one of these 
allofs·dealt with twenty families who sold about 
120 kharvars (36.000 kilogrammes) of wood each year. 
The ·c± ty ·merchants thus buy all the wood, v1et or dry, 
that they need and order the lorry to cose out and 
collect the wood ·the follo\ving day • The city allofs hire 
the lorries at the fol.l.owi.ng rates 1 provided tha-t they 
do not have lorries of their own:• 
Wet wood l. manni c; kilogrammes) for 6 rials .• 
Dry wood 1 manni (3 kilogrammes) for l:2 rials-. 
The reason for the discrepancy in price \vas 
that wet wood was heavier arid therefore not so much of 
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it ·could be carried. The journey would be about 20 to 
25 kilometres ·OVer an extremely bad road and th:is WOUl.d 
explain the high cost of h•ansport·. The c:ity merchants 
pay:• 
7 rials for 1· mann~ of wet wood. 
1.3 rials for 1 l:!la.nni·of dry wood., 
to the villagers •. This syster.a of I!lal'keting from Khanrud · 
was in reality extremely compl.ex and there \'las 
cons:iderable debate between the four village elders 
and the al.lofs as to the exact prices for these var:ious 
transactions. Therefore, it is only fair to state that 
these figures might not be absolutely accurate, desp:ite 
attempts to check them. 
Elsewhere, the sys-tem of market:ing the wood 
proved to be much simpler, the t'Jhole crop being placed 
''in mozayede'', excerJt at Nasuhabad. As has been mentioned 
several times. before, this village was certainly the 
poorest visited, and ·there seemed to be no determi.ned 
policy, the sale of wood being intermittent as and . 
when there was wood available. Quite a great deal of this 
wood is obviously left unused •. The villages· which use 
the system of putting the wood 11in-to mozayede'' are 
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Bildar, Dehnou and Ghoule.stan. The easiest way of dealing 
with this aspect is to look at each village in turn 
\7ithout trying to. make generalisations. 
In Bildar the exact area of land -devoted to 
tree grol.'Iing is difficult to ascertain since all the 
11 jubes11 or op~n ditches are lined by poplar trees. 
The trees are cut for s~le when they are ready and the 
foreman claimed that usually the trees take about 
twenty years to reach full •turity .• There appears 
to be considerable confusion as to the exact period of 
time that it takes to reach the required state. This 
varies from ten to tn.enty years but it appears that 
in most cases the more accurate es_tima te is betVIeen 
ten and twelve years. The bitterness of the foreman at 
Bildar towards his employer the Holt Shrine is probably 
the cause of his exaggeration. l-1uch the same system 
was operative in Dehnou where the wood was again put 
11into mo~ayede" but :tn this case the money for the wood 
sold was paid in three installments. One of these 
installments was paid immediately after the price had 
been agreed upon. The second insta-llment was paid after 
two months a11d finally the .third \'las paid after about 
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three months. There \"las no organized plantation of 
wood in the village and the sale of wood'did not occur 
every year, only uhen the trees 1!!1ere ready. The 
individual who buys the wood, normally arranges for its 
cutting and transportation and the villagers receive 
about 40 tomans for each tree, though naturally the 
price can vary a great deal. Finally in Ghoulestan, the 
wood is again put "into mozayede" and the trees are sold 
where they stand. The people who buy the trees also 
arrange for their cutting. Each family owns a few trees 
although the exact distribution of the 50 kharvars of 
trees between the various families was no.t ascertained. 
From this brief study it can be seen that wood 
plays an important role in the economy and the building 
of the villages in the upland areas where water 
is more plentifui but extending into the plill.n~" itself, 
the value of the wood increases, and its usage 
proportionally gives way to mud in building and dung 
.··:·· •.. ····!.!·:"'!"·. 
in fuel. This is one of the few crops whose distribution 
varie·s greatly depending upon the area in which it is 
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CHAPTER 7. 
FERTILIZERS. 
There can be no doubt in the mind of any 
agricultural student of the value of fertilizers to 
the increased productiou of crops in this area of 
Khorassan although there does seem to be some difficulty 
in persuading the farmers of the area as to the 
usefnlness of fertilizer in the growing of their 
crops. Prior to the.coming of the sugar beet factories 
fertilizer was virtually unknown and was uscd·only 
by the more progressive landlords who might have had 
their a.gricultu!'al education outside Iran. However, 
when sugar beet was established in the area and the factories 
set a high standard which the crop had to meet then 
it was found that fertilizer was needed in an attempt 
to raise the crop's standard.; Fertilizer was 
principally introduced by the sugar beet factories for 
the sugar beet crops.. In ~ome cases, however, the u.se 
• of fertilizer has been Bpread by the more progressive 
farmers but in all cases agriculture on the whole has 
benefited since the rotation system means that all the 
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land is ferti1ized in the three year cycle which is 
common over much of the study-area. 
This three 7ear cycle is 
First year Gugar beet 
Second year 
Third year 
wheat 
left fallow. 
A typica·l comment level,led against the use of 
fertilizer is that superphosphate& and nitrate~ of 
ammonia are used only on the sugar beet since the 
goodness in the soil does away with the necessity to 
use more fertilizer. Especially.interesting in this 
brief study of fertilizers was the fact that many of 
the headmen in the villages had no idea uhatsoever of 
the particular type of fertilizers they were using and 
were even mere vague as to their usefulness. A typical 
case occurred in I·~orghanan where Javad Torbati had been 
the landlord for some six months. Here he used the same 
amounts of fertilizer on his crops as at Kashef and 
Kalate Ali but, as at those two vi1lage~ he had great 
difficulty in persuading the villagers as to the 
usefulness of fertilizers in general. 
In almost every case the types of chemical 
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fertilizers used can be limited to three of the 
principal ones, ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate 
and aliperphosphates. Basically, ammonium nitrate 
and auperphosphatea are supplied to growers of sugar 
beet and are used in this connection along with variations 
as can be followed in the chart over the page. 
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VILLAGE 
Kalate 
Ali 
Kashef 
WHEAT SUGl~ BEET 
150 kg amm su1 300· kg amm nit 
300 kg superphos 
300 kg amm nit 
150 kg amm su1 300 kg superphos 
20 tons anif!lal 
manure 
Kbanrud No .chemical fertilizer used. 
Bid-a- 600 kg superphos 
Bid 200 kg amm nit 
O'l'm:R CROPS . 
f-Io~gha:nan 150 kg amm sul 300 kg amm ni. t 
300 kg superphos I 
Nasuhabad No chemical fertilizer used. I ~--------~~------------~~~------------~------------~~: Kalate 200 kg amm sul 4oo kg superphos 
Cheykha i .. 
Grapes Telgerdt 500 kg supe~phos .. 200 kg superphos 
Mordar-
keshan 
P.aji.abad 
and 
Mehdiabad 
Cahar 
Bore he 
Noucah 
Bildar 
Dehnou 
. Piani 
Cah Heshk 
Ghouleetan 
Holy Shrine 
Gardens 
Khiaban 
150 kg amm sul 700 kg superphos 
300 kg· amm nit 
4oo kg·azurt 
300 kg superphos 
300 kg ar!.!m nit 
150 kg azurt 
300 kg am.'!! nit 
No chemical fertilizer use~ • 
Frui. t sprayed 
200 kg superphoa Cucumbe~s - urea 
Treee sprayed 
300 kg superphos 
100 kg urea 
350 kg amm nit 
50 kg potassium 
Table 3. 
Examples can be easily found, as in Kashef, where some 
20 tons per hectare of animal manure is used as ~ell 
as the chemical fert~izer, or in Mordarkeshan, 
Hajiabad and t'lehdiabad \'1here a chemical compound known 
locally. as "azurt" is used in addition. Despite innumerable 
attempts it proved impossible to ascertain the constituents 
of azurt, so, as rdth other local names it bad to 
remain undescribed. 
The amount of actual fertilizer used depends 
very much upon the soil of the village .:md also what 
other fertilizers are used. For example, in Cahar 
·norche, if the land is also fertilized with animal 
manure then only 200 kilogrammes per hectare of ammonium 
nitrate will be needed; if no animal manure is used, 
then some 300 kilogrammes per hectare of ammonium nitrate 
will be needed. Equally the amount of fertilizer used 
can depend upon the nature of the fertilizer, for 
example, at ·~late Cheykha the sugar beet needed about 
400 kilogrammee per hectare of German superphosphate& 
or Boo kilogrammes of Ruesian superphosphates, the 
reason being t'hat the Russian ·superphosphatea are only 
half as strong as the German. In a small group of 
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villages to the West of t·leshad centred around Bildar 
where no suge.r beet of any consequence is grovm, 
chemical fertilizers have been forced upon the 
headmen of the villages by the various landlords and 
landowners and it is quite obvious frQm the information 
gained in these villages that there was very scanty 
knowledge of the usefulness of fertilizers. Examples 
can be taken from ~11 the villages revealinG lack of 
knor1ledge. In all these vill.ages, the fertiliz.ers are 
kno\7n as 15/15 and Urea and these are the na~es used 
by the merchants \"Jho sell them in r~7eshad. A typical 
example could be taken in I'loucah \'There the foreaan 
~~d no idea at all as to exactly what fertilizer was 
given to ~hat crop or how much. All he could say was 
that they used about 1,500 donkey loads, they had not 
sufficient and_they could use more. Similarly in Dehnou, 
two or three types of fertilizer were used but the headman 
knew none of their names and claimed that their use . 
depended U:POn hu\v much fertilizer they had and which 
crop needed it most. At two of the villages in this 
small cluster there is at least some attempt to use the 
fel:.~ti.li.zer to its best advantage. At Bildar, i'or example, 
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the 15/15 fertilizer is used when, or just before, 
the root crops are sov1n, and the Urea is used 
around harvest tu1e. .. The foreman claimed that the amount 
depended upon the needs of the land but ·usually between 
50 and 100 kilogrammea per hectare in total were used 
at two or three.different times. Again at Piani 
a similar system was adopted but here the ~5/15 fertilizer 
~as used for the root crop at the time of ploughing and 
the Urea when the watering commenced.; A final example 
of this ignorance as to the use and value of fertilizer 
naa found in the Holy Shrine gardens of Ahmadabad, 
.. 
l'toustafakhane and AbCou. In each of these three, 'lirea, 
auperphosphates and some potassium were used and for tm 
sugar beet and cuc,_fr.ib~r.s particularly, the urea v.ras used 
twice, once at. planting and once when the plants broke 
the surface of the ground. The farmers, themselves, 
however, had no idea how to use the fertilizer and the 
foreman claimed that the previous year, the 
Agricultural. Department oi' the Holy Shrine had forced 
the farmers to use it .• Apparently the full value of 
using chemical. fertilizer has not been obvioua to the 
farmers themselves as yet. 
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The actual price paid by the farmers per ten 
of fertilizer was very difficult to assess. The two 
principal sources of supply ~ere the sugar beet factories 
and ·the Bazaar in the city. The variations in the two 
respective prices were given by the landlord of Bid-a-
Bid, who complained bitterly at the considerable price 
difference. 
TYPE OF FERTILIZER FACTORY PRICE BAZAAR PRICE 
Superphosphates 1 ton ® 9000 rials 1 ton @ 12,000 
Ammonium Nitrate 1 ton @ 9000.ria1s 1 ton @ 12,000 
He claimed that the fertilizer for the factory 
usua1ly'came from the United States of America or from 
Europe via Khorramshah, whereas that from the Bazaar is 
usually from the U.s .s .R.. The reason 1:"lhy he must 
sometimes buy from.the Bazaar and thereby pay more, is 
that the factory does not always have au'fficient 
quantities of fertilizer available at the right time 
and th~t the factory must also divide its supply amongst 
all ita customers. If the fertilizer has to be brought 
from Meshad its transportation costs the landowner 
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rials 
rials 
50 rials for 1 ton of fertilizer, the distance to 
Bid-a-Bid being some 4o kilometres. This particular 
landowner proved to be rather bitterly inclined towards 
the Bazaar merchants regar~ing the cost of fertilizer. 
A slightly more realistic cost rating was obtained 
from the foreman ·Of' Kalate Cheykha who claimed that 
most of the ammonium nitrate bought in the Bazaar 
was from the U.s.s.R. and that there were too p~~ncipal 
types of superphosphate, one from Holland (48%) ~d one 
from the U.s.s.R. (1~~). The relative pri.ces:,of';these 
two types of superphosphate were:-
1. that from Holland @ 8.5 rials per kilogramm~ or 
9.860 rials per ton. 
2. that from U.s.s.R.@ 4.5 rials per kilogramme or 
5.220 rials per ton. 
This more reasonable evaluation of the Bazaar 
price fDr superphosphatea tended to :be corroborated by 
the ~ndlord of Dehnou who claimed that he had to pay 
8 rials per kilo gramme in the Bazaar in r-Ieshad. Where 
i. 
the farmers buy their own fertilizer they will very often 
consult the merchants as to which fertilizer is most 
auit·able for whi.ch crop. This system was found 
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particularl1 in the peasant proprietor vil~age of 
Ghoulestan where the farmers transported their own 
supplies of chemical fertilizer from town by taxi, 
costing 15 rials for transporting one bag from 
Me shad. 
Before leaving this brief study of the use 
of fertilizer, mention should be made of the·use by 
the farmers of other types of manure and the use of 
chemic~l fertilizers in some cases on crops other than 
sugar beet and wheat. Considerable use is made of 
human or anima~ manure although where woo~ is not 
available for fibres, then the dung is more often 
used as fuel rather than manure. However, several of 
the villages, particularly those in the foothills where 
wood for fuel can be obtained fairly easily, use human 
and animal dung as fertilizer to quite a large extent. 
Several examples can be quoted where animal manur~ 
is used, notablY in Dehnou, Piani, Cah Besbk and 
Ghoulestan. In Dehnou, for example, the animal manure 
was used principally for the 11green leaf" crops when 
first planted and the chemical manure was used later, 
whereas, in Piani, for each square metre of land, the 
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farmers used about 45 kilogrammes of animal man~re 
and this was ~t on all crops regardless of what they 
were. In this particular case, all the animal manure 
was obtainabie within the village and there was no 
need to purchase any. In Ghoulestan, however, the 
situation was slightly different since the villagers 
·needed to·bring two thirds of their animal manure from 
town, mainly from the ar~y barrac~ where the stables 
produce a large·amount of manure. The villagers.have 
. . 
~o pay lO·to 12 rial~ per kilogramme for this ~nu~e 
or 60 to 70 · tomane. for each lorry load. Usua~ly*.: each 
.individual·buys· t1hat. he himself needs. The foreman 
reckoned that the villagers useji about 3P to.49 ~onkey 
loads of manure every 300 metres.· In only one· case 
was human manure mentioned as a major sourc.!i! of 
fertilizer supply and that·was at Nasuhabad • 
. Apart from sugar beet and gheat some use 
. . . 
of fert;ilizers has spread to other crcps, particularly 
fruit and to some extent vegetables and melons.; 
Perhaps the most extensive ·use of fertilizer. was found 
at.Telgerdt; ~here the grape ·gardens were tended very 
caf-e fully·. Th'ey w.ere given animal manure ·once ev.ery 
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five years and in 1963 the; owners ~f the gardens were 
experimenting with the use of pb~sphates. Some 200 
kilogrammes per hectare were given to the· cropo"'·As 
well as th~s treatment tbe plants were also_sprayed 
re~larly with phosphorus and after t~e. grapes had 
been picked the plants were treated with a nitrogen 
compound. Similarly on this farm the apple trees 
were given some animal manure as well as being 
sprayed once_ each year to rid the trees· of pests. This 
spraying of the 'fruit .. trees occurred elsewhere, for 
example_, at Cahar Borche_, Cab Hesbk and in the gardens 
belon~ing to the Holy Shrine. The headman of Cahar 
Borche explained the normal system for spraying tree 
crops. When insects are ~ound the representativ~ of 
the l.finistry of Agriculture is cal.le·d in from IJ.Ieshad 
and his advice· is asked• If necessary, a ~a~istry 
employee will spray the trees for the farmer.. The 
_idea of· s_praying. trees a~ainst disease was initiated 
by the ~anistry of Agriculture but, as.witB:~ many 
other Governme~t ·ideas, it has ·been ver~ slow to 
catch on and full use is _not yet made.~f _this·~:id., 
ubich the ·f.Iinistry offers free. Very lit~le mention 
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. ;: 
has been made so far of the use of fertilizers for 
. . . 
the melon plots but unfortunately up to the present 
time no chemical fertilizer has been found whi~h does 
not also affect the taste of the meionE,i, although it 
is understood that the problem is being tackled by 
the Americans.- BoVIe'V'er, it is possible to use animal 
manure and the best example occurs at the two villages 
of Hajiabad and Mehdiabad where the land is given 
manure at the rate of 30_tons per hectare. It was 
calculated that the farmers needed something like 
2.000 tons of animal manure each year to complete the 
manuring of the farm. Finally in two Vil"lages at least 
an effort is being made to produce better crops. by 
using fertilizer -on the vegetable crops_., A typical 
example of this system occurs in Dehnou ghere chemical 
fertilizer is used on the potato crop •. A similar 
example occurs in the village of Cab .Heshk where 
animal manure is used on the plots of potatoes, 
cucumbers and other garden crops. In Cah Heshk· ··the 
headman claimed t-hat the farmers had sufficient 
~··· 
fertilizer for the amount of water which they had. 
The use of fertilizer is still quite 
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lim:L ted in the v-illages around I-Teshad. It is not that 
the farmers are ignorant of the fact that it is 
necessary to give some· goodness back to the land but 
rather that they have al.ways relied upon animal and 
human manure and are natu-rally reluctant to change 
to -chemi.cal fertilizer. There is n·o doubt, however, 
that once the benefit· of using such aids to-production 
are actually tangible then the farmers will be more 
willing to accept theme 
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CHAPTER 8. 
METHODS OF ·IRRIGATION·. 
In reality, this chapter should be the 
preamble to the whole. study of the agri.culture and 
economy of this area around Meshad. A Persian 
proverb claims that 11 everythi.ng is ali.ve by water" 
and in Ir.an, particularly to the South of the · 
Elburz mountains,. water is indeed the most precious 
commcd=--ty. l·faily of the landowners regretted that 
there was only a lindted water supply since they claimed 
that with more water· they could produce more food. 
The virtual desert could be made fertile:' with a 
reasonable supply of water. 
Away from mere· speculation, how_~-:V~r, there 
are three principal sources of water~supply and 
irrigation within this area round Meshad, the qanat, 
the wel.l and the river. In some cases duplication 
occurs, esp_ecially where · .. water is needed for domestic 
purposes. The latter comes most often from qanats 
since it is much purer.th~n that from the river, or 
from wells. The types of water supply available and 
the villages which use each ,or.e are listed below: 
(see· also Fig. 5):-
QAliATS· WELLS RIVER 
Kashef Kalate Ali. I-Iorghanan 
(ir_rigati.on) 
Ghasemabad Bid-a-Bid Ghoulestan 
Nasuhabad Kalate Cheykha (irrigation) 
(irrigation) 
Mordarkeshan. Telgerdt 
Bajiabad !-.fehdiabad 
Cahar Borche Khiaban 
(part only). 
Noucah 
Bildar 
Dehnou 
Cah Heshk 
Piani 
AbCou 
Khiaban 
(part only) 
Ghoulestan 
(domestic) 
Kala te Cheykha 
(domestic) 
Morghanan 
(domestic) 
I 
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TYPES OF IRRIGATION 
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The most unusual and, in a way, most impressive 
.. 
form or irrigation was o·f the same type as that 
which fascinated the Oxford and Cambridge expedition 
in their book "Blind White Fish in Persia" and which 
is something peculiar, I believe, to certain parts 
of the r~Iiddle East. This system of obtaining water 
is known as the qanat system. (Plate 7) The exact 
method of locating an area to dig the mother well 
was supposedly a guarded secret but several of the 
villagers were quite willing to reveal bow the construction 
of the qanat was carried out.The best explanation 
of qanat construction was obtained at Bildar. 
This village was built at the exit point of the 
underground tunnel, the 11mazhar-e-qanat 11 • 
In the example quoted here, see Figure 6, 
the first well was dug to a depth. 9f 80 metres until 
a source of water was found. Then a further 100 
metres down the slope a-second well was dug, and once 
these two sources of air had been constructed and 
lined with circular sun-dried supports of mud, then 
the first part of the underground tunnel was dug. 
This same process was repeated each time until the 
~~ 
---
PLATE: 7. 
Surface qana t p roviding t he s ole sou rc e o f 
wa ter t o a village. 
PLATE : 8. 
On t h e skylin e i n t he middle of t he pho togr aph 
i s t h e mound o f soil indica ting an air s haft o f a 
qa nat b e low ground. 
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F.igure 7. 
tunnel was completed but as the vertical air tunnels, 
(Plate 8) became shallower th~n the horizontal 
. 
distance between them lessens, from 100 metres to 
about 30 metres~ These vertical wells provide fresh 
air for the qanat builders and repairers; (Figure ?). 
The point where the qanat reaches the surface is 
called the "mazhar-e.-qanat" and it is from this 
point onwards into the plain that a village can be 
built. This latter statement is not strictly true 
since villages can also make use of a qanat which 
passes beneath it• An example of this is at 
Morghanan wfiere the qanat flowed beneath the village 
across the South West corner. South of the village 
i~self there was a steep descent to reach the qanat. 
A tunnel comprising fifty to sixty steps reached 
down to the qanat and at the bottom an enlarged 
space provided room for three or four women to 
wash clotlies, dishes or themselves .• 
An actual map 'borrowed from the Department 
of Irrigation in I-!eshad showed the qana t systems 
serving the two villages of Bildar and Piani, 
and the adjoining table showed most of the 
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f"SOME QANAT. 
FIGURE 8. 
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Qanat systems of two villages. 
--- ----- --- ----
PIANI. 
1. Gift to the Gohar 
Shah ~·losque •. 
2. 4,500 metres in 
length.· 
3. 116 well.s. 
4. -Constructed in 
average sands. 
5. 2'branches to qanat. 
6. Used for cropping 
and drinking. 
?. Flow of oater--
. 24.5.li.tres/second. 
8. Crops: sugar beet, 
wheat,-barle~, wood 
and green leaf crops. 
BILDAR. 
Remained as an inheritance 
for Holy Shrine. 
. . 
2, 000 metres in length .• 
65 wells.; 
Constructed iu big sands and 
bottom of well has reached to 
gran'i.te •. 
No branches. 
Used for . -cropping and 
drinking. 
Flow of water -
· 25.2.1itres/second • 
Crops: sugar beet, green leaf 
crops, wheat and barley •. 
sallent features concerned with these t1r70 systems. 
Figure 8. At the village of Bildar, the qanat flows 
first int.o a reservoir by the side of the village 
and then its flow into the irrigation ditches can 
be control:led by the foreman depending upon the 
needs of the various fields and crops. The bulk of 
the water is supplied from a spring underground and 
the fore~an claimed that a considerable reduction in 
't:"•.· 
the supply of water occurred during the dry period 
of summer and autumn and hence the need for some 
ld.nd of storage device,. in the form of a reservoir, 
was·great. At the time of ~ur visit to the village 
there was an abundant supply of water, so much so that 
the foreman was trying· to find another vil.lage which 
. . . . 
might want to buy water off them. This village was 
Piani. The q~nat at Piani is ·Considerably less 
constant in its supply of water and the foreman in 
the village claimed that it was essential for. the 
garden to be kept watered bu~ not so for the 
remainder of the land,. therefore, if there was not 
sufficient .\"later available they would lessen the 
area of cropland, or buy water if it were available 
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el.se\7here. In fact, the previous year they had been 
able to buy excess \Vater from Bilda.r at the rate of 
300 tomans for 24 hours• supply along the connecting 
channel •. The qanat at.Piani ie looked after by the 
villagers themaelvea; whereas at Bildar it is tended 
and repaired by an expert employed by the Holy Shrine. 
An example of an even more elaborate 
method of controlling and organizing the water supply 
of the qanat system was found at .Kashef .• , Here the 
landlord atte:npted to make the best use of the 
available \"Jatar supt.>ly and this, he stated, was what 
all the landlords and foremen shoul.d attempt to do 
but it was not always the case. The·vil.lagers of : 
Kashef irrigated the whole 1.34 hectares belonging 
to the farm in a rota ti.on of 16 days ·so that the 
area under irrigation is divided into 16 area/days 
fo·r irrigation purposes. The qanat which ~upplies 
the water to the village travels some 6 kilometres 
from the North West .. The qanat is owned by the Holy 
Shrine but since the whole farm 1s rented from the 
Holy Shrine the qanat system is also included in. the 
agreement. The flO\'l of water in the qanat u~· fairly 
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constant throughout the year but i·t is only in 
summer that day and night irrigation is ·carried on 
and this means that during the spring eve~ings it is 
necessary to store the :wa:ter in a special reservoir 
or tank which has been built by the present landlord. 
Prior to the construction of this tank the water 
was allowed to flo~ away .an~vhere often causing 
-considerable erosion. The tank itself (Figure 9) has 
an area of 400 square metres and the flow of water 
is arranged a~ shown in the diagram. 
For a brief explanation.of the working of 
this reservoir ~ystem the water supply from the 
qanat flows into the tank along the ·channel marked 
A. If the water is needed directly in the fields then 
the gate Z which allows water into the tank D is kept 
closed •. The water then flows along the open channel 
Band can be dispersed ·to the whol.e·f'arm area by 
allowing the water to fl,ow down cha~nel E running 
alongside the tank to join channel c •. 'If the water 
is being stored at .any particular time, the gate Z 
is opened allowing direct .access of the water from 
the channel A into the tank D and closing any access 
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, .~ 
... 
to the channel B. Thus, when irrigation is carried 
I 
on from the tank the wooden·plug Y is released and 
' ' 
the gate X is opened ·to. a.?-J:ow ·the water to pass either 
to the right or to· the left along chan.nel c .•. This 
system of water .storage U; no doubt a .~seful addition 
; . I 
to the basic irrigation scheme offered by the qanats. 
The qanat system at Kashef,. although:"'::belonging 
to the la.ndl.ord/tenant ia· , neverthel.ess ;. maintained 
by the Holy Shrine and, as in the case o:f.~il.dar~·· 
-
specialists from the local villages are employed 
directly by the Holy Shrine to cl.ear · the .. q,anats and 
keep them in good repair. This means that the farmers 
themselves in the village pay little or no concern 
to the maintenance of the qanats. The landlord, on 
the other hand, is .in .constant touch with the Holy 
Shrine, even daily touch, eo ·the qanats can ba kept 
constantly in good repair .• The ~oreman arranges the 
sharing out of the water. The landlord claimed, 
quite reasonably, t~at the irrigation of t?e wheat 
and sugar beet fields entails a much gr~ater loss 
•• ;·1 
through evap.~pi~~~n since the area exposed is 
likewise much greater than the trench type irrigation 
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in the melon plo-ts.· So in the wheat and sugar beet 
fields the irrigation is less effective than in the 
melon plots. 
There seems little reason why each village that 
has a qanat system should be looked at in detail 
since each system is very much like the one 
described at Bildar. However, it is interesting to 
see that· there are various differences occurring in 
certain of the villages and these may well deserve 
some mention. 
First, then, a brief look at r-lordarkeshan 
which has a simp~e yet very good and well kept qanat 
as its only water supply. All the land belonging to 
the village can be watered by the qanat and the crops 
are usually watered once every 12 days in comparison 
with once every 16 days as in Kashef, The foreman 
suggested that for the first two months, that is 
during the period of formation; th~ a~gar beet needs 
no water at all and it is only after this initial period 
that it receives its regular l/12 days' supply. This 
factor of leaving the beet for two months without 
wate~ 1s very much a matter of individual choice as 
far as ca:n be ascertained·. 
At Cahar Borche, the next village to 
Mordarkesha:ri., onl.y. J.OO hectares of the total. 180 
hectares of land iS -watered· each year.· The breakdown 
nf these figures ·shows that 80 hectares of Cl"Opland 
are in use this year (1963), and 20 hectares of 
garden and the remaining 8o hectares are left fallow 
in preparation for the follo\ving year. Tl;le v1ater for 
the village i.s obtained from t~o qanata, both of which 
were damaged"by the floods which occ;urred in the 
·ea~ly part of the year. Therefore, when we visited 
the vill.age, it had no water supply whatsoever. Work 
was going ahead, however~ to repair the qanata and 
it was hoped that they would soon be in worldng 
· order. The cost of repairing the system was 
·expected to be about 50.000 tomans and this money 
was going to be paid ·by the landowner hi!!lSelf. As well 
as causing damage to the qanats at Cahar Borahe the 
floods P~d also da~ged some 50 hectares of the 
original 80 hect~res of cropland. Another village 
which is completely dependent on a qanat system for 
·..I.· its water supply is No·ucah. This qanat, as witl:i" most 
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of th~ others, depends for ~ts water supply upon 
spring rainwater and meltwater and, therefore, it 
often has a dist~nct lack of water in summer when 
the need is greatest. The actual dat.e · iihen irrigation 
commences depends to a great extent upon the amount 
of rain that has f~llen during the winter and spring 
months. Obviously the more rain that falls in spring 
then the later it is possible to leave the actual 
irrigation and therefore the available water supply 
ma:y in this case last throughout the growing s~ason. 
Whe~ irrigation is started then ~t is practised 
normally once ·every 1~ days as in Kashef •. Unfortunately 
the mother well of the qanat has now reached stone 
which means that it is impossible to dig any deeper. 
Hence there is a definite shortage of water and this 
will be especially so if any signs of drought occu~. 
In the study of Piani, ( Fi·~e 8), the 
necess~ty of havi.ng to buy wat~r .w!ls diac:ussed and 
another village which has a similar water problem is 
·Cah Heshk •. This particular village has on,e qanat 
provid~ug ~ts wate~ supply and since there is usually 
a lack of water it is necessary to purchase it. 
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.. 
The foreman claimed that the water was bought from 
Noucah. There appears to be some discrepancy here 
since. Noucah also has water proble~s. r-ronethelees 
the foreman was adamant about his claim stat·in.g:' 
that the landlord paid 300 toman~ for a 24 hour 
supply of water from l'Toucah;. As this was t~_e· .. 9..nJY 
one owned by the landowner he was hoping to invest 
more of his money in it and in lieu of this he was 
hoping that it would· be possible for him to-have a 
deep well constructed. Already he has had the area 
surveyed by an engineer and baa received confirmation 
that it w:J.ll be possible to construct a well in the 
.vi11age but that it -will need to be 70 metres deep 
before it reaches water and then it wil~ need to 
be another 30 metres deep in order to get the best 
supply of water.. This construction will obviously 
be a very costly under:t~king but -~t seems Vlorthwhile 
provided that land reform does not rob the l&ndowner 
of his land.: 
Two more brief studies s~ould confirm the 
fact that it i.s very difficult to generalise on these 
matters of irrigation since differen~es can be found 
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in very small areas. Ghoulestan is one of the larger 
villages that was visited and it received its water 
supply from three qanats and from the river. Because 
the villagers can use a~ much of the river wa~er as 
they want there have occurred several heated 
discussions as to the exact .. sharing out of the supply. 
In contrast the qanat water is shared equally and in 
a well organised manner. The Irrigation Department 
in r~eshad has complete_ r-ecords of the qanat systems 
. . 
and the amount of water flowing in each. The supply 
to each individual is thus divided according to the 
amount of land which each has and it is measured in 
hours of supply. This basically ensures that fair 
dealing occurs and eliminates many of the difficult 
problems of sharing the water. 
Finally in this outline of the qanat system 
·of irrigation, the village of AbC8J reveals yet more 
variabion. Here ~he qanat travels some 6o kilometres 
but instead. of flowing through earth-lined tunnels, 
metal pipes haVe"been ~sed as an experiment, ensuring 
more safety in times of heavy rain. A1; .AbCou the 
method of measuring the water is done by counting 
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PLATE: 9. 
Old fashioned method of collecting water from a well 
_by the side of the main road through Cheneran. 
the numbers of pairs of cows, 42 in all, in the vi1lage 
and this· is ~he amount of water the village gets. 
Each individual receives the proportion of water 
d~pendent upon the number of pairs of cows that he 
owns •. 
The second principal. me.~hod ·of irr.igation 
used in this area around t-Ieshad was by obtaining 
water from deep wells, (Plate 9). This method of 
supply was the obvious one for the future and there 
was considerable talk amongst landlords, landowners 
and foremen about the possibilities of constructing 
we~s and the cost of keeping them working constantly. 
Several of these deep .wells already exist around 
r·1eshad and their actual. cc;;nstniction is the f:i.rst 
consideration (Figure 10). 
The deep well. under construct~on at Kal.ate 
Ali was to be dug to a d~pth of 12 metres although 
water had been found at 7 metres. At the beginning 
of the construction a small two stroke engine ~ad 
been installed on a smal.l platform by tbe side of 
the well some 3 metres below the surface whilst at 
the surface across the top of the wel.l. was some 
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w-inding mechani.sm ~th a bucket attached v1ith which 
to extract the waste material. Seven men were 
empl.oyed on the ,·diggiJ;g of the well. and they were 
paid four tomans pe_r day. The pump was to extract 
the water from the ~el.l during the -digging. For 
about 2 met:res just above the water l.evel. on the sides 
of the well. were concrete suppor·ts which were apparentl.y 
being used because t-he cl.ayey soil. was rather more 
sandy lower down and therefore liable to subsidence. 
On completion a more powerful engine was to be instal.led 
al.though the exact type preferred had not been 
decided upon. 
The .best exampl.e obtained of an ac.tual well 
in production was at B1d-a-Bid where the present 
landowner had constructed two deep wells in the 
last 6 years •. All. the area -of land under cro-ps at 
Bid-a-Bid was irrigated and it was an interesting 
traditional sidelight upon what was ~upposedly a 
reasonably modern Wes-ternized farm that the landowner 
followed the set pattern of irrigation; watering the 
crops in the order, first wheat,. then potatoes,. peas, 
beans and finally sugar beet •. The actual irrigation 
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of the various crops varied very slightly, the 
wheat being watered once every 15 days and the other 
~~ops once every 12 days. It is interesting tor:no~e 
that up to six years before our study, the farm, 
although still owned by the family of the landowners 
was not·developed at all and it was not until the 
present owner sold _hi.s ovm farm and took over this 
one that any consideration was given to the land at 
all. Since that time the landowner has built tt~o 
deep wells both of which have mechanical -pUmps and 
there is now sufficient water for the whole farm. 
The landowner claimed that \Vheil the pumps were 
working at maximum power they were producing 
something in the region of 500 cubic metres of w~ter 
per hour. The two wells are about 50 metres apart 
and both have engines, one of which is driven by a 
45 horse power motor and the other by means of a 
tractor engine,. although the landowner is ·gc)i.ng't·to 
purchase another motor soon. The CO$t of running the 
present pump engine seems quite alarming. The machine 
is not needed during the sr~ring when there is suffident 
rain water but for 8 months or more the machine is 
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used, pumping 24 hours per day and never stopping. 
The cost of running the pump is as follows: 
In 24 hours the pump consumes 400 litres of petrol 
(® 2•5 rials per litre). 
In 24 hours the pump consumes 15 li tree of oil .; 
(~ 20 rialS per litre). 
During the-4 months when it is not needed 
the pump must be repaired (again at extra cost)~ The 
landowner believed, and probably quite truthfully am 
sensibly too, that if electricity was available it 
would be quite·easy to run the machine at a muchl 
cheaper rate than can be calculated abovei. especially 
since petrol itself costs about 31.000 tomans per year. 
Another example of the digging of deep wells was 
found at Telgerdt where a new well has been constructed 
at a depth of 80 metres and it is to have a German-
made electrical pump installed. This garden at 
Telgerdt is being developed on reasonably modern 
lines and therefore this new electric· pump, it is 
hoped, will provide all the water the garden needs. 
The Khiaban complex v1hich is run by Mr. 
f1ormini contains five major villages, namely Khiaban, 
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Shalifi, Garijengau, Kederbak and Saxteman. The water 
for these five villages comes from Cheshkme Gilas 
by jube (open.ditch) about 80 kilometres to the 
North East and 16 men have been given the task of looking 
after the water. Some 300 'jouft 1 flov1 from Cheshkme 
·Gilas and only about 100 'jouft' reach th~ complex, 
thus a considerable amount of water is lost by 
evaporation and the flour mills in town also take 
some of the ~ater. The system costs 15.000 tomans each 
year to keep it in order. Mr.Mormini claimed that 
these five villages cost about 1.500.000 tomans 
each year plus a quantity of' wheat and barley but 
as the landlord he was not keen on giving crops as 
part of the rental fee. Each one of these villages 
takes·its share of water that comes from Cheshkme 
Gilas .• Khiaban has 20 pairs of cows and must, 
therefore, take a corresponding amount of water. A 
certain amount of water is permitted for each pair 
of cows, that is,l pair of cows equals 1 jouft of water 
and each village is allowed a specific time during 
which to take its water from the main.ditch.Because 
of the large hectarage of land on the Khiaban complex 
16Q .• 
PLATE: 10 . 
The fi nal stag e of a new electrically powered pump 
a n d i t s buil ding on the Khiaban complex . 
several qanats cross the land going towards other 
villages. The land occupied by the passage of each 
qanat allows· some 20 metres on ~ither side of the 
qanat itself. The landlord then considers how much 
they could have obtained from the land occupied by 
qanats and then charges the village that amount of 
money for the passage of the qanat across the land. 
Since Nr. l~ormini. has taken over the land,· four 
deep we1ls have been constructed in the area, Plate 
10, and he would like to build more although at the 
moment it is not economically feasible. The land 
really needs ten more deep wells and the digging of 
the wells has taken so far about three years but land 
reform prevents any immediate investment in more 
deep wells. Each well has coat about 120.000 tomans 
to build and has to be "dug to a depth of 27 feet and 
the amount of water produced by each well can water 
about 7 hectares per day. The three major ·wells so 
far in operation cost -about 1,000 tomans per day in 
fuel. The need for the construction ·of mo~e of these 
deep wells is obvious especially as in some cases tm 
supply of water from qanats is becoming less and less 
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re1iabie. The greatest difficulty is money and it 
is very often up .to the landowner or the progressive 
landlord to supply the money to build and run these 
wells. Until it is possible for these villages to 
afford their own wells many of them are going to haY! 
to rely upon supplies of irrigation water from qanats 
and rivers. 
The final major source of irrigation water 
that has not been studied so tar is that from rivers. 
As can be imagined this water source is often more 
unreliable than that obtained through qanats since 
the flow of water down these Northern rivers tends 
to be very erratic~ One village \Vhicb obtained some· 
of its water supply from a river has already. been 
mentioned and that was Ghoulestan which made use of 
both qanats and the river, the one. supplementing 
the other. The most detailed example, however, was 
obtained at Horghanan where the water used for irrigation 
was brought direct from the Kashef Rud., lying to the 
south of the village whilst the drinking water and 
V~ater for washing was brought from a qanat which 
flowed under the village. The general pattern of the 
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arrangement can be seen 
I 
I 
in Figure 
. ; 11. 
The \Vater was 
t 
diverted al.ong channel A 
when needed, by means of a small mud dam ClCross~. 
'· . 
the river, until it reached the concrete device at 
letter B (see inset for eDlEU"gement). Then, as the 
water served two villages, one seyenth went to 
Morgha-nan (with a population of 150 to 200) and the 
I .• '"f· 
remaining six sevenths w~nt to Cenabis (population 
6.000). Water ·soemad to be available at any time and 
as far as one could gather there was no rationing. 
If water Wa.s \vanted for irrigation then the · 
villagers merely went to the river, the Kashef Rud, 
and diverted some of the flow. The concrete barrier 
was· to prevent a constant. flow ·of water up the 
irrigation channels but when the water was diverted 
up the main channe·l A it easily overtopped the concrete· 
··-· 
block B which acted as a kind of water storing device. 
At the time ~f the visit during the period of the 
very heavy rain of April and May, there had been 
too much water for the crops and so the whol.e system 
was blocked.off, and we were unable to see it in action. 
Nonetheless we were assured by the landlord that for 
much of ~he time this proved to be an equally efficient 
way of obtaining the necessary water supply as the 
qanat system used at Kashef, both villages. being 
rented by the same landlord. 
Incidentally , whilst discussing vrith r-11-. 
~orbati the various methods of irrigation, we commented 
upon the traditional order of irrigation that had 
been given us at Bid•a-Pid and the landlor.d gave 
us what he believed was a rational reason for retaining 
this traditional watering pattern: •. ~he reason given 
was this, that 'because the wheat is usually in a 1ate 
stage of maturity and has a deep root system, it 
receives its water first~ ·but the sugar beet needs 
very little irrigation at the ~oment and is even 
getting sufficient moisture by rainfall.' Whether this 
answer was the acceptable one or not it is difficult 
to say, however there appeared to be some rea~oning 
behind the rotation·. 
This brief outline of the irrigation systems 
wi11 give some idea ~f the complex methods which are 
used to obtain water and as water is so very necessary 
for the continuance of agriculture in the area then 
whatever.methods.are used can be justified. 
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Obviously the use .of wells is going to 
increase· . in number provided that money is made 
available for their const~uction but unless care 
is taken as regards the water aupp1y considerable damage 
could be done to the crops. ·~he plan proposed by the 
Government for the redistribution of land could 
cause coz:ua:ide:rable development of deep v:el! 
constructions, alth~ugh.many of' the villages would 
find the eost prohibitiveo. 
CHAPl'ER 9. 
MECHANIZATION .• 
Me:hanization in farming technique ·is an 
obvious· development in the modernization of farming .• 
As with many other facets of·Iranian agriculture, 
little or no account is taken of the people themselves. 
Idealism, particularly a need to conform to the 
. . . ~-
Western patterns of agriculture, makes individuals 
dispensable .• Although mechanization is onl:y ...... ,-o:: ·: ... 
beginning in this area of Khorassan, already,:according 
to one landlord, "farm mechanization is starting 
unemployment since bullock usage makes work slower, 
and therefore, an all year round job, but machinery 
hurries and therefore, there is less to do". 
The usual mechanization employed on a large 
majority of farms is tractors,. used for ploughing, 
discing and cultivating. The remainder of the work 
is normally done by hand_labour. The machinery is 
most often hired by the villagers and charges are 
made per hectare of land worked. In four cases 
studied the village, or the landlords renting the 
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village owned farm machinery, which, in some cases 
was hired by the landlords to the villagers. Javad 
Torbati, the iandlord of Kashef, owned one German 
(r.1.A.N.) tractor, one disc harrow and one three furrow 
plough. This machinery is also hired out to Kalate 
Ali and the farmers themselves pay for all the costs 
of ploughing and cultivating. Similar examples of 
landlords or landowners owning farm machinery are to 
be found at Bid•a•Bid where r~. Khorram has two tractors 
(one British and one German), a harvester, a plough, 
a disc harrow and a cultivator. Both the tractors have 
to be taken to Meshad f~r repair and one of the 
problems is that it is difficult to get a British 
tractor repaired because there is.no agent in the 
area as yet. Similar facilities can be found at 
!{alate Cheykha which has two tractors, both 
American, a plough, a disc harrow and a cultivator, 
and at Cahar. Borche, which has a tractor, a plough 
and a cultivator •. 
The costs involved in hiring a tractor to 
do any of the main tasks on the farm are very similar 
throughout the area; they will be found overleaf. 
:""'· •• l. 
for ploughing ·••••• between 50 and 60 tomans per hectare. 
for discing .••.••.• · between 25 and 30 tomans per hectare. 
for cultivating ••••• between· 25 and 30 tomans per hectare. 
The machinery is usually hired from wherever 
it is most easily accessible and this can be either 
. from one of the land1ord 1 s·other farms, from a 
nearby village or from Mesbad. This system of hiring 
is adopted by the mE;~.jority of the·· vill.ages and there 
, I • 
are only occasional variations., One of these latter 
occurs when one 1andlord owna many villages and 
thereby one or two tractors is sufficient to plough 
all ·the land necessary in all the villages. Examples 
of this can be found at Kashef, as has already been 
mentioned, and at Mordarkeshan. The other va~iation 
is to be foun~ at AbCou village where the equipment 
be!ongs to the Holy Shrine and the .hiring coste. charged 
are slightly lower than in most other cases. They 
are:-
for ploughing •••••• 50 tomans per hectal"eo. 
for discing •••·•••• 18 tomane per hectare. 
In all casas; as has been emphasised'already 1 
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the costs are paid by the farmers and i.t is toward 
meeting these costs that the loans made by the sugar . 
beet factories are offered~· ~lost· of the ploughing 
is done by machine except.where tractors have difficulty 
in working and then a pair of cows and a plough, the 
more traditional equipment, are used. The 
broadcasting of seed is very often.done by hand 
although again, many of the more progressive landlords 
claim that this method is wasteful arid prefer to use 
modern machines. Often, during the autumn months, 
immediately after the harvest, the tractors will 
.work 24 hours a day on the more progressive farms in 
an attempt to complete the ploughing as early as 
possible. When this occursi the two tractor drivers 
normally worlt in shifts. The vast majority of the 
hoeing, weeding and harvesting is still done by 
traditional methods. One· landlord claimed that he 
had used harvesters· the previous. year but ·be<;~J.l.~e of 
the great saving'of 1abour, the idea was dropped. He 
believed that it was more acceptable to allow the 
villagers to cut their corn' in the traditional manner, 
otherwise uneMployment was far too high. 
One simple example· which iG deserving 
special mention here is that of B~ldar:. The latter 
is a village belonging dir~ctly to the Holy Shrine 
an;i the tractors used for· pl·oughing here are lent 
to the village free of charge~ The tractors, however, 
only plough the land, all the remainder of the work 
.being completed by hand.· 
As can be easily gathered from this brief 
d2scri:ption of mechanization~. the farmers still do 
a consitierable amount .of the worlt in the fields in 
the traditional way~ The reason for this is·not 
necessarily because of the backward nature of farming 
methods but also because ·of the diffic~lty of 
emp_loying so many people if the farming is 
completely mechanized. Unemployment must be a primary 
consideration. fo~ I have stated already, m~ny of the 
more progressive landlords would like to be able 
to farm the land completely using machinery and 
having only about six wo.rkmen but under the present 
system of agriculture this is impossible. Neither 
is reform neceasari.ly going to aid modern:!za.tio'n 
of methods. 
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CHAPl'lm :tO. 
LABOUR. 
The methods adopted for employing the" 
large numbers of villagers on·the various farms 
were almost as diverse as were the farm types 
themselves. The t\-10 principal types \Vere nshare-
croppi.ng", in which the \'19rker. received a certain 
percentage of the crop at the time of its harvesting 
and "wage-earning11 .where the worker was paid a 
fixe~ daily wage for his work. There seems no doubt 
that "share-cropping" is the older of the .two methods 
and indeed it seems possible that it is· 'the traditional 
method whereas the idea of wage-earning is a 
relntively new concept and is limited in its 
al">Plication. There is a standard offivial argument 
to ahO\'l the merits of "'wage-ear~ingn but nonetheless 
many landlords and landowners are content to continue 
nshare-crop:p:ing11 as a more acceptable system. 
Before assessing the meri~s or otherwise 
of the official argument, it will be more sf:tisfactory 
"' 
to present individual cases on both aides showing 
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particularly hOii/ they wo1 .. l!:. 
First, then, a look at some of the villages 
which still maintain modified forme or "share-cropping". 
There are no straight forward exaruples of this type, 
as each has some alight complication, so it \9ill be 
simpler to discuss each i:n turn. 
In f.Iordal. .. keahan, for example, all 50 men 
work on the farm or in the village and they all share, 
in sOiile way or othel', the .$(Y,'>6 of the crop which is 
thei.rs to share. This means that by sOl'..ne method or 
other, ea.ch individual family .will get a 1% share of 
the total crops produced by them for the landlord. 
It is not always the case that the cro.ps themselves 
are shared; sometimes the landlord_ will sell the whole 
crop and then share out -the money •' The second is very 
.,. probably slightly more P!'Ofitable to the individual 
farmer since the landlo~ may, by having a ~eeognized 
market, be able to obtain a better price for the crop 
tllau would otherwise be so. 
A further example of "share-cropping11 can 
be seen at Kasllefc Here 18 of the men are occupied 
in the cultivation of wheat and sugar beet and lZ of 
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the men have melon plots. In addition the landlord 
sub-lets small sections of his land to 20 people 
from outside the village itse1f, some from the city, 
some from other villages, so that they may grow 
melons for their own use. For the growing and 
cultivation of wheat.-,and sugar beet, there ·are three 
groups of six men and these groups are persuaded to 
work in competition, the one \'lith the other. Each 
'I'~ 
group has a leader and they work in co-operat-ion 
., 
under their leader who is responsible to the 
beadoan of the village. These 18 only share the 
50% share of the sugar beet and wheat crops but in 
order to allow fair shares, these 18 men are not 
allowed to work any melon plots. Therefore, only 
those members of the village outside the 18 families 
are permitted to have melon plots. These 18 men are 
the same each year but by dividing the work in this 
manner it is hoped that the income of each family 
will be about the same. Of the wheat·crop, each 
group cultivate's a section and thefl gets its 
share of the money from the amount produced in that 
part. The groups, during harvest t~, can hire . 
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labour from outside the village but they must pay 
the cost of hiring themselve·s. Equally, ·when labour 
has to be hired for hoeing the sugar beet, the cost 
•must be paid by they themselves. Both the foreman and 
the landlord/tenant, however, agreed that in Kashef 
there was far too much labour for "the amount o{'work 
and that mechanization plus five men could cultivate 
the same area much more efficiently. On an average 
it \Vas believed that nien worked about 45 !I4nut.es per 
day throughout the whole year, and with due 
consideration, this figure seemed reasonably acceptable 
if all factors were taken into account. 
An· equally complex method of "share-cropping" 
was to be found in Cab Heshk. Here the labour supply 
totalled about 28 men in all, of whom three worked 
in the field as share-croppers and the remainder 
were employed wherever possible. There are two 
possibilities for the three "share-croppers" at the 
beginning of the year, they either rent the land from 
the lando~ner or else agree to share the crop with 
him 5~~/50%. The agreed rent previously paid to the 
landowner was 3.0oo·tomans for one year and the majority 
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of this cost was to cove~ the b~ying of water but 
because of the relative scarcity of the latter. the 
rental had been reduced to only 2.000 tomans per year. 
For this price they were allowed 18 hours of water 
every 10 days, that is '18 hours out of eve~y 240 
hours. ObViously, therefore, it was more. profitable, 
overall, for 'the three men to rent the land outright 
from the landowner,.but their problems lay in raising 
the capital. Whe'n it was not possible to do so they 
were obliged to share the crops. 
The t'share-c~opping" system operated in 
·Ghoulestan differed yet again from the two previo~s 
ones described. Ghoulestan was divided into 200 parts 
and of these 100 belonged to farmers who lived in tre 
vi·llage and the other 100 belonged to people living 
in the city wh~ hired gardeners f~om amongst those 
men unemploy~d in Ghoulestan.· So of the labour supply 
in Ghoulestan itself about 100 of the men are peasant 
proprietors and about a further 100 are share-
cropping gardeners, who get 25% of everything they 
produce. The major problem faced by these gardeners 
in Ghoulestan is.that if the crop is of a poor 
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quality then they must, of necessity, go elsewhere 
. . 
to work as.day labourers to earn their living. 
A further example of -pure share-cropping 
occurs in the Khiaban complex. Here the landlord 
believes that the men work much harder and are much 
more conscientious if they are sharing a crop 
whereas if they were being paid daily they are not 
particularly interested in their work, only in the 
money at the end of the day. 712 men are employed 
on the,Khiaban complex and after putting aside an 
amount equivalent to that originally given as seed, 
the remainder is all shared, usually on a 50/50 
basis. There are a few differences, however, as in 
the case of the melons where the landlord demands 
only 30% of tlle crop and the farmer gets 70"". This 
. . 
anomaly was explained by the fact that the landlord 
had to provide only water and land for the melon 
,., . 
crop, the rest of ~he work was· done by the farmers 
themselves . .; Equally a further anomaly occurred on land 
which was q~ite a distance f~om the centre of the work. 
Here the farmers were allowed to grow \Vhea t ,. of 
which the owner only ~.laimed 10%. In such cases the 
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landlord only provided the land and the farmers 
relied on rain water for their crops •. 
Share-cropping• as a system of employing 
labour, therefore, is fairly widespread and yet it 
has been and is being replaced in many villages by 
a much more orthodox method of payme~t, that' of. 
wage-earning. This system usually operates on a 
daily basis but it is impossible to generalise as 
to the type of farm, or the type of landowner or 
landlord who would adopt either of these systems. 
The idea of wage earning presents a much more uniform 
picture wherever it occurs and the daily rates of 
payment similarly vary very little. 
The fullest picture of a village where 
the men were employed as wage earners was at 
Bid-a-Bid. The village belonged to Mr. Khorram who 
claimed that up to· three years before this study, 
"share-cropping" had b~en the accepted method of 
payment for·the ·villagers but since that time a 
system of wage earning had been introduced, the 
villagers receiving their pay weekly. During the 
weeding period, that is particularly the period 
when the sugar beet plants have to be sorted and 
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only the sturdier ones left. the villagers employed 
receive·40 rials or 4 tomans per day. '.!;'be reason 
why weed~ng is necessary is that the seed for 
the sugar beet is broadcast and not sown, making 
some kind of selection of the various you~g plants 
essential. During the period leading up to harvest 
time the Villagers are kept employed within the 
village or on the land •. At harvest .time 1 when the 
crops need to be gathered fairly quickly pay rises 
to 50 or 60 rials per day, depending upon the 
efficiency of the work• Immediately after the crops 
have been sold there is a period, usually of two 
mo-nths; during \'lhich the villagers receive no pay 
whatsoever and during which time they must; of 
necessity, go elsewhere to find part-time employment 
repairing buildings or cleaning qanats in order to 
earn a living. 
Because of the relative simplicity of the 
wage earner system, there is no necessity to 
elaborate upon_further systems. of this type, suffice 
it only to state one or two straight forward examples •. 
Noucah is an average example. Here the men work as 
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labourers both in the garden and on the farm as they 
are needed, the .number employed depending very much 
upon the t~me of the year.· .Normal:ly only four men 
work on the farm but the total number employed in 
the village can vary between 20 and 50,.. the extra 
labourers being hired where necessary. Al~ the 
labourers receive 50 rials (5 tomans) per day when 
working •. A simi.lar examp~e is Dehnou where, out of 
the 30 man labour force, about· one halt works in the 
garden and the other h~f is employed on the farm. 
In this. instance t~e owners of the village employ as 
much labour. as they consider necessary and are 
prepared to pay 50 rials (5 tomans) per day. Finally 
a fourth example of wage earning can be seen at Piani 
where there are,a total of&;> men to be employed. 
Here .there is some sl:ight deviation. Whether all 
8o labourers are employed at Piani or have to go 
elsewhere for work depends very muc-h upon the amount ,. 
of work available at the time. However, at the time 
of our visit, o~ 12 men of the 8o belonging to the 
·~~ 
village were actually employed there," 8 men working 
on the farm and 4 men working in the garden. One 
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interesting factor which occurred at Piani uae 
that four families from that v~llage go to Aklemat 
in the hills at the beginning of each summer in 
order to grow crops on land v1hic_h they have there 
and then in the winter they return to li.ve in 
Piani. 
There were obviously ms~ variations upon 
these two systems, the most common being where both 
were run in conjunction with one another in the .same 
village·. An example of th~s system is to be seen at 
M~rghanan •. In this vil~ge l2 families only,. of the 
45 living there, are actually involved in "share-
cropping" and the remainder work as labourers when 
they are needed either in Morghanan itself or in some 
other village, wherever work is available. The 
share-croppers are divided into three .grou~s-of four 
for working ~rposes and each group has its leader. 
These three groups work alloted portions of the 
villag~ land receiv:ing their share from the land they 
have ·cultivated. The wage earners are paid, as is 
customary, by the d~y since regular employment is 
rare whereas daily hiring is commo;n· •. A similar 
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system is in operation at Hajiabad. Here the tota~ -
V:illage p~pulation is 80 families, of whom 50 share 
the crops with the landlord and the re~ini~~ 30 
act as paid labourers;, The landlord himse1f seems 
very satiSfied with the system and claims that he 
even goes so far as to offer a bonus for the group 
. . . -:~. =·· . ' ·~t . 
of men whose land produces- the best crops. Whe-th~r 
or not this example of a bonus scheme can be believed 
is _debatable since_ it is the one and only time vJe 
came acro~s it. -Yet another example of this duality 
of systems is found at Cahar Borche •. Here the 
population is divided roughly into two parts; 40 
families act as share.-croppera wit~ the landlord, 
receiving a 25% share of the crop, whilst the 
remaining 30 families act as pa:id labourers-. The 
landlord claims that the pa:id labourers are 
necessary since muc-h of the agr:tcul ture i.s -done 
by machinery. Hence if -all 70 families were involved 
in share-cropping there would.not be sufficient 
work for.them to do and likewise their share of the 
crop would be exceptionally small:• The labourers 
are- paid· 160 tomana per month (-an average income of 
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about 5 tomans per day) throughout the year by the 
landlord and if tlley are hired out to work elsewhere 
then.the landlord receives payment rather than the 
labourers themselves. Again no other similar 
system was found which could.verify its authenticity • 
. One or two ,slightly di.fferent ,systems of 
employment were found during the various studies 
and it -seem~ necessary that each should be mentione~ 
i~ turn, if only to .sbow the complexity of ideas 
- . 
that were in exi.s·ti3nce. At Abulkhair, for example., 
. ~. 
the farm is run almost as a peasant proprietor 
establish~nt. The land is farmed by 5 families who 
call themselves nmalekan" or landowners. These 5 
families share the land between them, one having two 
hectares and the ·remaining fou:r hating 8 hectares 
each, a total of 34 hectares. The remainder of the 
inhabitants either own sheep·or work in other 
villages as agricultural labourers~- The lack of a 
single employer within the village seemed a serious 
handicap as there appeared to be no overall pattern 
of agriculture. 
At Telgerdt, a private far~ run by two 
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brothers·,. only four other indivi.duals were 
empl.oyed _fi.lll time .• or these four, one gardener 
received 150 tomans per month and the three 
dairymen received 1"10 · tomana· l'er month each •· 
Whenever any extra labour was required i.t was hired 
from outside the farm itself ..,. though most often from 
the village of the saee name nearby. casual labour 
was paid between 4 and 6 toma.na per day depending 
upon the work they \'lere required. to do whereas female 
labour, which was used !'or hoeing and weeding., was 
paid 3 tomans per day .• 
A further example o~ the use of labour was 
found at Ahmadabad garden which was the property of 
the Holy Shrine, and lvhich was s-old by the Ho~y 
Shrine to an allof just before har,rest time • Prior 
to putting the garden "into mozayede" the daily hired 
labourers were employed by the !:Ioly Shrine and were 
paid at the rate of 5 tomans. per day. Those· permanent· 
members of at~ff' at the garden were normally employed 
only as c:terks.and their aetual.salary is -unknown 
though it cou,ld be estimated at about. 150 tomans per 
month. When ·the !=rop is s·old the buyer. employs his 
own labour for tending and picking the c;rop, paying 
a slightly higher price at harvest time for 6 tomans 
per day. 
Despite the obvious confusion of methods 
of employment, ·two metho·da· of payment stand out quite 
clearly, those of "share•cropping'' and wage earning. 
On farms which are being run on moder·n and 
progressive lines· the c.onf].j;ct of the two methods 
i.s anything but sol.ved,. as the exampl.es quoted have 
indicated, .. bUt it does. seem possible. to set forward 
a definite. case for the adoption of the vmg9 earning 
technique aa it is more advantageous to the peasant. 
The reasons for the adoption of the wage earning 
method 'l.vere clearly stressed· by Mr. Torbat-i -and 
though they seem very forcefu~, he M.miself' found 
it extrern.ely d"ifficult. to overcome the antipathy 
of many of hie farmers who were convinced that they 
benefited more from the agemold method of share-
cropping than f.rom this newer method· of daily, 
weekly or monthly payment. 
The -reasons given by Hr .. 'l'orbat.~ agai.ns~ 
"share-cropping" were::-
1.. that it is the peasant and not .the 
landlord who suffers in a time of .crop 
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failure since the latter usually has 
sufficient funds to last him through a 
further year whereas the villager has 
nothing. 
2. that the peasant needs to borrow goods 
from shops to keep himself and his family 
alive and this means that he gets into 
debt. 
3. that because the peasant has no fixed 
income be tends to hope for the best 
possible harvest the next· year and 
therefore quite often spends more than 
he should on credit. 
4. that 'l!'rhen the peasant receives his pay 
at harvest time he ten,ds to spend it all 
at once, either because he already owes 
the whole of his income or because he has 
some left he wants to buy some extra 
luxury for the house. 
5.:that because the crop is not all his own, 
he does not work very hard and what work 
he does is not always done conscientiously. 
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6. that the adoption of this system means 
that a peasant works on ~n average only 
a few days of each year, the remainder of 
the time being spent lo~king for jobs 
e1sewhere or merely unemployed. 
?. that the peasants themselves are nat 
self-reliant and, therefore, they do nat 
have a happy life, trivial matters upsetting 
them easily. This view was purely a 
personal one expressed by f·'ir. Torbati. 
B. that the landlord or landowner himself 
needs to lend money to the peasants 
throughout the year to buy food and, 
therefore, it is impossible for there to 
be any spirit of co-operation between 
himself and his farmers. 
Quite obviously many of these opinions as 
to the demerits of share•crapping are personal and 
may not be true in every case and yet, through them, 
it is possible to see the complexities and difficulties 
of the system. 
Equally well the reasons for the adoption 
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of a wage-earning system were c1ear. They were:-
1. that if the peasant earns a weekly 
wage he can adjust his life to suit 
his form of income, much more easily 
than he cou1d with an annua1 wage. 
Budgeting per week is much easier 
than budgeting per year. 
2. that if he is very 1avish in his 
expenditure he can only spend one 
week's income and he will be.paid 
again in a few days• time. This 
fact is not a1togetber accurate 
though the possibilities of running 
into heavy debt are considerably less 
if. the peasant receives a week1y wage. 
3. that the money he receives buys more 
than if he has to borrow at regular 
intervals from other individua1s. 
~. that he has to work for his wage, or 
rather he has to earn the money that 
he is offered. 
5. that this system also makes the landlord 
work as well since if he is paying out 
wages every week he must supervise what 
is going on· •. The adoption of such a s,:tem 
should then mean the end of absentee 
landlords which was the plague of the 
old system of Iranian. agriculture and 
consequently the rise of,a set of 
landlords ~ho are interested in 
agriculture, including the trying out 
of new methods. 
To substantiate his claim that the adoption 
of wage-earning should be imposed by higher authority, 
l"lr. Torbati quoted two examples fr.om one of the villages, 
Kalate Ali, _of which he ~as the landlord. The first 
·man was aged 21 years and was a share•cropper. At the 
time of our visit in June, he had already borrowed 100 
tomans from Mr. Torbati during the month of June 
and he claimed that he and his family were still 
hungry. During out stay he came to ask if he could 
borrow some 90 kilogral!lmes· of wheat from Mr. Torbati·'s 
store in the village. It ~as claimed that by harvest 
time, two months hence, he would owe Mr. Torbati 
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about 50% of his total income from his share of the 
crop and, therefore, exactly the same difficulty would 
occur the following ;year·. 
By contrasti the wage•earner, also aged 21 
years, was comple·tel;y self-sufficient monetarily. 
When he bad.started as a wage-earner he was earning 
2 tomans per day but after.two' years his wage had 
risen to 200 ~orilans· per month. At the time of our 
visit he was earning 180 tomans per month. As a 21 
year' old, he had been married 6 years and bad two 
children. ~~. Torbati claimed that this man was 
not in debt to any one and that he and his family ate 
and lived well. His house was well-carpeted (a sign 
of wealth) and he owned a bicycle. As well as these 
possessions he also had four milking cows, which 
brought him 2<?0 tomans per month, and he owned a 
house in Meshad which he rented at 80 tomans.per 
month. As his overall expenses were only about 25 
tomans per month be was able to save almost three 
quarters of his monthly income. 
Obviously these tw~ examples.were chosen 
especially by ~~. Torbati to give force to his 
argument yet it seems feasib'le that similar 
circumstances exist though.perhapa not to such 
extremes, in o"ther villages. It was difficult not 
to be partisan as to the obvious merits of. the 
wage-earning system when some of the ve.ry poor 
share-cropping villages were. visited. ~et· the 
reverse opin.ion was stressed forcibly by the foreman 
of Mordarkeshan who claimed that share-cropping was 
the best system at present since when the peasants 
were paid by the day, they sometimes found it difficult 
to earn an adequate living (for which purpose he 
quoted 5 tomans per day). Also the landlord was 
able to employ as and when he.wanted· and pay on a 
siciilar basis. By contrast, the foreman claimed that 
by share•cropping the peasant farmers were able to 
earn anything up to 15 tomans per day. Hence there 
was an equally forceful argument for the retention 
of the. share-cropping system. 
In all fairness to Mre Torbati it was felt 
that his attack on the share-cropping system was not 
purely in consideration of the peasants but also took 
hie own position very much into account. The more 
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examples of the systems that were studied the less 
clear became the merits and demerits of each, so 
much depending upon the individual landlord and 
the peasants. :tlot all the young ·modern· landlords 
favoured the wage-earning systems, a prime example 
~eing Khiaban and it seemed sensible not to lay 
down any hard and fast rules •' 
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ANIMALS. 
One of the problems of studying the animal 
side of the economy of this area was the lack of any 
large scale animal'husbandry, apart perhaps from 
sheep: ·farming. Each village that v1as visited appeared 
to have some cows, sheep, poultry and donkeys but 
their importance varied inversely almost with the 
importance of ·crops. The only method of making an 
adequate.study of the use and importance of the 
animals was to assess each group independently, 
village by viliage. 
CATTLE. 
Throughout most of the·area it was possible 
to divide the usefulness of cattle into two groups:-
1. for milk. 
2. for work, usua~y ploughing. 
As much of this study was centred on villages 
v1ithin the immedi.ate vicinity of r-'ieshad the use of cattle 
for ploughing appeared comparatively rare, tractors, 
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Underfed calf - typical of many of the village animals. 
albeit hired, having replaced them on most farms. 
Usually within any one of the- villages the animals: 
were divided amongst the various families, each 
having anywhere between one and six cows •. These 
animals, which looked in e.xtr.emely poor condition, (Plate n) 
were used principally as suppliers of milk for the 
making of mast, part of the villagers' staple diet. 
During the course of our stay in Meshad we visited the 
one dairy farm, as well as the Agricultural ~chool. 
We had heard ext.remely interesting 
reports of the Agricultural School at Karadj near 
Teheran,_ and of the modern techniques which were being 
practiced there. However,. the schooi -at i4eshad appeared 
to be teaching methods which were no better than 
those to be seen in many o£ the villages. The school 
had a herd of_l2 Swiss Brown cows :whi.ch bad· been 
flown in specially to see if it was possible to raise 
the standard and,. thereby, the milk yield of the local 
animals.- The average yield of mi1k per animal was 15 
l.itres per day, whi1st the. recoid of any one day was 
-~~ 
27 litres. The yield was quite high by comparison with 
the average British daily ~eld which is sdm4where 
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.around 16.25 pints for all dairy cattle or 24 pi.nts 
for high yielding co~1s. 1 Equally st~agering was the 
difference between the cows on. the farm yielding 
26.25 pints daily and those in the vi~lages yielding 
around 5.,25 pints d;!ily. Qui.te obviously the 
standard of.dairy cows throughout the region was 
exceedingly low and all attempts to develop better 
bre~ding were to ~e enco~raged. Despite the relatively 
insanitary methods adopted at tlle Agricultural School 
their cattle were f~r in adva.nce of any seen elsewhere 
around Meshad. The one exception to al.l these remarks 
was Telgerdt, the only dairy farm in the vicinity. 
Telgerdt was run by two brothers who had 
inherited it as a private co~cern from their father. 
Their aim was to produce milk and cream for 
consumption as such and not f~r the making of mast. 
On this dairy farm, which was only a part of the 
whole farm, there were, at the time of tb.e visit, 30 
cow~ in milk, 20 heifers and 16 calves. The animals 
were a cross between Swiss Brow~ and a local Iranian 
1. 11Fari!ling for Profits" by Dexter and Barber (Penguin). 
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breed. Originall.y under the auspices of Point 4 (now 
United States A.I.D.) a Swiss Brown bull was imported 
to 1-leshad but now al.l breed;Lng is controlled by 
artifi!=ial inseEllillation. The calves on the farm at 
the time of the visit ranged from 20 days old to 8 
months old. For the first week the calves were normany 
suckled and from then on·they were bucket fed, their 
first lactation being when they reae·hed the age of 
20 months. Each cow gave about 10 litres (1~ pint~) 
of milk per day, the milking taking place in the 
early evening. The milk was_usually sold to small 
mast shops in the town, the own~rs of the shops 
normally sending someone .out to collect it. The milk 
was made into mast for sale t_o the general public 
and none was sold from the mast shops as .fresh milk. 
The cost of the milk to the mast makers was 1.0 r~ 
(l toman) per 1 litre. The b.rothers explained that 
although the people i~ the town needed fresh milk 
there was not sufficient to_supply everyone and what 
was really needed was a good creamery which could 
start a regular distriQution• Until this· occurred 
the milk had to be made i.nto mast. 
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The usual diet of the cows was a mixture 
of clover, alfal.fa 1 .straw and fresh sugar beet pulp. 
The first three of these fodder crops were obtained 
from the village adjoining the farm and the fresh 
sugar beet pulp was brought from the AbCou factory 
and cost 40 tomana per ton in its dry state. Up to 
two weeks ·before the visit., that was towards the 
end of April, the .an;·rna1s were -also fed a concentrate 
made up of salt, cotton seed and ground barley. They 
were given 4oo grams of concentrate each, 1 gram of 
salt for each 100 gral!lG of the concentrate. The barley 
for. this mixture was grown-in ·the vi.llage attached 
to the dairy farm-wh.il.St the cotton seed was obtained: 
from a mill in town.at a coe~ of 650 tomans per ton. 
The ~ecords w~re kept completely up to date for each 
.animal and each lactatio~·produced about 4,500 
kilogrammes, or 984 gallons of milk. The normal 
butter fat .content of the ·mi.1k at Telgerdt was 
between 3% and 6%. There were, however, variations, 
the butter fat con_tent being around 3 • .5~~ after the 
first lactation and averagin.g. 4.2% for the remainder 
of the time. 
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The farm was reasonably. experimental. The 
buildings were a part of the bouse., al. though they had 
been modernized, having. concrete floors and stalls. 
although the stalls were not individual. However, 
despite its clean appearance and the good lcoki·ng cows, 
milking was done by hand into a dirty bucket by one 
of the cowhands. The two brothers were· attempting 
to prove to themselves and to their friends that 
scientific farming could .pay and yet the hygieilic 
standard of the.dairy.was far below what one would 
have liked to.have seen. 
Apart from this.dair~. and the cows at the 
Agricultural School the remainder ·of the animals 
that \'!Tere seen in the area \'/ere very emaciated and 
disease ridden .•. A complete contrast with -the dairy 
9;t Telgerdt,was to.be f'ound:in Kashef village. Each 
famil.y·. there had between 2 and 3 cows, making a total 
of about 45. cows in tlle village, ·tho11gh .the number 
' . 
each family possessed varied, according to their 
wealth. Of these 2 or 3 cows, one was usually a milking 
cow and the other two were.for ploughing. Host of the 
time these animals were kept tethered in the various 
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0 ·yards and fed· on wet straw plus oc~asionally a few 
greens. The cows were all of a small local breed and 
the milking animal.s produced about 3 litres of mi.lk 
each day. Of these 3 litres of mi1k, one litre was 
kept by the family to be made into mast and 2. litres 
were sold via the milk collector in town. The milkman 
paid the villagers 24 rials per 3 ll tree of milk and 
the to1.mspeople paid 32 rials per 3 litres of milk •. 
The milkman coliected the milk on a bicycle, arriving 
in the village about 8 a.m. and transported it to the 
town. If, however, he could not sell the milk to the 
mastmaker at an adequate price, he would then sell it 
in the streets.. Usually the milkman had a contract 
with the mastmaker. Beef was not normally eaten in 
the village except if an animal was ltilled for a 
special occasion, in which case the-skin was again 
usually sold in Jt.Ieshad • 
Similar factors relating to dairy cattle 
in other villages" were found and there" is very littl.e. 
merit in mentioning each i:n turn. Suffice it to say 
at the moment that most of the villages possessed 
about 2 cows per family and in almost every case half 
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were milking animals and the other half draught 
animals. The normal yield per day Of one of the dairy 
cows was 3 to 4 litres of milk. 
There· .are three examples which demand· rather 
more detailed study in that they contained slight 
differences from the general. pattern. The first of 
these was I!'..alate AJ.i. where·-a ·-herdsman was employed- to 
. '• 
look after the.44 cattle. The animals were taken out 
fr~m the village in the early morning and returned in 
the evening and the herdsman's job was that of 
super~sor but unlike many of the other village 
employees, th:is cattle hera'sman ~d 'no other job. For 
. . 
the most part of the year he· was paid by·the villagers 
at the rate of ~ kilogrammes of wheat per cow per 
month and he was given the-· ·wheat at the end of each 
month. Dllring the spring, however_, he was allowed all 
the 'milk from the cows on oce day of the week instead 
of being given the wheat. The reason for this change 
was obvi.ous in that wheat was usually in short supply-
in the village by the spring. 
The second interesti11g feature occurred at 
Morghanan where the animals, as at Kalate Ali, were 
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taken out during the day to graze on the area around 
the village. It was noticeable that the cows in 
Morghanan looked in considerably better condition 
than elsewhere and it seemed possible that the reason 
was simply that they had included_in their diet 
alfalfa. Normally the food of the cattle was limited 
to dried grass with the· ·occasional sugar beet molasses, 
so the eating of green fresh alfalfa could not be 
anything ot·per than beneficial. 
The final study concerns the village of 
Khanrud in the mountains. Here two herdsmen were employed, 
one looking after the milking cows and one the 
bullocks. The difference between these men and the 
herdsman at Kalate Ali was that the former also had 
land in the village. The herdsman in charge of the 
bullocks received 12 kilogrammes of wheat per animal 
during 9 months of the year and for the other 3 months 
received nothing, the income. from his garden being 
adequate. The dairy herdsman, however, received as 
payment all the milk produced in one day of each week. 
In addition both men were also paid 24 kilogrammes of 
wheat for each calf they had to look after. The main 
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duty of these two herdsmen was to take animals 
beyond the village land onto the mount~ns each day. 
Only the pregnant cows and the very young calves stay 
in the village and they are allowed to graze on the 
grass in the timber plots. 
On the whole, therefore, although cattle tfere 
kept in all villages their importance to the economy 
outside the individual viLlages was very limited. They 
were locally important in the supplying of milk 
particularly to the mastmakers but the use of·bullocks 
for ploughing had, as I have stated earlier, decreased 
in importance with the use of tractors., especially in 
the vicinity of the city itself. It seemed likely that 
as the agricultural economy was changed there would 
perhaps be more emphasis on dairy farms as separate 
entities and thereby a noticeable decline in the keeping 
of cattle in.the villages. 
SHEEP. 
The principal.fact about sheep farming in 
the area under study was that there were a complete 
prcfus~on of methods. Of the 25 farms under study only 
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Mi x e d f l o ck o f s he e p and goa t s . 
8 did not have any sheep or goats associated with them. 
It was common to see mixed herds of these animals (Plate 12) 
roaming the apparently semi-desert landscape throughout 
Iran and it is with these animals ·that the nomads of 
the South are associated. For these reasons the existance 
of quite large numbers of sheep and goats in ·a large 
proportion of the villages was a common sight. 
It would be more .acceptable to draw at least 
some general conclusions as regards sheep rearing 
either before or after studying individual farms but 
in this section at least no very adequate conclusions 
can be reached. There are, however.,. t\Vo factors which 
occur in the majority of the studies and these are 
(a) the practice of transbumance, 
and (b) the existance of a shepherd. 
By far the most fascinating feature of sheep 
farming was the occurrence of transhumance .• ::Sriefly 
the sheep (and goats) ·spent the winter within the 
village and the summer. in the mountains some distance 
away, for example, 36 kilometres in the case of Cab 
Beshk. The animals normally left the village around 
late April (25th April in Kalata Ali) and were returned 
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to the village in late September or e.arly October. 
More details of .this system will be made in the 
various individual studies. 
The animals were normally herded communally 
and, therefore, one or more of the villagers was 
employed the whole year to tend the flock. This man 
received payment for his services in kind. Usually more 
than one man from a village was involved in sheep·· 
tending during the sp~ing and summer months when 
lambing was foremost. Again rates of pay and numbers····' 
of individuals involved will best be studied in 
individual farms. 
The first s~udy is of Kalate Ali. The village 
owned a total of 150 sheep though it contained several 
very large covered '~houses" in which the sheep were 
kept during the winter months• Presumably the reason 
for these large "houses" could have been found in the 
history of the village but suffice it to say at the 
moment that sheep and goats from the surround.ing 
villages were also allowed to winter in Kalate Ali 
where they were stall fed and in return for this service 
the villagers were allowed to keep all the .manure 
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produced. During the \T.l~ter period the sheep were 
chiefly fed sugar beet pulp obtained froe the AbCou 
factory. The sheep were not·usually killed for meat 
but were rather kept for their wool and milk. 
Occasionally, an animal would be killed for a special· 
feast or festival, otherwise all the meat, when needed, 
was brought from l·'leshad, apart from poultry. At 
shearing time an average clip per sheep was about 
150 kilogrammes and all the wool,. apart from a little 
for ·home use, was sold in Meshad at anywhere between 
20 and 4o tomans per three kilogrammes depending upon 
the quality of·and demand for the wool. 
A very similar set of circumstances was in 
operation in Ghasemabad where the flock numbered about 
350. Again each sheep produc·ed between 100 and 200 
kilogrammes of wool at shearing (that is between 1 alii 
2 farsman, one farsrnan equalling 100 kilogrammes). The 
sheep \'Jere owned individually but herded communally 
with t\1o shepherds who·tended the flock throughout 
the year. The only difference between Kalate Ali and 
Ghasemabad as regards the tending of the sheep was that 
in the latter village clover was also· grown for winter 
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feed as well as using wheat chaff and sugar beet pulp. 
In Khanrud sheep-and goats were of much greater 
importance. The flock numbered about 950, of which 450 
were sheep. ·The flock was tended by two shepherds, one 
of uhom looked after the·lambs and kids for six months 
of the year and the other looked after the sheep and 
goats for the whole year. The shepherds were paid in 
wheat and wool. For each sheep the shepherd received 
6 kilogrammes of wheat per year and also the amount 
of wool sheared on the rest day, Friday. The shepherd 
tending the lambs received ) kilogrammes of wheat per 
lamb for the 6 months of his work. Both the shepherds 
owned land in the village and it was suggested that 
the full-time shepherd hired labour to work his_ plo~ 
of land. The flock was taken to the mountains each day 
and returned to the village each evening. 
_-The only example where transhumance v1as .not 
found was r·Yorghanan. There the sheep were kept in the 
village all'the year round though they were taken out 
into the-fields and onto the lower hill slopes each 
day and were returned each eveaing. Aa there were only 
about 80 sheep in the village, the shephe~d received 
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140 tomans per month for car~ng for them. This was the 
first example of a shepherd being paid in cash rather 
than in kind. Later,. however!, such cash payments became 
common. For example, at Abulkhair, where the shepherd 
tended between 70 and 80 sheep throughout the year, 
he was paid 1.200 tomans for the whole year. The animals 
were grazed in the mountains during the summer but also 
made use of the alfalfa at I'4orghanan. during the spring, 
paying the landlord at Morghanan for the privilege. 
In Kalata Cheykha, to·o,. the shepherd was paid cash far 
his work, receiving 70 to 80 tomans per month, plus 
about one ton, or slightly less, of wheat from each 
family owning sheep. 
In both !·lordarkeahan and Hajiabad, the 
shepherds received 1 toman per animal per month for 
tending the sheep,, their income in both cases working 
out to about 1.200 tomans per year. Because of the large 
flock of sheep at Cahar Borche, 1.500 in all, 9 shepherds 
were needed to tend them and they were all paid in 
cash receiving 7 to 8 rials per sheep. There seemed 
in all these statistics an abiding attempt at fairness, 
that the annual income was fixed, if only by word of 
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mouth, amongst the vi.~lagers. In the next four vi~~ages, 
Noucah, Bildar, Dehnou and Piani, the shepherds a~l 
received 1 toman per month per sheep making an average 
annual income for all the various shepherds of around 
1.200 tomans. There were one or two slight differences 
in these several villages as to the treatment of the 
animals. For eJmmple, ~n Bildar, the 100 sheep were 
ta'!ten to the upland pasture during the summer which 
~as only about 500 metres from the village and they 
sta~,.ed in that area throughout the summer being tended 
by 2 shepherds at night but onlY. 1 during the day. At 
Piani the animals were tended in a more complex manner. 
The villagers hired their summer grazing land from a 
Dr. Asgari, paying him 100 tomans per year for the 
privilege. Also some of the animals were sent, along 
with others from other villages to Saraks, in some 
cases for both winter and summer. These flocks often 
numbered 2 •. 000. For this herding the villagers paid 
15 tomans for each sheep during the winter season but 
only 3 tomans per sheep during the summer. Obviously 
because of this division of the sheep, it was difficult 
to give an accurate estimate of the total number owned 
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by the villagers but there were 220 in the village 
at the time of the study and they were tended by two 
shepherds. 
Certainly the most interesting example of 
sheep rearing was found at Cab Heshk •. The village 
possessed a ~otal' of· ZOO sheep plus a further 100 
which belonged to the landotmer but which were herded 
with those of the village •. Each fwnily used in full 
the milk it received from its animals whilst the 
landowner employed a married couple who made butter 
from the milk from his ~nimals. This was their job all 
the year round. During the surzreler they accompanied t!e 
4 shepherds who tended the flock some 36 k~ometres 
from the village. Of these 4 shepherds, two were 
employed to look after the lambs and two the sheep. 
The main task of the couple was to look after the flock 
belonging to the landowner, the man acting as a 
shepherd as well as milking the animals and the woman 
making the butter which was sent to the village daily. 
The summer pasture cost the villager~ one toman for 
every sheep whi.ch grazed. on it. The foreman claimed 
that in order to pay for this summer's grazing land 
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the villagers had to sell most of their wool in Meshad 
where they received only ll tomans for each kilogramme. 
He compl.ained bitterly abou-t the price since in the 
city the merchants sold the wool for 45 tomans for each 
3 ki1ogra~nes thereby making a considerable profit at 
the expense of the villagers. There seemed no doubt 
that this complaint might well have been justified but 
there seemed very little the villagers themselves could. 
do about the situation. Sometimes the wool was boug~t 
and collected from the ~illage in which case some of 
the profits might well have been classed as overheads 
•• !· 
but when the wool was taken to the city to be sold to 
merchants then it was not possible to explain the 
discrepancy. With the money they received from the 
wool the Villagers rented the summer graz£ng land, as 
has already been explained., but also they needed to 
buy feed during the winter since the animals were kept 
in stables in the vLllage during that time. In the 
stables their normal diet was dried grass and molasses, 
the latter being obtained from the AbCou factory and 
costing as much as 70 to 100 tomans per ton (dry) when 
the cost of transport had been added. The shepherds 
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received ~ toman per month per sheep, which was then 
divided amongst them, the two men who tended the 
lambs being paid only for the summer months when they 
were actually employed. The couple emplojed by the 
landowner to look after his animals were paid At<> tomans 
per month and had all their food found for·them. This 
system at Cah Beshk was certainly the most compl_icated 
. 
that was studied but there .seemed no doubt that similar 
involved and traditional systems probably existed 
elsewhere within the area. 
Fina2ly a mention ought· to be made of Ghoulestan 
which possess9d in all about 300 sheep. The animals 
_were kept by their owners in their own homes during 
the winter months and fed on a mixture of dried leaves 
and dried grasses for food. During the summer months 
again transhumance is practis.ed, the animals being taken 
to the mountains by 2 shepherds though in this case 
no charge was made for the grazing facilities. Each 
family paid 5 rials per month per animal to the 
shepherd and from the sheep received about 5 sir of 
milk each day, (just over one third of a litre as 1 
sh is equal to 74 grams).. One further slight difference 
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was t~~t the wool was all used ~n the village and none 
sold ~n the city. This factor seemed rather strange 
since Ghoulestan was near the main road from Torghabey 
to Meshad and, therefore, transport to the city would 
have been easy. However, since the sheep cost·nothing 
to keep apart from the relatively small fee to the 
shefherds, presumably there was no great need to sell 
the wool. 
The keeping of sheep was a much more 
widespread occupat'ion than cattle rearing and the 
animals w.ere . much more fully used.. In every case their 
milk was made into mast, often supplementing cow.~.s. ¢,:J.k,, 
their wool was used ~n the villages· or, in some cases, 
sold in Meshad and their droppings were collected for 
fertilizer or for burning in the bread ovens •. It 
seemed that the po~session.of a few animals·by each 
family was yet again an example of the family being a 
self-sufficient unit, providing all its own food. The 
changes that were taking place•. were aimed at destroying 
this self-sufficiency and plac~ an increasing 
reliance on monetary purchase for the villagers.. The 
method was supposedly aimed at a higher standard of living. 
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HORSES and DQNK.I!,-yg • 
A similar ind1cation of change was to 
be found in the numbers of donkeys and horses, particularly 
the latter. All the villages posses·sed some donkeys 
whether as many as 50 as in Kalate Ali or Khanrud or 
as few as 5 as in Piani, Bildar and Noucah. The usual 
pattern was that each family in the village possessed 
either a donkey or a horse for transport purposes •. Now, 
although the donkeys were still used as pack animals 
and were a common sight throughou~ the countryside, 
the bicycle and the taxi had replaced them as means 
of individual transport as both were much quicker. 
Similarly hprses were kept to pull the carts to.. and 
from town either collecting or delivering goods (Pla'te 13). 
Even during the study ~t was common to see horses and 
carts in the villages though it was becoming more usual 
to use heavy lorries for transporti~g bul.ky goods., 
especially to an~ from the city, (Plate 14). Still 
more rare was to see a horse b,eing ridden by one of the 
villagers although at Cahar Borche, the landowner did 
keep 12 horses for riding purposes, especially when 
entertaining guests. 
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PLATE: 13. 
Usually transport to and from villages is by one horse 
cart. These carts are carrying human night soil. 
PLATE: 14. 
Longer distance transport or where more ·bulk is 
involved, decorated lorries can be hired from Meshad. 
Horse transport was becoming less and less 
common near to the city b~t where other .means of transport 
would have. difficulties because of the lack of adequate 
roads, do~~eys became even more common and were seen 
carrying anything from paniera of fertilizer to long 
w~ite poplar trunks stripped of their bark. 
POULTRY. 
Finally most of.the villages also possessed 
some poultry, either hens or turkeys. Certainly the 
area had been swept by fow~ pest at sometime during 
the last two years though any attempt to establish 
just when, met with a complete profusion of answers. 
Roughly half of the villages claimed to have had fowl 
pest. In Morghanan it had occurred two years previously 
and so some of the original numbers had returned. In 
Khanrud and Bid-a-Bid, the disease bad struck in mid-
April 1963. In Cab Heshk, all the hens had been killed 
the previous year and in Noucah and Bildar the disease 
had occurred during the last winter• Even in some of 
the villag~s there was no mention of the disease at 
all, tor example, t•1ordarkeshan or Ghasemabad or Kalate 
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Cheykha. It seemed possible that those villages that 
did not report the loss of any hens had either not 
suffered from the disease, which seeced unlikely since 
all around were vi1lages that had had fowl pest, or else 
the Ministry of Agriculture had not been told and, 
therefore, neither were we. Nonetheless when the disease 
occurred remained a mystery and even the Ministry w~ 
not sure since often no mention was made to them. 
Whenever the disease was recorded the new· poultry were 
injected free by the Ministry and in one vil.lage at · ....... 
least, Cah Heshk, a great fu9s was mame of t~e fact 
that none of the new hens had died since the injections. 
Again each family usually owned two or three 
hens and whatever eggs were laid were consumed within 
the village, and in only one case, Nasuhabad, were any 
of the eggs sold outside the village• Normally the hens 
were allowed to wander around the village and eat what 
they could, though in one case, Kalate Ali, they were 
fed once a day with Dutch pellets to try and increase 
their egg yield. Hens were commonly used as food in tm 
village especially when guests were being entertained. 
Apart from hens the only other poultry mentioned were 
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turkeye and these in only two villages, Bid-a•Bid and 
Dehnou. In Bid•a-Bid the landlord claimed that all the 
hens bad been killed by fowl pest and all the turkeys 
had been similarly killed and eaten so that no poultry 
at all was kept any more. In Dehnou also all the hens 
had been killed by disease but the villagers kept ten 
turkeys principally because they could obtain such a 
good price for the chickens, 16 tomans ea~~· 
Animal husbandry is distinctly second place 
in the economy of the majority of the villages around Mesbad; 
The importance of sheep and cows in tbe traditional mixed 
economy far outweighs their importance in the 
more specialized farming of wheat and sugar beet. 
Many of the more progressive landlords and landow~ers 
are aiming at a strict limiting or even elimination of 
animals owned on a small scale by individuals. Their 
existence provides a variety of diet, clothing, fuel 
and fertilizer, all of which, allart perhaps from fuel, 
can be obtained from Mesbad for cash. The change being made 
is QWay from subsistence farming towards economic farming 
and hence animals, too, except on specialized farms are 
to be eliminated. 
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CBAPl'ER 12. 
CONCLUSION. 
The problems of agric~lture in the vicinity 
of Meshad, and one presumes also throughout much of Iran 
south of the Elburz mountains, are many. Basically the 
country is trying to move from the traditional to the 
modarn in the space of a decade •. The people are seeing 
and dem.'!lnding changes. and the answer must be long term. 
An agricultural background is the essence of the country 
and although the facade changes it is the background 
that is of prime importance. The young people are tiring 
of the Shah and the Government all too often remote in 
Teheran. What happens in the capital is of little 
consequence to the villagers around 1-ieshad unless they 
can see the direct results. 
Basically the problems facing the Government 
in Irari are five, organization of farming method, water 
supply, lack of skilled experts, education and capital .• 
These factors are the needs of the small part of the 
province of Hhorassan under study, as well as of other 
parts of the country. 
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The organization of the farms is tal~ng place 
under land reform (see Chapter 1.) and provided the 
system is apr1lied fully there seems :no reason why land 
reform of this type should not be successful. At the 
moment the problem is that enthusiastic young men full 
of Western farming method are attempting to turn the 
80 fami·lY village which was almost self-sufficient 
into an economic farm. Principally this latter means 
specialization and this in its turn implies wage 
earners rather than share croppers. Provided the 
landlord is fair. minded the system can work satisfactorily 
but exploitation is obvious especially as land reform 
is threatened. The problem ~es in the fact that the 
vill&ge must feed its 80 families ar.d not for the sake 
of modernization turn them out with no work to stand 
about begging.for small jobs. Already the difficulty 
of unemployme~t is noticeable in Meshad. It would seem 
that the answer to land reform lies in collectivization, 
self-sufficient units producing also extra to help with 
the total economy of the region. The land ought to be 
worked as a collective unit with the village at the c.entre 
and the villagers holding all the land in common. Any 
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other solution seems difficult to defend and the adoption 
of the Soviet system of 11ko:tkhozes11 or collective farms 
would appear a possibility. In the suggested land reform 
instead of the.land being divided equally each farmer 
would be given a few acres for his own purposes and tbn 
would be expected to help with the cultivation of the 
remaining land communally. Whatever system is.adopted, 
however, the agri~ultural pattern must be reformed for 
the better and net merely put back into the traditional 
pattern from which at the moment it is breaking loose. 
To make the system complet~.ly successful 
requires money and education both of which are lacking. 
The peasants need capital for starting and to back them 
as well as education in .newer methods of farming. This 
idea needs presenting not a.s a lofty order but by slow 
gradual help from expert~. It was obvious during the 
visits to villages that the villagers ~ere wary of 
visitors and were expecting to be ~!told" rather than 
"asked" and they resented being told. What is needed 
ar.e. experts to show the farmers new methods, to point 
out ietprovements and work with the farmers but at tbe 
same time the experts need to be Iranian not American 
or British. 
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The education that these villagers need is 
not merely literary so that they can read and write 
but also basic education as to methods of farming, crops 
to gro~ and fertilizers to use, and this can best be 
taught by practical help. Attempts are being made to 
specialize in crops and animal husbandry but the 
specialization· is so licited, except~ p~rhaps, as regards 
the growing of ,.1beat and sugar beet, as to be almost 
of no wider S:i;gl'lif1cance than the farm upon which the 
experiment is taking place. 
The 8 point agricultural plan devised and 
presented by Dr. Arsandjani, a former Agricultural 
Minister, in 1961, covered most of the essential 
requirements of Iran's, arid, as it happens, Meshad 1s 
agriculture. This plan outlined much of wha~ was necesoary 
in reform and, as can be seen from the list, the problems 
· of full reform are complicated and long-term. The 8 
points are:-
(1) An immediate application of agricultural 
reform entailing the distribution of the 
land to the people_and so encouraging 
small holders and the provision of 
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material :aids for the peasant farmers. 
(2) an adoption of a rational method of 
agricultu:re and .the abandonment of out-
of-date s~stems. (The difficulty lies 
in defining what is a "rational system", 
Author.) 
(3) the foundation of schools and hospitals 
in rural areas. 
(4) the education of the peasant farmers in 
new .methods of land use and stock rearing. 
(5) the development of agricultural schools 
and credit banks. 
(6) the fixing·of agricultural prices and tm 
guarantee of a minimum price,- thereby 
assuring a reasonable living standard 
for all the peasant farmers. 
(7) the management of village matters by local 
counci:ls ·on ··.a communal system. 
(8) the creation of co-operatives for production 
and cons~ption in the villages. 
If it were possible to add to this list the 
presence of experts actually working in"the field to 
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help the farmers;, then these 9 points vrould sum up 
tbe revolution that is need·ed in Iranian agriculture • 
.. 
The problems are i.mmenae and S\"le<::ping and complete changes 
are needed to solve them. On a.small. scale the hindrances 
and difficulties facing Glow and undra~tic reform were 
to be seen in the area under study around r·Ieshad. The 
attitude of many of the villagers, and, indeed, of the 
so ... ca.lled experts, the distance from Taberan, the 
opposition of the landowners, and many more, were all 
difficulties. to be fou.nd in the area. This part of North 
East Khorassan reyealcd in microcosm Iran's agricultural 
difficu.lties. There is no simple sol.uti.~n. The modernists 
m-u.st remember the. people VlbO "W:l.ll suffer from lack of work 
because Qf their enthusiasm. The reformers.must 
remember that the reform must be an advance not a return to 
traditional methods. To solve the problem successfully 
both more time and more money are first essentials. 
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Section II. 
CHAPTER 1~ 
A C~~SSIFICATION-OF VILLAGES. 
One of the problems of 
atte~pting any categorical division of settlement types 
i 
in the Heshad area is that although several villages 
were visited near to the city and in the valley of the 
Kashef Rud only two were seen in the many valleys 
dissecting the foothills of the Binalud mountains. 
For this reason any categories that are to be presented 
must inevitably be debateable, but it is hoped that it 
will be possible to provide sufficient evidence to show 
that the suggested categories may well have some 
foundation. 
In an asGessment of the three categories th:lt . 
I would like to propose a .study of village plans, house 
styles, materials used for construction and so-urce of-·· 
water supply will be considered. 
A further difficulty is the nomenclature to 
be adopted since it uould ·be unwise in so relatively 
brief a study to adopt e.ny settlement terms. The three 
categories under study~ therefore, are• 
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(1) villages in the valleys lying to the 
South West of Meshad, in the Binalud 
mountains. 
(2) villages situated at the junction of the 
mountain regions and the valley of the 
Kashef Rud.. 
(3) villages in the iowland area, that is in 
the valley of the Kashef Rud, itself. 
The first basis for the selection of these 
categories is the plan of the village. There are distinct 
differences between the plans adopted in the three 
categories. The basic ideas to be presented do overlap, 
however, particularly in categories two and three •. 
The villages in the mountain valleys, (Plate 
15), show the least orga.nized form or plan. Every attempt 
appears to have been made to avoid \l'Jasting a.ny potential 
agricultural land on the floor of the valley. The 
relatively exposed summits of the surrounding uplands 
are also avoided and the steep valley sides .cause a yery 
special village to be built. 
The structure of the village tends to be in 
the form of a series of steps with no particular form, 
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Plate 15 
A mountain valley, the site of Khanrud, in the 
almost barren mountains to the South West of Meshad. 
such as is to be found in categories 2 and 3. The houses 
are usually of t\rtO storeys with the living section above 
that devoted to the animals. The villages are equally . 
rather isolated the one from the other and from the 
main valley of the Kashef Rud and the roads leading 
from r-ieshad are no more than mere tracks. 
The villages situated at the junction of the 
highland and t~e lowland take on a much more acceptable 
form. A typical example of this category is to be found 
at Dildar (Figure 1??· The original form of the village 
lay within castellated mud walls with four towers, one 
at eacb corner. Presumably this style of construction 
provided some form of defence, possibly from attack~ 
from the mountains, though no concrete evidence could 
be found to substantiate this possibility. riithin the 
last 30 years or so, however, additional houses, stables, 
granaries and bath-houses have been added to the villages 
and they have been co.nstructed, for the most part, outside 
. the original village form. There is still_, hot7ever, a 
regular form "to these additions. Each group of houses 
and stables is built round a courtyard, with all individual 
doors and flindows facing onto it. This pattern of 
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development makes each section a separate en~ity \:7ithin 
the village tlith very often onl.y one main entrance gate. 
Sometimes the courtyard itself is constructed even 
though there is no plan to construct houses and stables 
within the whole yard •. In this particular case, the 
remainder of- the courtyard will be built .UP when new 
houses are needed. An example of this proposed possible 
future development of the village can be seen in the 
plan .of the village of Bildar .• 
'rhe final gro!lp of lowland settlements usually 
present a much more open plan. An aerial photograph 
of such settlements would reveal that their presence 
can best be detected because of the presence of poplar 
trees. Unlike the previous two categories, in ~hich the 
trees might be grown for wood supplies, here, in the 
lowland vill-ages, the trees ~re primarily to provide 
shade for the village rn1ich would otherwise be exposed, 
particularly in summer, to the full effect of the sun. 
The plan of the village takes on no definite 
form as appear·ed in category 2. The emphasis on defence 
O!Jpears almost to have ~isappeared. The one governing 
factor that did appear in common with category 2 was 
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the fact that any additions to the original village, 
again tended to be built round a courtyard •. It must be 
~mphasized at this poin.t, however, that the original 
plan did not in every case adopt this rectangular 
style of construction. Later additions to the village 
apr;eared to be.even more strictly confined to this form, 
as in the case of Kashef (Figure 14) and 1'-forghanan 
(Figure·l5). The strict rectangular form that apyears 
in. these plans was follo\7ed quite strictly by those 
planning new constructions. 
·The second group'of features by which it is 
possible to substant:i.ate t.he catcg~ries presented at 
the commencement .of thi,s chapter are those associated 
with hous·e styles and the materials used for their 
construction. 
The first category covers those villages in 
the valleys of the Binalud mountains. As was mentioned 
earlier the village has been built on a slope to avoid 
the use of fertile land within the valley bottom and, 
therefore, the builders have to take this slope, 
.sometices quite steep, :i.nto consideration when 
construct~~ the houses (Plate 16). Most of the 
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Plate 16. 
Khanrud - a village style in complete contrast to 
the villages of the plains. 
dwellings consist of tv1·o storeys, the upper one being 
occupied by_the.family ·and the lower one by the 
animals. Accordingly two entrances to the house are 
. usual, one to the living quarters with a staircase 
leading to the stable below·and one to the stable itself. 
Normally the living quarters consist solely of one roos 
though its .size is quite often twice that of the typical 
four metre square room associated with the lowland.houses. 
'rhe primary reason for -:the occurrence of these larger 
rool!!G is associated with the considerable use of timber 
in the construction of i:he· houses.. This large sc~le 
use of timber occurs pr:i.ncipally because there are large 
quantities of wood immediately available·. Wood is of 
particular importance iii the construction of the roofs 
of the houses where much greater length can be obtained 
than if the construction were entirely of mud. Equally 
a considerable amount of stone is used, principally in 
. the lower portions of the walls and on roofs, The 
reasons for the lower section o.f> ~he wa~ls being of 
stone is that the. heavie.r rainfall associated with the 
mountain areas, plus the fact that the village is built 
on a. slope means tha.t dr.ainage through the village is 
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often quite heavy. No _obvious drainage exists and there 
is considerable eviden~e that the paths zig-zagging through 
the village provide an obvious channel for the rain 
water. Had the walls of the houses been of mud throughout 
any heavy drainage would have caused considerable damage. 
Likertise the occurrence of stones as part of the 
construction of the roofs will protect the houses from 
similar damage~ Often the rocky slope is used as an 
integral part of t~e construction of the house and in 
~~ny cases the bed-rock of the valley side protruded 
well into the lower portion of the building. In these 
particular villages their chosen site often mnkes 
construction 'extremely .complex, much more so than was 
apparent in either of the other categoties • 
. Hoving dorm t:he valleys towards the second 
village category there is one very obvious change and 
that is concerned \'lith the amount of wood that is 
used in the constructio:a of the houses. Since trees are 
still grown for their timber value, wood is equal.ly 
s.till available for construction purposes, although the 
amount of wood used appears to be mo·re limited here than 
in the villages of the valleys. Wood is principally used 
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for two purposes in these 'junction• villages, primarily. 
in connection with roof construction and secondly for 
door posts and lintels. The roofs of many of the houses 
are still flat and although _mud is used as the ·final 
covering it is not di.fficul t to see that timbered beams 
and supports are absolutely essential if this type of 
roof is to be built. However, the limitation of wood 
supr:liea is also made obvious by the fairly common 
occurrence of either dome or barrel _roofs for many of 
the houses. The constru•cti.on of the barrel and dome 
roofs is much more complex than that of the flat foofs 
but if oood is not available, or must be specially bought, 
then flat roofs become less common. Similarly the 
l!laterial used for the construction of the houses 
changes. Whereas in the valley villages, the materials 
consisted predominantly of stone and mud, the absence 
of building stone on the odge of the highland makes 
mud the sole available material and as a consequence 
the houses are constructed almost completely of mud. 
Again the use of this material on a large scale also 
suggests that the effect of drainage was not so important 
as in the mountain side villages. However, one must not 
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underestimate cos.t and avaj_~abi~ity as being probably 
tte prime factors invo.l. vee in house construction in the 
Meshad area. Finally j_n·the 'junc~ion' villages, the 
house styles have changed considerably from those to 
-be found in the valleys. Primarily the bouse reverts 
to, for·tne most part, a single storey dwelling with 
a maximum size of four metres square for any one room. 
A family, however, ofteu occupies more than one of these 
small rooms and occasic.nally uses a thi.rd as a -stable 
for ·the ani~~ls. The village to be found in category 2 
is really a transition .from category 1 to category 3 
though there can be no tioubt that of the rew..a.i.ning 
two categories the grea,test affinity is with those 
villages to be found in the va~ley of the Kashef Rud. 
T~e fina~ category, those villages in the 
river valley, show an almost.~: complete. absence of wood 
.... ,•': 
.... •, 
in thei.r actual structu1•e .• The further from the high~and 
the village is the less the apra.rent use of tlood. The·'· ·"I 
reasons for this absenca ha·.re already been stressed ard 
they are either that wood is co.rupletely unobtainable 
or that its expense ia l.,eyond the means of the average 
village peasant. It must., at this stage, be mentioned 
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that in some of the ne•aer buildings belonging to the 
...... 
• 1-." .• ~ • 
landowners or landlords, th~re is more use of wood ·_· .. 
than is to be expected,. 'l.'his is noticeably the case 
at Ghasemabad where a row of incomplete but new two 
storey houses are being built by the lando~ners, though 
in this case Ghasemabad's proximity to the highlands 
might account for this factor, and in the case of Kashef 
where the foreman's house provides an excellent example 
of a more modern urban structure. For the most part, 
however, the buildings in this category tend to be of 
sun-dried mud or mud-brick. The usual method of 
construction being that a re~tangular area of land 
adjacent to the old village is enclosed by a mud wall 
and the houses and ·stables are then .constructed within 
this gall'· usually by mud obtained from tl1e central 
part of the courtyard. "This technique of building, 
therefore, often leaves in the centre of the yard a series 
of pits and hollows where the clay has been extracted, 
so making the surface of the courtyard very irregular. 
The principal form of r<fof ~yle wi thi11 this third 
category is the dome, though the actual·method of its 
construction remained unanswered. It ·appears that some 
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form of support is used. until the roof is dry and it 
can then be removed bu.t whether this answer is 
acceptable is unknown. As can be seen from the various 
village plans in the next chapter there is a variety 
.•·&:. 
of roof types in most of the plains villages though · 
l,)y far the most common is the .domed roof. Two-storeye.ct" 
houses are also. occas~onally found but they prove to be 
the exception rather tban the rule. There are differences 
between the villages. ill categories 2 and 3 as regards 
materials used for the construction of the houses, 
primarily wood, but l~ttle real difference in the style 
of house, save perhaps .for the chal'lge from flat roofs 
to domed roofs. 
The final reason for the selection of the 
three categories presented earlier must inevitably be 
associated with the water supply. Eq,~ally, this 
classification is by no means absolute, rather 
generally correct. The basis· for the division can be ... ,. 
summed up quite briefly,. The proxinD:-ty to a supply of 
water is an'essential criterion to the establishing of 
any village. In the casf! of the villages of the highland, 
the usual source of water was to be found· in the 
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mountain stream whose supply ap~eare to hav~ been 
reasonably const'ant, apart perhaps i:n·- the height of the 
sumi!ler months. Althougb the village. i.s built in the 
valley it avoids using the alluvial land in the bottom·•· 
of the valley and, thei·.efore, water has to be carried 
to where it is needed. No other source of water is 
normally. available :in the mountain village~ .• 
Those vi:llages in the second category are for 
the most part associated with an artificial 'spring line•. 
The construc·tion of a qauat system has been explained 
earlier in Chapter 8 under "Methods of Irrigationu, 
suffice it to say at this juncture that at the point 
where the qanat emerges, that is the mazhar~e-qanat, 
there is usually a village. That this point should co-
incide with the siting of the'junction' villages needs 
little explanation sine~ their supply of water depends 
upon the qanat and the village is usually situated 
near the emerging artifi.ciaJ. tunnel since no extl~a 
constr11ction is thereby needed to obtain r1ater. 
\'Ji. thin the valley of the Kashef Rud, however, 
at leaGt three so~rces of. water supply are used depending 
upon the availability of each. These villages nearest 
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the river usually make :full. use .of its water though 
often water for dof:les.tic use has to be obtained in 
addition either from a 'qanat or a well. Those villages 
si:tuated too far from the river rely for their water 
supply upon a qanat or a well.. The construction of v1el.ls 
tvithin the valley has proved that there is a considerable 
reserve of water beneath the surface and obviously 
.provided the source of. water is extensive enough its 
controlling influence on the site of a village is going · 
to be lessened. 
It seems reasonable from a study of the 
various factors discussed here that there are differences 
in the types of villages that occur around Heshad., 
. . 
However, whether t\!iTO categories would have been rather 
more ~dequ~te for the classification or whether there 
should have been many more categories it is difficult 
....•... 
to say without a much more detailed study of the actual 
types and foroations of· the villages. Suffice it to 
say that the classification presented here might give 
at least some general pattern to an otherwi~e confused 
picture. 
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CHAPTER 2.. 
VILLAGE FORr·ffi. 
Throughout this chapter reference is to 
be made t~ a series of six village plans which are the 
result of a much more careful and detailed study of 
buildings and building ·a~yles. The a1m of these studies 
is an attempt to find some over-riding form to the 
villages, some essenti.al_feature affect.ing the construction 
of each. It \vas only after several of the villages had 
been visited that any thought of form seemed feasible. 
Up to this point the villages had merely appeared a. 
confused ·mass of buildi.~gs, usua.lly surrounding a series 
of courtyards of varying sizes but ·beyond that without 
any significance. Equally after the study it may seem 
that the form of any of the villages is very intangible but 
it would appear that new buildings in all cases are added 
to a village plan. after some thought , or some provision 
is made for them. Whatever is the case,. these village:' 
studies .~ght at least 'throw some 1ight on the apparent 
complexity of construction and thereby the colilplexity 
of classification and generalisation. 
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The simplest method of study is to look at 
each plan in its turn •. The first of these concerns 
Ghasemabad, (Figure 12) 9 . which provides a very ordered 
and compact structure, especially.when compared to the 
plan of Kalate Ali which is to be studied next, (Figure 13). 
In its simplest form the village comprises 
a aeries of three courtyards around which the houses 
·.·.:, 
have been built and all the houses face onto the courtyard 
with no openings to t·he houses from the outside, except 
by the .Principal entrances •. The village itself is 
separated from its· garden by a track passing through 
it to join the main Torgahbeh to Meshad road after 
about 2 kilometres. The garden is also completely 
enclosed and the sole entrance ·is through large wooden 
double doors. Within these entrance doors,· on either 
side, are buildings, one housing the foreman of the 
garden a.nd his family and the remainillg two acting as 
store houses, both for the garden requisites and those 
of the foreman's family. 
As regards the village itself, each of the 
courtyards can be entered from the main track through 
similar doubl~ doors to those found at the entrance 
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' 
to the garden and the courtyards themselves were 
interlinked once inside. 
Host ·df the buildings bordering the road 
are t\'lo-sto~ey and Ghasemabad i's•unusual in having 
so many of these houses compared to the few that will 
be seen later. The sole method of entering the second 
storey of these houses is by means of a staircase from 
ins!hde the courtyard., with a narro\>1 walk leading along 
the roof of the lower buildings.. These ·buil.dings made 
obvious the considerable quahtities of wood used in their 
construction. The upper storeys of these houses are 
used as dwellings whils·t all the lower storeys. act' a8 
stables or st.orchouses for the families living abt?~~ ... ,,, 7,:<i! .. 
them. Similarly a dwelling covers the main entra.r1ce to 
the first section of the village, so providing a tunnel-
like or,.ening. Each dwelling house comprises a single 
room 6 metres by 4 metres whilst the lo~er ·stalls 
consist of ll\70 4 metre rooms. Also within the first 
courtyard is the'only e>~mpleseen during the whole of 
the survey of a completely mud built two-storgy row of 
··;;.-
dwellings.. Once again entrance to the upper storey is 
by a single external staircase at the end of the row 
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and along the whole length of the upper storey stretches 
a very 11arroV1 path linking the dwel.lings. In this 
particular case both the upper and. the lower storeys 
are used as dwelling houses. The actual construction 
of this row of two-storey mud'houses is not known in 
great detail but it seems almost certain that cross 
beams of poplar are used to support the second storey 
even though their presence ~6 not obvious. 
The majority of the buildings within the 
second .courtyard are us·ed as stalls ·either for the 
housing of fodder supp1ies, or for the sheltering of 
animals, particularly cows •. The main section of the 
courtyard is divided into two parts by two single roomed 
houses and a grain store. There is no adequate 
explanation of this odd construction dovrn the central 
line of the courtyard and yet apart from the landowner's 
house these two single rooms appear to be the only other 
human occupied buildings within this section of the 
· village. The landovi.(~r's house stands entirely separate 
from the remainder of the ·buildings within the courtyard. 
It is a single storeyed building comprising essentially 
six small 4 metre square rooms which have been carefully 
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adapted to make.three Iar,ger dwelling rooms and two 
extra rooms for storage. The house has a flat roof 
uhicb projects beyond the building into the courtyard 
and is supported by a series of poles so forming a· 
verandah to the front of the house and providing a 
shady ~nd slightly raised platform. The style of 
construction and size of this house are indicative 
of the v1ealth of its o\7ner compared to the other 
houses in the village •. 
The third and final courtyard appears to have 
been the most recently constructed of all and this fact 
is emphasized by the ob·•,;rious unfinished ,qual;i. ty of many 
of the buildings... Within this section a row of neVI two-
storey houses, which are not yet occupied, have been 
constructed, apparently to house those families in the 
. . 
village who are still living in single rooms• The style 
of these particular houses is slightly differ.ent from 
those mentioned earlier and a more detailed study wi1l 
occur later, suffice it to say at the mome1h that ea·ch 
lower and upper storey is connected by its' own staircase 
though.a very narrow balcony still connects all the houses 
on the upper storey. 
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The final section of the village contains 
some much ne111er buildings, including the bath-house, 
the tvlosque and several large brick-built storage-houses. 
The bath-ho.use is, as usual, constructed bel.OYJ the grouiiii 
in a series of carefully excavated rooms,. Each room contains 
a mud tank full of water, varying from cold to hot···ana''; .. 
the rooms are interconnect~d by a series of tunn.els. 
There is no running water to the bath-house so the tanks 
have to be emptied by hand uhenever necessary, which 
incidentally, is not as often as once a day. The only 
surface. feature of the 'bath-house is two shallow dol!les 
surmounted by small glass pyramids, these latter 
providing the only spurce of natural light below ground. 
The principal brick buildings outside the three main 
courtyards of the village are -two very large and imposing 
storage barns, one 10 metres square and the other 12 metres 
by 6 metres. These two 'build:j.ngs .have brick walls 
\~th flat mud roofs. They contained very little at the 
time of the visit apart from some fertilizer and several 
hens but the foreman indicated that they wo11ld .be 
particularly useful at harvest time, being much more 
substantial than the one emall grain silo ~ithin the 
24o. 
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village itself. Similarly the Hosque i.s a very new 
building, likewise of brick. Pr.ior to its construction 
the villagers had had to travel either to r-reshad or to 
a nearby village to hear the mull.ah-preach on Fridays. 
The presence of a Nosque within a v:i..l.l.age is often a 
.source of considerable ~ride amongst the villagers 
since it gives the village m1ich more local importance. 
For the Friday services a rzrr.1llah has to be hired from 
the city. 
Ghasemabad:, therefore, appears to possess a 
comparatively simple form, basically a series of 
courtyards each containing--houses and stabl.es and any 
neV7· houses are merely e:ither built within.an existing 
courtyard or a new one :is construc·ted for them. 
However,_ this- pattern is not continued so 
clearly in the next village to be studied, Kalate Al.i; 
(Figure 13.), ilihich'-:j.n(ieed probably provides the 
least formalized village-of all those visited, apart 
perhaps from Khanrud in the mountains. The only patter~. 
that ·is obvious from the pla11 1 apart perhaps from the 
confusion of buildings. is the apparent use, once again, 
of the rectangul.ar courtyard, around which houses and 
stables are constructed. In this case, however, there 
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is not a simple number.of courtyards but rather a 
mass of very small yards, resulting in some cases froa 
the segmenting of large.r units • 
. The main village stands to the right of the 
secondary road which leads to the main Ghoochan to 1-!eshad 
road, some 3 or 4 kilometres to the crest, ~hilst on the 
left hand side of the road has been added some separate 
segments, principally, though not completely, associated 
witl1 livestock. As has· already been stressed, the principal. 
. . 
problem is to a.tteElpt to find an;y type of form within 
the village itself. It is reasonably large as can be 
seen by the existance of its own Mosque, which has been 
newly built of ~d brick, its own bath-house, situated 
separately froo the village and its o~~ shop, a single 
4 metre square room which contains most of the general 
lJrovisions neede by the families in the village, such 
as te~, charcoal and cigarettes. Small village shops 
of this nature are not comr:!on but the dista·nce of 
Kalate Ali from Meshad, some 30 kilometres, makes it 
wof,thwhile for one member of the village to provide 
..... . .. 
this service. 
Possibly the most sign~ficant of all the 
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buildings in the village are those to be found at the 
entrance near the Ghoochan road. These constructions 
are quite obviously of recent origin and consist of 
two maintenance shops, two garages and a special one 
roomed hous.e belonging to the mechanic. All the buildings 
are brick built with flat mud roofs. These additions 
are the uork of one of the two landlords of the 
village and since he has made Kalate Ali the base for 
his machinery, especially his tractor then he also, he 
explained, needed facilities for its attention and repair~ 
Beyond tpis new maintenance depot lies a quite extensive 
area of ruins, especially near the Ghoochan road, 
suggesting that either the village had once been much 
larger than at the present time or that a new section 
had been added to the old village and in time the latter 
had fallen into disrepair. No attempt has been made by 
the villagers to make use of the land occupied by the 
ruins, either as agricultural land or for building 
purposes;, 
The main section of the village is 
approached via a track from the road. This track leads 
into the village and off it; through small, low arches 
open up many small courtyards. The track merely ends, 
however, after about 100 metres, not in a central square, 
or even a large courtyard as expected but merely being 
blocked by houses. '· The courtyard-style enclosures are 
common but often very small, many larger units appearing 
: ··-.~~) 
to have been subdivided by lou mud walls dividing off · 
the section belonging to one family or group of families 
from that of another. These small sections have no 
family or work group significance as far as can be as-
certained., each family builds as i.t desires. There 
. .. 
does ap1>ear to be a very large number of empty houses 
within the village suggesting that at one time the 
population was possibly much greater than at the time 
of the visit. Because of this apparent excess of buildings, 
more families than.usual have 3 roomed houses, very often 
using two of the rooms for living i·n and a third for 
storage and the animals. The mere juxtaposition of an 
extra buil4ing appears reason enough for its use. Some 
new two storey dwellings have been constructed near 
the shop and they have a central staircase leading up 
to two large living rooms. A much more detailed study 
of these houses will be given in the next chapter, 
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suffice it to say at the moment that they are the most 
spacious seen outside those in Khanrud. 
There are very few additional entrances to 
the village apart from ·the track already mentioned and, 
in fact, only three were diacovered altogether, two 
leading to the bath-house and one to the ·landlord '·s 
garden. The significance .of this factor ~s presumably 
to guard against intrusion and prying and equally to 
protect the v:romen, followi-ng the Islamic code, Vlhilst 
. ·they are working, hence the courtyards. 
·The entrance to the foreman,' s house leads also 
to the landlord's garden and the foreman, although he 
bas three l.arge rooms is obliged to keep one at 
l.east for entertaining h~ests of the landlord. This 
house is very similar in design and construction to that 
of the landowner's at Ghasemabad except that it lacks 
a roof extension to cover the veranda~, principally 
because of the lack ~f wood. 
The buildings on the opposite side of the 
road from the main village are principally for housing 
animals, especially sheep, during the winter months. 
The style of construction will be mentioned later but 
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they are both large and spacious, especially so 
considering the size of the vi.llage. The ans'l"Jer lies 
~ in the fact that the stalls are ·used to house sheep and 
goats from other vi.llages, as well as from !{alate Ali, 
during the winter months. Again in this section of the 
village large courtyards have been walled off using mud 
but very little building has taken place, either of stalls 
or dwellings. Only five families live in the \7hole of 
this portion .of the village and the remainder of the 
courtyards are used as pens for the cattle and donkeys. 
One of the mo~t striking facts about 
Kala,te AJ,.i is that desp:i.te the fact that the village 
is o\med by tvl7o unconneGted landlords~ yet there is no 
attempt to separate the people working for.them.into 
two communities as might have been expected. 
' ·,•; ........ 
From Kalate Ali, we turn to a much more formal 
type of plan again, this time the vi.llage of Kashef, 
{F'igure 14.). Kashef is another good example of a 
village vrhi.ch has been c.()nsti'ucted in a series of 
sections, three in all. Once again the basic f.orm is 
of a series of linked rectangles though in Kashef the 
net result produces a w~ch more open plan than is to · 
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be seen at Kalate Ali •. The village its·el.f is divisible 
into two. sections straddling the s~condary road leading 
from Arband to the main Ghooc'han to 1'7esha.d road .• The 
secondary road passes ~etweer. the two sections, the one 
containing the oldest and the ne\':iest porti.ons of the 
village and the o.tb.er, the single section, which was 
built. some 20 years ago.. 
The oldest :part of the vil.lage is between 
80 ~nd 90 years old; according to the foreman, though 
thj.s date cem be treated with ecepticism. All the houses 
on the three constructEid sides of the rectangle are 
single storey and only three families occupy dwellings 
within the section. Two of the three village group-
leaders occupy ttto each of the 4 metr.e square rooms 
and an old granary in the centre of the co~pound has 
been converted for another family. The remaining 
buildings within thi.s e::ection comprise st.orage rooms 
and stables, many of which remain unused or with no 
doors so that they can be used by the animals at will 
and the whole compound gives an impression of decay. 
The ori.gi..nal enclosing walls of the compound remain 
intact on three sides but on ~he fourth. only the large 
2/.j·?. 
double-doored gate and three stables remain., the rest 
having simply collapsed~· Just beyond these double doors' 
a small compound has been constructed again of single 
storeyed buildings and ~t houses five more families; 
each -in a tv:1o roomed house. This sm.'lll rectangular 
compound with an extrem~ly narrow entrance gate, appears 
completely seggregated .from the remainder of the vi.llage, 
though there is no evident economic or social reason 
for its existance, apart from as a normal section qf 
the village. _ 
The largest s~c.tion of the village is the 
compound containing the foreman's house. This is the 
newes~ p~rtion of the villag~ but apparently lack of 
capital has held up the final completion of tbe work. 
The first completed con~truction has been the wall 
enclosing the section and. again two sets of large wooden 
double doors bar entrance to the compound, though it 
is pose;ible to obtain entrance by the oldest section .• 
?·iost of the buildin5s, _again single storey, are occupied 
by families living, for the most part, in .two roomed 
houses. Some ~arger stab~es have been constructed in 
this section of tha ·village, ·particularly to house the 
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sheep during the winter months. These larger buildings 
are either not completed or have flat roofs. Two very 
large enclosures have been made alongside the main 
compound wall near the road bu't these apparently are 
only used as pens for the animals• The foreman•s house 
is completely different by comparison with. the remaining 
houses in the village. It stands apart from the rest 
and is constructed almost w~olly of brick though with 
a flat mud covered roof. The house had only been 
constructed two years p1•eviously and is divided into 
two parts, one for the foreman and his farrdly and the 
other for his guests or the guests of his landlord. 
The section o:t.' the village at the o:)posite 
side of the road from those aiready described bad been 
built only 2o·years earlier and~ although no longer the 
newest section, it is certainly the most obviously 
formally planned of all those in the village. The 
compound consists of five double rows of houses, each 
containing twelve 4 metz·e square rooms in all and only 
two or the houses have any other form of roo! than the 
traditional dome,· and thsy have barrel roofs. ~'he 
construct~on is ent~rely of mud and the whoie compound 
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has but one entrance which leads from the Arband 
road. Once_·i~ls:;:~e the compound it is obvious that the 
mud for the b~ildinga. has been e~tracted from the floor 
·of the co:op9und since it is pitted with innumerable 
s!!lZlll holes frO]i.l which the mud has beon extracted. 
Within the compound the rooms are· apJlroxirnately equally 
divided ill. their usuage between houses and stables or 
stalls. One i11terestinn; feature is the presence within 
this compound of the tl·l'!.ctor ·driver's house in which 
two rooms are occupied !)y the family and ~he third is 
used as a storage room:. 
Again in this at,.tdy certain ob•Jious featur-es 
of construction t;tand out and they will be re~ 
emphasized by the rem.<J.ining.three villages each of 
which tal::es on a form ·v~1ry similar to those nentioned 
already. 
The remai~ing three villages are very much 
on a ~3rallel with those mentioned above, both 
Mcrgl:!ana.n and Bildar appl-oximatip.g to the simple structure 
found at GhasenJ.abad and Kashef and Abulkhair being ia 
Some ways as complex in structure as Kalate Ali •. The 
. prime reason for the study is' to give a more detailed 
250. 
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picture of the format and structure of Pers:i.an villages 
in this area of North .East Khorassan. 
The first sttrdy is of f·'Iorghanan, (figure 15), 
which was probably the largest village from the point 
of view of land covered of any that were visited. 
Again its extremely ope~ plan makes its study relatively 
simple. The village can· best be divided into ·tv1o 
sections corresponding to the old and the new though 
the addition of the lat.~er has. approxii:Iately doubled 
the size of the original village. 
The older section ·of the village consists of 
a series of small rectangular compounds each containing 
a large number of buildings but with only a few still 
occupied by individual families most of them having 
been turned over to serve· as stables or stalls or 
merely to remain empty~ Oithin this section of the 
village lies the school and the school house all under 
one roof. The plan and building style of the school will 
be studied in detail in the next chapter, suffice it to 
say that the school has b.een constructed in a separate 
courtyard with its own dou.ble · woodef) doored entrance. 
The land within the compound has been dug and made into 
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some form of garden by ·the children, though lack of 
water made growth very limited. The school and the 
school house are of brick and contrast very strikingly 
with the mud buildings which compose the remainder of 
this section of the village. At the .opposite end of this 
small compound, furthest from the school are three 4 
metre square rooms which belong to the family of the 
man ~ho acts as cleaner and caretaker of the school. 
The women ·of this household also cook and clean for 
the teacher. The .remainder of this section of the· 
compound opFosite the s¢hool had been a covered stable 
for housing the sheep during the winter months but now 
it is in ruins though there is evidence that sheep are 
still kept there. This ruined stall is backed by 
another row of what had once been homes but are now 
simply ruins used again as sheep· }lens. In both cases 
it has been the collapsing of the roofs that has caused 
the buildings to be l~ft i~ ruins. •rhe remaining three 
sides of this second secti~n are occupied by houses , 
most· of which have been tur11ed over to stables or stalls 
or have been merely left. So much room is available in 
this older section of tha vi~lage that one family has 
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decided to occupy four·4 metre square rooms, no where 
else was such extravagance in housing seen. The 
remaining courtyards· in this old section are very 
similar in appearance to the two described above with 
the majority of the buildings being used as stables am 
stalls and a quick glan~e into each is the only way in 
which the visitor is able to differentiate between 
what is a stable and what a dwelling. 
The large majority of the population now 
live in the newer sect·ion of the village. This section 
consists of a very larg~ compound completely surrounded 
by an enclosing wall and almost the·same size as the 
whole of the old section of the village. This compound 
has buildings on three sides, the fourth side being made 
up by a blank wall. The principal row of new houses has 
been built in the traditional pattern of mud brick 
though the existance of a porch between many of the 
houses provides at least a slight variation in the 
pattern. The single rooms of the houses are all the 
standard 4 metre·square buildings though the actual 
size of the houses owned by individual families varies 
from one to three rooms depending prii)cipally upon the 
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number of people within the family. Again the mud which 
has been used for the construction of these buildings 
ho.s for the most part been taken from the CC?urtyard 
immediately in front of the buildings so leaving large 
pits which have been converted by a m~re covering of 
tvdgs and mud ~nto underground stables. At the end of 
the rov1 stands the foreman's house which is built of 
brick and has two slightly larger rooms than in the 
truditional pattern. This particular house is 
unusual in that it does not stand apart from the normal 
peasant d~elling as in the case of Kashef, Kalate Ali 
or Bildar. Two other points of interest concerning 
this particular house are that as a complete contrast 
to all the other houses in the row which have domed 
roofs this particular one has a flat roof and secondly 
the inside walls of the house have been .plastered whidl . 
is a feature normally found in newer foremen's houses 
but never in the peasant dmellinga. The landlord has 
installed this particular fo~n in the vil.lage and 
has built him a house to emphasize his importance in 
the village. 
Directly opposite this row of houses stands 
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the brick built Mosque and an uncompleted house which is 
. 
to be for the mullah (priest). Apparently as with Kashef, 
lack of .funds has made it impossible to finish the 
mullah 1 s house though the r.7osque has been completed and 
is used regularly. The actual building housing the Mosque 
is a simple design with no more external or internal 
elaboration than ap:t.ears in the foreman's house, apart 
from a small decoration over the door. Along the side 
of the wall from the unfinished mullah's house to the 
main gate a new sheep stall has been ~uilt of mud brick 
wi~h a flat roof supported by cross beams of poplar. 
·This·new stall is to be used in place of the two 
mentioned earlier to house ~he sheep during the winter 
months. 
Lack of funds has similarly beld up the 
construc~ion of houses ~long the blank wall adjoining 
the foreman's house and the Mosque, though foundations 
for these houses have been laid and then merely 
aba.ndonned. The centre of this huge compound is 
dominated by a large grain silo whose height has been 
emphasized by its construction on a small hill. The silo 
measures 14 metres by 20 metres and has been constructed 
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so that it is raised slightly off the ground .• By this 
system ventilation of the building is assured and rats 
are unable to reach the reserves inside the buil~ing. 
The village which lies next to Morghanan is 
Abu1khair, (Figur~ 16.), and the contrast in village 
form between the two cau hardly be·greater. Hhereas it 
has been possible to divide Horghanan into two sections 
on the basis of age, in Abulkhair there are no obvious 
signs of the sectional division. Similarly the 
symmetrical pattern of the: compounds of Morghanan are 
missing from the confusion of oddly shaped courtyards 
which make up Abulkhair~ Essentially this latter village 
is more akin to Kalata Ali in its form though perhaps 
it is not quite so confused. 
Having stated that there is no apparent age 
division within the village, if it is essential to 
find a newer sec·tion then the obvious choice t."'ill be 
the several courtyards nearest to that containing the 
\Yell. This. idea is s1.1bstantiated by the fact that the 
main entrance to the viilage lies at the furthest 
extremity as the village is approached along the track 
leading from Morghanan. 'In consequence there are several 
openings leading into individual courtyards long before 
the main entrance is reached. Many of these entrances, 
however, are not as iJ;Jposing as those met with in 
Ghasemabad or Kashef. The main feature about the 
principal entrance apart from its large wooded double 
doers is that it has built above it a grain silo \1hich. 
can be reached only by a staircase from inside the 
courtyard. There seems no doubt that such a building 
served a more forma~ prupose in earlier times as a type 
of gate house. The courtyard into which the entrance 
leads lacks the symmetry which has appeared elsewhere 
in all 'the· other villages. Apart from two or three houses 
on -either side of the entrance gate the principal t1all 
is occupied by two very long barrel roofed sheep stalls, 
. . 
for win~er quarters, wh~lst at the opposite end from 
the main gate a dome roofed entrance leads into an 
equally unsymmetrical compoun~ containing d\'lelling 
houses-and stables. In both these cases the fourth wall 
consists merely of a very rough mud construction which 
destroys the normal rectangular pattern~ In addition 
the externa~ mud constructed ovens shown on the all tl.e 
maps reveals that for the most part bread was baked in 
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communal ovens outside the huts, The remaining courtyards 
within ~he viliage are very similar to those already 
described in the village except that they tend to 
conform much more to the general pattern noticed else 
where of a more strict rectangular form. 
Apart from the grain silo over the ma~n 
entrance being a second storey building, the only other 
example in the village stands out most markedly. It 
consists of t\'lO dwelling houses ·and a very small store 
house built over stables. The whole structure of this 
two storey building is in mud but cross beams of, 
presumably, poplar have bceri used as the basis for the 
roofs of the stables to supr.ort the second .storey. 
Access , once again, is externally by means of mud stairs. 
Possibly the most interesting building in tm 
whole village is the ruined house belonging once 
presumably to the landowner. This house has obviously 
been quite large, measuring in all 12 metres ~Y 6 metres 
and it faces what looks J.U::.e the remains of an equally 
large garden. Buildings of mud decay very quickly if 
not attended regularly a.nd this particular bouse, accordj.ng 
to the villagers, has not been lived in for over 20 
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Pl a te 17. 
Se mi- a erial view of a village typical of the plain; 
it is built almost entirely of sun- dried mud a nd its 
do me roofs a r e an extremely common sight. 
years. The reason that they knor1 that it \'Jas so long 
ago is that they themselves have owned the village,as 
peasant proprietors, for that length of time. 
The well in one of the newer courtyards is one 
of the few old wells that was seen during the study. 
The well had been dug merely to provide drinking water 
but it was almost dry by the time of the vi.sit and rras 
certainly of very little use. 
It seems ·feasible that at one time the village 
had had a larger population than it nou possesses. The 
decaying state of many of the houses and stables is perhaps 
indicative:: of the fact· that the village ·is not thrivina 
as well as some in the ·vicinity, 
A typical example of one of the villages in 
the lowland can be seen in Plate 17. 
By contrast \":l'ith Abulkhair, Bildar apvears 
to be thriving cons~derably. It provides yet another 
example of the very regular form that has been 
encountered at both Kashef and Ghasemabad • In essence 
Bildar, (Figure 'l?.:i~, consists of 4 courtyards, three 
·~ .. 
of uhich contain houses or stables and the fourth 
containing only a grain silo. It is quite easy to 
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Plate 18 . 
Several of the villages bordering the plain and the 
moun tains to the West of Meshad were surrounded by 
c a stellated walls, presumably for defence, 
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decide upon the original size of the vil.lage in 
this case since it is completely enclosed by a castel.lated 
wall and four turrets, {Plate 18.). If this was indeed 
the original vil.lage then it could have been no more 
than a very small_group of houses, since in total it 
contains only 21 rooms ~ metres square. However, the 
assumption that it was the original village was 
verified during talks with the foreman. All the buildings 
in this castellated section have flat roofs apart from 
. those within the turrets \'There the roofs are shaped to 
give the look out or defender more height. The only 
other variant is a house near the gateway with a domed 
roof, perhaps a replacement after the original roof 
collapsed. All these buildings within the walls are 
now used as stabl.es and storage houses and are not 
particul.arly well cared for. The majority of the 
population live in the two more conventional sections 
which have been added to this originai village.·The 
first of these has been constructed in the fron-t of tl"e 
' 
main entrance to the ol.d ~uilding and is used entirely 
as living quarters whilst the second ''iifi$Zbeer1 added at · 
the side and contains a mixture of dwellings and stables. 
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This particular section contains one very large store 
house where the seed and fertilizer is kept and it is 
covered by a barrel roo·f. The buildings nearest the 
wall of the original.section are all used as stables 
and the dwelling houses occur on the other three sides. 
Passing from the section through a barrel v&ulted 
entrance·leads to a very large, uneven floored 
compound which contains only ·two constructions, the 
. ·~. ".: ......... 
one a large oven and the other an equally large grain 
silo. The latter is built of sun-dried mud brick, has 
a flat rood and, as wi.th the grain silo at I'.IJ:qrgl:p3.nan, 
stands on muci SUPI'orts lifting it clear of the ground. 
At· the opposite end of the courtyard from the dwellings 
stands the foremliln's house. The three roomed building 
is considerably larger than any of the other houses 
in the village and faces onto a large reservoir 
surrounded by trees. Again as with many of the villages 
visited the house of the foreman remains sepaf~te 
from the remainder of tue village. Siruilarly ~nee 
· ........ .,. 
again, the only construction ~o remain outside the 
main part of the village is the bath-house, presumably. 
so avoiding the smell. with which they are associated. 
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The principal aim of this detailed examination 
of the form and structure of these six villages is to 
attempt to provide .some i~ea as to the complexity of 
a detailed settlement s·tudy. The form of the villages 
at least has so.me regular:Lty in tha.t the rectangular 
compound occurs throughout and various-other features, 
such as the poaiticn of the·~oreman•s house and the 
separate sectional growth of th~ villages provide 
some idea at least of· the overal structure. It is 
obv~ously difficult to generalize beyond these few 
points but at least some} background to the economy of 
the area is provided by a study of the vil.lages 
themselves. 
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CIIAPI'ER 3. 
THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS. 
Already several times in this study of 
settlements mention has been made of particular houses, 
tlleir design and the style of their construction 
and it seems important t~at more detailed reference 
should be made at-this juncture in order to give an 
accura~e and comp1ete impression of the villages in 
the Heshad area. Par'f!icular emphasis in this chapter 
will be laid upon the plans of the houses and the method 
of their construction, ·externally as well as internally. 
· However, before the house styles can be 
discussed in detail some mention must be made of the 
materia1s available for construction. In Chapter 1 
of this section, part of the attempted village 
classification ~as founded upon building materials, 
therefor~, only a brief recapitulation will be necessary 
here. The commonest mat~rial used throughout the area 
is mud, sometimes simply in handfuls constructing a 
layer at a time as in Plate 19, othertimes in the 
Plate.l9. 
Construction of a wall showing the layer method of 
heightening. Mud is the basis of the construction. 
Plate. 20. 
The building of a house at Cheneran. 
form of sun dried mud brick or even as merely a form 
of protective plaster over timber and brUsh wood roofs. 
The mud used for these processes is almost always 
immediately available on the building site. P:Late 20 
shows in detail the way the mud is obtained and used• 
First it is dug from a pit like the one in the 
foreground and heaped at the base of the wall, then 
water is added and a boy mixes the two by trampling 
up and down ~n bare feet. ~hen the correct consistency 
is reached the mud is passed to the builder on the 
wall who is in charge of the actual construction. 
~hd is replaced more and more as wood becomes 
available hence the fact that the nearer the village 
is to the mountains or the foothills even, the more 
likely is.the use of wood in 'the construction. 
Finally in the mountain valleys mud is only.used as 
a secondary mate~ial, the primary ones being stone, 
brick and wood, Plate 21. The reason for this change 
of materials iies primarily in the fact that more 
sui"ta'bla raw material is available and secondly that 
the heavier ~ainfall makes a much more elaborate structure 
nec~ssary. 
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Plate 21 . 
A predominanc e of stone interbedded with t h e cla y is 
obvious in Khanrud. 
Plate 22 . 
The two other principal types of roof found i n villag es 
o n t h e plain a re flat roofs a nd barrel roofs . 
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Perhaps the most straightforward method of 
discussing these bouses will be to start with the 
simplest structure of a one roomed house in Kalate 
Al.i. and work through to the complex two storey houses 
encountered in Khanrud. 
Figure 18 shows the plan of a simple one roomed 
house. This building measured 7 metres by l;. metres 
and at its entrance the roof t'Ia.s just over 2.4 metres 
high. Although this must be classed strictly as a one 
roomed house its size made it almost the equiva~ent 
of the more com!!lon two roomed houses, each room being. 
4 metres square. Equally important is the fact that 
a separate store house.existed nearby, so the available 
space proved to be quite large. The whole house was 
built of mud brick and had a barrel roof,(for an 
esample of this latter feature see Plate 22). Just 
inside the door of the house the floor was raised 30 
centimetres in a semi circle, quite near to the ~rent 
wall of the house at the door but getting further auay 
towards the fireplace. T!d.s raised floor separated off 
the cooking section of the house from the section that 
was used for eating and sl.~·eping. The raised floor 
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was mere1y an.extra 30 centimetres of mud and though 
covered by carpets its surface wa~ uneven. At the far 
end Of the room, 1et into the back Wa11 ·were tYO She1ves, 
1.5 metres in length •. Quite simply the mud brick had 
been taken out to a depth of about 22 centimetres thus 
a11oYring space for storage and disp1ay purp.oses. The 
fire p1ace was only di.stinguis·hable from the remainder 
of the room by the sooty wall and the small mud wall 
built to confine the fue1. 
A slightly more elaborate house style cras 
the one depicted in Figure 19. This single storey 
house comprised two units, the living room and behind 
but interconnected the store room. The 1iving section 
of the house was ? metres long and 5 metre~ wide, very 
slightly larger than the one roomed house previously 
discussed. In this part of the house again was the f:im 
place and again no opening had been provided in the 
roof to accomodate the smol.;:e. The roof itself was flat 
and stood some 2.4 metres above the mud floor •. Its 
construction was simi1ar to that seen in Plate .22, 
simply a series of cross beams of poplar wood, then 
a 1ayer of smaller branches acting as laths and some 
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dry grass a.nd finally ~ layer of mud to cap all. This 
roof style was typical of ~ost of the flat roofs that 
were encountered either in the lov:land villages or 
in the "junction'' villages. Each of the two 7 metre 
long sid·e walls contained 2 shelves, each 1 metr.e in 
length and 0·. 6 metres in height, again used for 
storage and disr:lay. A simple curtain separated the 
living quarters from the storage section of the house. 
The ·store· room was 5 metres long and 3 metres \"'ide 
and contained a number of quite large earthenware pots 
in which the grain was kept and each·of_ which had a 
wooden bung at the base by which the jars could be 
emptied. At the far end of the storage room, furthest 
from the door, were two small holes which bad been 
filled g!th an almost opaque glass, providing a very 
crude form of window. 
One of the si.mplest forms of two roomed 
house was also found at KB.late Ali, (Figure 20.). This 
·comprised two straightforward 4 metre square rooms 
which had been·joined by a connecting doorway in the. 
form of a hole in the wall. Once again the walls and· 
roof were of mud brick though in this particular case 
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the height of the walls at the junction with the roof 
was merely 2. metres whilst at the~ highest ._point of 
the domed roof the distance bet~een floor and ceiling 
bad reached 3 metres. The upper part of Figure 20 
shows a cross section·througb a typical 4 metre 
square room and the domed shaped structure of the roof. 
In this particul.ar house a hole had been left in 
the centre of the roof to provide an outlet fOl' the 
bad air which accumulated in the close confines of 
such a small space. Often, in other domed houses, this 
small hole in the roof would be plugged with either 
mud or a piece of glass depending very ~uch· u:pon the 
whim of.the owner. The plan of this two roomed house 
revealed that each room had a separate"external 
entrance but the living room only was furnished yet 
again with a -series of shelves. On this occasion the 
rear wall of the living section of the house contained 
two 1.5 metre long by 0.6 metre high shelves again let 
into the wall whilst the side wall nearest the store 
house and the fr<:IDt vrall each contained two smaller 
shelves one either side of.the door, this time only 
just over 0.6 metres square. These inlet shelves appeared 
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to provide the only storage space available within 
the living room portion of the house. The use of the 
store room adjoining the house was limited to keeping 
grain and other food supplies, as well as providing 
a.stable for any animals the family might possess. 
Again the problem .which was of most interest in the 
structure of this particular house was in the method 
of constructing the dome so smoothly, this dome being 
solely of ·mud brick. It would seem certain that some 
form of I!'Jooden frame was emplo;yed to hold the roof 
in position until it dried. 
A slightly more elaborate version of th~ saoe 
pattern was studied at Morghanan, Figure 21. Here uas 
a two roomed house of very similar propo·rtions to the 
one al.ready mentioned. In this case, hoVlever, both of 
the 4 metre square rooms were used by the family as 
living aa::ommod~t';j.."on: and no stable for the animals. was 
apparent .• There could be. no. doubt, however., that 
so~ewhere in the village the family did own a stable 
for their animals. There t1as only one external door 
leading to the two rooms and over the connecting 
entrance hung a curtain. It t;~.pr;eared that the external 
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.door led into the living room ~hilst the other section 
was used almost exclusively for s~eeping purposes. If 
anything the domed roofs of these two buildings in 
Morghanan ap~eared a.little steeper than the domed 
roofs in Kalate Ali though this may very well have 
been simply an illusion. The living room contained a 
fire pl.ace in the ccrner nearest the door, as well 
as havi·ng a hole in the roof to let out the smoke and 
when any coqk,ing was ta¥~ng place the main door was 
left open to let out the smoke and smell. The rear II'Iall 
of this room contained two small shelves about 1 metre 
square let into the mud and a similar shelf had been 
constructed in the wall adjoining the sleeping quarters. 
W.i thin this latter section were a whole series of small 
1 metre square shelves, two on each wall and on the 
main interior wall opposite the curtained entrance 
there was also a slightly larger and deeper shelf which 
apparently., housed the oil lamps. TJ:ie only other feature 
of note in this room was a small hole·not more than 
22.5 centimetres across into which a small piece of 
glass had been placed to act as a form of window looking 
out C?nto the courtyard. IJ.'his form of two roomed 
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accommodat~on was probably the most common seen in tm 
villages visited. 
Al.s·o in Morghanan a vi.sit was made to the 
n~west of the houses which lined one wall of the new 
compouJtd in the village. The style of design of these 
houses is shown in Figure 22 and a very similar pattern 
can be seen on Plate 23 though the houses·in the 
photograph are not those at Horghanan. The houses 
appeared to have been constructed in blocks of six 
rooms with a central covered entrance or·porcll and five 
4 metre square rooms constructed round"this entrance. 
The style of roofing of· the entrance varied somewhat 
in the different villages. In Kashef the entrance, as 
with that in tbe photograph, Plate 23, had a barrel 
roof v1hereas in I•Iorghanan the covered entrance had a 
flat roof. The only explanation of this difference 
presumably b~ing a whim of design. The three rooms 
opening off this covered entrance each had external 
doors and the two rooms on either side of the 
entrance both possessed glass windows in wooden frames 
very similar to the ones that can be seen in Plate 23. 
Again it must be mentioned, however, that the ~indows 
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Plate 23. 
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'fa 
A further slight variation in house styles, showing 
barrel vaulted openings acting as porches each for 
two houses, one op ening off either side. 
-, 
., 
opened onto the courtya:rd and that the walls at the 
back of the houses facing the fields possessed no ltindows 
whatsoever. The roof_ styles of_ the remaining five rooms 
were all of the traditional dome shape •. The arra:r.gemmt 
of houses within this five room area.varied considerably 
though the standard practice appeared to be that each 
famly had two rooms and that a fifth was-used for 
storage. The example presented in Fig~re 22 sho\"'Ja 
house number two without a window. In this case the 
store room had been selected as one of those rooms with 
a window facing the courtyard .. Again the house \'7as 
divided into two sections, one for living and the other 
for sleeping. Entering by_the courtyard the first room 
was the living room. In this house the fire place had 
been built against the wall directly opposite the door 
but this was not so important as in previous houses 
since a much more elabe;rate ~orm.C!f chimney allowed 
most of the smoke t-o pass out through the roof. On 
either side of this fire place were two small shelves 
o.~ metres squa~e let into the wall to a depth of 
about 22 centimetres, this was made possible by the 
fact that the mud ualls were o~ften over 0.5 metres thick •. 
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A slightly larger shelf took up the m:i.ddle of the 
external wall of this room, measuring 1 metre'· square 
and standing about 0.6 metres above the ground. On .this 
larger shelf stood the lamps and the satuovar. In one 
corner beside the main door stood a 1.2 metre high 
grain jar containing a supply of wheat 1:"Ihich was obtained 
by a hole in the base of the jar .• Yet again the living 
and sleeping quarters of the house. had been separated 
off by a curtain hanging over the entrance. The sleeping 
room had no source of day light at all saye ~hrough 
the connecting doori and its only extra feature was 
three shelves each 1 metre square set in the walls. 
Despite the modern:i,ty of this house there was very little 
difference in style of c.onstruction and ornamentation 
bet~een the very first house described and this neu~r 
one. 
A variation in house styles was found at 
Ghuaemabad, a change not only in construction but also 
in use of rooms, (Figure.23). This house was built of 
mud brick with both an external and internal mud 
coating .added in an attempt to provide a better finish. 
The house consisted of three rooms, a living room,. a 
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kitchen:_ and a .:store room-•. The whole bui.lding me~~ure~ 
4 •. 8. metre~ _by :9.6: metres, the living room .:being 4 .• 8 
metres by 3.,6 metres, the kitchen 1.8 metres by 3.0 
. ' . . . 
metres· and_. the store room 3 metres squ_are •.. The height 
. of the :main ~ving room was 2 •. 4 metres and it had ·a 
fl.at roof., c·onstru_c~ed in the same way as the ~oof 
portrayed, in Plate .22, wit~ cro~~ b~ams _of poplar_, 
t.hen lat~ice branches and· grass· and fipally mud. The 
~oof' ·ot the liv:iz:lg room was supported by three poplar 
. . 
poles evenly-spaced qown the centre of the room. A 
wooden door provided an_entrance to the room and a 
• ' I ' ~ 
-curta~n covered an entrance to the kitchen through 
which one had· to go to· reach the store room •. The main. 
entrance from the living. room to· the s·tore room had 
been sealed \'lith mud brick and a curtain hung over the 
.repair to hide it •. Despite its unusual construction 
the hous~ CQnta~ned. no windOWS of any description but 
it did posses~ the usual inlet shelves, in this. case, 
however, ~nly two, .. _ o •. ?$ metres square. The kitchen_,_ 
so called 1. co~t~ned no fireplace t.hough all the cooking 
utensils were kept there and the store room housed 
the usual grain pots, plus other odds a-nd. ends, such 
- . 
as small farming implements:. ThiS house then though 
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more elaborate in structure was less endowed with 
furnishings than some of the more traditional buildings· 
already discussed. 
An equally elaborated design was to be 
found at the house of the tractor driver in Kashef, 
(Fib'11!"~· 24). The house -:;as built within the separate 
20 year old compound at the opposite side of the 
Arband read ·from the main ~llage. The houses were all 
of the· same 4 metres square design referred .to so often 
apart from two and they were situated on either·side 
of the main gate., The reason for their difference 
was not given but in style they >Jere simi.lar to those 
·seen at Morghanan~ (Figure 21 and Plate 23)• The 
sketch of the front ·vi~1t7 of the house shows that they 
di:i:'fered principally in the construction of the arch 
over the entrance• In the case of the photograph (Plate 23) 
the ar~h is a simple curve of mud brick whilst at 
Kashef the arch had been elaborated with a square 
front facing, gi.~~ng·the entrance the ·appearance or 
more height. Although this arched entrance had a slight 
Darrel 1•oof, this latter \"las not constructed in the 
usual liJay • In this case poplar poles had been placed 
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le-ngthwise along the roof following the shape of 
the arch and these poles bad then,been crossed by 
·smaller twigs and sticks and finally covered in 
mud, as a protective finish •. The house itself consisted 
of three rooms and a small addition as well as the 
arched entrance·. The living and sleeping accommodation 
was all compressed int-::> one room which was shut off 
fro-m the entrance simply by a cur.tain._ This main 
room contained one window, set about 0.6 metres from 
the ground and containing glass in th~~ top half a:nd 
wood in the bott.cm and four shelves, two on each of 
three walls but none on the wall adjoining the store 
room •. A curtain also separated the li-.ring accommodation 
from the store room. In this latter there had initially 
been two windows similar in size to the .one in the 
main living room • .- Both these had been blocked up, 
however, and only a smell hole existed in one of them 
with a piece of bottle glass covering it. The stables 
ih . 
which were Jiot accessible from the ·store room cons~sted 
of two rooms, the first only 1 metre ic width. This 
was enclosed by-a wooden door and had in-two corilers 
troughs f;'or animal feed. The sec0.11d stable lay behind 
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Pl a te 24 . 
Some of t he new houses built by t h e owners o f t he 
sugar bee t factory at Ch e neran fo r their workers. 
The style of buildin g i s mu c h more mod e r n u s i ng 
sun-dri~d brick a n d eve n stone for the main wal l s. 
this and could only be entered through a small 
·door set o.6 metres. above thP ground so preventing 
the animals from ge1:·ting out .easily. This room a~so 
contained a nindow spa~e but no window. Fina~ly the 
entrance itself was used as a kitchen and the tractor 
driver's cart was stored in this entrance when not 
in use. 
'.rhe final exampJ:e of a sing~e storey dwelling 
is'iu co!llp,lete contrast to the ones which· have gone 
before. It is the house of the forel!iall at l-forghanan, (Figure 25). 
• • .•·:to~«:~. 
This parti·cular house was referred to earlier in 
Chapter 2 of this section as being in the newer 
, compound at t:ne end of a row of new houses. At the 
same time reference will be made to the photograph 
(Pl~te 24), oi the new :houses built by the owners of 
·the sugar. beet fac.tory at Cheneran; the t\vo house styles 
being at least similar. The most significant· feature 
about both styles is ·their si~e. These nev1er houses 
have a·bol.ishecl the old 4 metre square room and not7 
make ·some attempt at elaboration and even design. The 
buildings are normally constructed of sun dried brick 
or in some cases of manufactured building bricks if 
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they are available though mud :is occasionally used 
and, as il'l· the photograph, stone !i.s useful also. A 
second feature which makes them rather differ.ent is 
the fl.at roof, normal.ly still construc.ted in the 
same method, as that a.lready ·described in Figure 19. 
The forer.aauGs house consisted of two rooms each }.6 
metres by 4 .• 2 metres separated by an entrance hall 
2.1 metres wide. Inside the house., the most 
noticeable features were that the floor was of 
ccnc1•ete and not earth and that the walls had been 
plastered' to give them a slightly more professional 
finish. By contrast vlith some of' the houses that had 
been visited this r1as luxury. At the time of the visit 
·the rooms were fairly empty and there was 110 indication 
as to which room was to b~ used for wl;lat purpose. Each 
room contained a wooden framed glass window, 1,.5 metres 
wide by 1.8 metres high and at least two shel.ves., 
either set into tne iiiall, as referred to previously 
or in one :instance a woaden shelf ju~ti.ng out from the 
wal.l 2.1. metres above the ground •. There can be :po doubt 
that this change in des,ign which has been traced in 
single storey dwellings, is one of considerable 
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improve~ent in almost every way. 
Tlle next five studies are all concerned with 
at least two storey houses. As has already been 
pointed out the exi.stance of such houses in the 
lowland or even "junction" villages was unusual and, 
therefore, special mention needs to be made of .their 
exiatance and their structure. 
Probably the simplest form of two storey 
house in the entire stu~y· was that found at Ghasemabad, 
(Figure 26) .• In the third section of the village some 
new "terraced" tuo storey houses were bei11g constructed, 
basically as simple as one room upstairs and one 
room downstairs. The build±ngs Vlere of sun dried mud 
brick, with flat roofs and a'considerable amount of 
ti.mber was needed in their construction, especially 
for the roof, the int.er.:..floor structure and the support 
poles for the verandah •. The rooms were 3 metres wide 
by 4 m.etl;"es long by 3 metres high, with a 1 metre wide 
verandah facing· into t·4.e courtyard. A uooden door barred 
entry to the downstairs room but once insid~ a 
staircase led UI) to the s:econd storey. Again thi.s 
. -proved a variation since· the remaining two ,tw,(; storey 
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Figure 26. 
rows 9f houses in Ghasemabad all had a single staircase 
leading outside at the end of the row. The upstairs 
room was ·slightly more elaborate than the dovmstairs 
one in that it had t.wo· shelves let into one of the walls 
and this factor seemed· to suggest that the downstairs 
room would be used either for storage or as a st~ble 
and the upstairs would be the living quarters. Th±s 
factor was not verified, however, since none-of the 
houses were o~cupied at the time of the visit. 
A mu·ch more elaborate two storey d1r1elling 
was visited in Kalate Ali and despite its size it 
was occupied by a single family, (Figure 27). By 
comparison with all the other houses so far described 
this particular one was very large indeed .• It was one 
of the most modern buildings in Kalate Ali and had be·en 
built in a courtyard just behind the sh~p. Again its 
structure was pr:l,.ncipally of mud brick though a 
considerable amount of wood had ag~in been necessary 
for the construction of both the roof and the inter-
storey section. The lower po~tion of the house ~ 
cons·~sted of two rooms -separated by an opening which 
led to the staircase •. The smaller of these lower roo ms, 
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4 metres by 6 metres, was use.d solely as a stable 
for th~ animals whilst the larger room, 9 metres by 
6 metres was used both as storage space and for the 
. animals if necessary. It seemed fairly obvious that 
this huge storage and stable area could be used i~ 
the·future as living accommodation for another family, 
provided some light was available. Once again there 
were no downstairs windows in either of these two 
rooms. The second storey of the house was considerably 
more elaborate than normally encountered. The 
staircase led up to a verandah from which entry 
. could be made to the three major rooms of this 
floor. Adjoining the downstairs was the kitchen 
which had been altered slightly to give rather more 
·room •. Entry to this kitchen was through a wooden door 
so sealing :Lt off from the remainder of the house. 
The kitchen contained an open fire· oith a hole in the 
roof above the fire place to let out the smoke. The 
main living area was ac.ce.ssible both from the kitchen 
and from the verandah •. Essentially it had been made 
of 4 metre square rooms with a 2 metre adjunct leading 
to the back of the house. This living space contained 
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five smal.l· wi.ndows-, three o.verl.ook.ing the courtyard 
and two i.n ·the back wal.l ·of the room• These smal.l. 
windows although·· only 0~6- metres by 0~3 metres prorlded 
• 
-the ro·om with some llght. Along the v1al.l immediately 
opposite the entrance to .. the room were three shelves, 
the· centre one being su-ffi.ci.ently l.arge to take the 
bedding from the fl.oor once i·t had been rol.l.ed up.o T-he 
remaining two shel.ves wer:e quite small,,. only 0.6 metres 
by l metre·and approximately 22 centimetres deep •. At 
the other side or the verandah and taking up the 
remainder of the house was a large storage room,. 9 
. -
met:t>e.~ by 6 metreS:e. Once ··again this room had a series 
of smal.l shelves but no windows• Al.though this house 
was occupied by onl.y one !amil.y at the time of the 
visit, it was quite obvious ,that they had no need of 
so- much space and that the--house had been built for 
at l.east two famili:es·;. 
Included in this study of two storey houses 
since strictly it is in this category is the mullah"'s 
house at Morghanan,· (Figures 28(a) and 28(b)). 
Al:thougb the· house was originall.y built to_house the 
mullah and,. therefore,. was very close ·to the Hoaque, 
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MULLAH'S HOUSE, MORGHANAN 
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the village had no mullah and, therefore, the house 
was occupied by one of the families from the village. 
Strictly speaking the house was single storey with 
a basement. Buil.t on ·t,.Io levels, the stables and. 
storage rooms of the house were entered by means of 
a door on the lower l.evel. at the side of the house. 
Once inside there was a small steep staircase down to 
the first of the stables. In all there were four rooms 
in this basement area, three acting as stables and the 
fourth as a store room and 'all four were of the sam·e 
general size, 3.5 metres by 4 metres and only about 
2 metres high. These stables had 'flat roofs and although 
each room was partitioned off from the next there 
were no doors between them. The living quarters, 
technical.ly al.most the ~round:floor, though in this 
case referred to as the upstairs, consisted of two 
large rooms, one 4 metres by 5 metres and the other 
4 metres by 7 metres.· Entrance to the larger room was 
by two doors and once "inside there was a profusion 
of shelves, reference.to which will be made .later. 
At the corner furthest from the door was the fireplace 
with a. small chimney opening above it. The rool:l. \'las 
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2.4 metres high and had a flat roof. It was connected 
to the sma1ler room, though this latter also had an 
outside door. If any di-stinction could have been ma.de, 
this sec·ond room provided the sleeping accommodation 
for the family. Again there was a profusion of shelves 
let into the· wall. The· one surprising fact about the 
whole house was that there v1ere no wind_ows of any kind, 
despite the relatively recent construction. The 
characteristic arra.nge7;Z~ent of shelves in this 
particular house can be seen in'Figure 28(b) •. This 
arrangement occurs throughout'the whole house wherever 
a shelf is indicated .• 'I'he larger shelf is set 0 .• 6 
metres above the ground and measures 1 metre by 1.2 
metres being set to a depth of 10 .centimetres or so . 
into the wall. Above tnis main shelf is a much 
smaller one only 0.3 metres by 1 metre. Each of these 
shelves is used for storing articles needed round the 
house. A similar elaborate pattern.of shelves to the 
one described here was also noticeable in the next 
study of one of the houses in Khanrud •. 
· The style of the construction of the houses 
in the mountain villages was-expected to be very 
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Plate 25. 
Close-up view of the structure of houses in Khanrud. 
The greater use of sun-dried brick is obvious as well 
as t h e a bu ndan c e of wood i n the structure. 
different from those encountered on the lowland .and 
mention·has already been made of the differences in 
materials used in the construction of these houses 
in Chapter.l of this segtion. The most obvious 
differences in the houses themselves are shown by 
the photograph of Khanrud,(Plate 25). Almost all the 
houses in Khanrud were two storeyed to cope 1:1i th the 
slope of the valley side.and an example of the style 
of construction is shown in Figure 29(a),(b) and (c). 
As can be seen· from the cross-section, 
(E'igure .29(c)),. the house was built on a slope, 
although some.attempt was made to level the land to 
take tho main part of the structure. The main dwelling 
·section of the housewa::J accessible from the street, 
whilst the stables and store rooms below were 
accessible from lower down the slope by the side 
of' the· house. The house was constructed primarily of 
mud brick and timber though there was a profusion of 
the iatter material because of its availability. Stone 
was used in the lower sections of the walls. The 
principal.part of the bouse was used by only one 
family and, therefore, its size \7as considerable. The 
main feature of the house itself was that it was 
divided into two sections each 14 metres long by 
5 metres wide and the sections were separated by a 
corridor 2 metres .. wide which ran the whole length of 
the building and·emerged on the verandah which overlooked 
the valley. Just inside· the· l!lai.n door· from the str~et 
stood both the oven and the fireplace both in the 
corridor and since no chimney existed then their 
l.ocaticn presumably had something to do with getting 
rid of the smoke and smell. Further along the corridor 
was an entrance· in the floor· leading down into the 
stables,. The main rooms could be entered either from 
the corridor or the verandah. Each room was 4 metres 
high and had a profusion of. shelves along almost all 
the \ll]alls,mostly constructed about 1 meti·e above the 
floor and measuring 1 metre by 0.6 metres. The main 
living and sleeping room had three doors leading into 
it and the room on the other side of the corridor was 
used primarily for storage though there were some· signs 
of occupance. This latter rocm· had a small sec-tion 
divided off at'one end which served no obvious function 
and built into the main wall was a large grain silo. 
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The verandah was merely the roof of the buildings beneath 
though because of the drop from it to the valley a 
vooden band rail had been fitted. The basement, 
(:ii'igure 29(b)) consisted of a series of small rooms, 
each of which was separated by a wooden door. One of 
the rooms was virtually useless as the bed rock of tre 
valley side intruded into cost of it but the other 
four main rooms were used either for keeping the 
cattle during the night or as storage rooms. The two 
extra rooms which led off from the main block and 
provided the extra part of the verandah were merely 
a store room and a toilet. It was unusual for an 
individual house to have its own toilet as usually 
there were communal ones in the village. 
An equally elaborate structure was an almost 
three storey house 1i:ihic.h was found at Khanrud. The 
word 'almost•· is important as the central portion of 
the building which would normally have formed the first 
floor v1as fall.ing iuto decay. The whole structure, 
(Figure 3Q(a) and (b)) contained a ground floor shop 
with a huge ~torage space b~·hind, then the first floor, 
already mentioned, and. finally the second floor house 
which was unoccupied. The only section of the building 
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in normal use, was the shop. Again the principal 
building material waE;J mud brick though slate formed 
the lower 0.9 to_l~2 metres of the building. The shop 
itself took only a soall section of the ground floor, 
measuring only 3 metres by 2.4 metres altogether. The 
remaind-er of the 7 metres by 10 metres ground floor 
tJas used as storage space or merely standing empty. 
Entrance to this ground floor was made via a large 
double door and the staircase leading to the first 
floor stood in the ~orner almost op1~osite the main 
door. The staircase led up to the first floor \-7here 
the roof betueen the shop and the remainder of tlle 
b~ilding had collapsed. The remaining available area 
was used for storing brushwood for the fire and a 
few poplar poles had been left but the most 
significant part of the building was the dwelling 
accocmodation on the second floor, (Figure 30(b)). 
The head of the stairs opened on to a long wide 
verandah whose roof wa~ supported by four poplar poles 
and one end of VJhicb was blocked by the side wall of 
the house. The floor of the verandah \"las built of wood, 
laths, straw and finally mud, the mud being 15 
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centimetres deep. The main cooking area in the house 
was behind the staircase where there was a separate 
oven. There was no direct entry ~rom tbe k:itchen to 
the dwelling section of the house, entry to both the 
5 metr~ by 3.5 metre ~ooms was made via the verandah. 
The rooms were not ~~pt completely separate and a 
3 metre. gap allowed the·m to be used either as one or 
separately. All the doors had wooden thresholds, 
door jambs and cross beams and equally even_the shelves 
were supported both top and bottom by wood. 
Both these houses at Khanrud provided 
examples of complicated s~ructures compared to the 
simple one roomed house described at the beginning 
of this chapter. It is not possible to form many 
more generalisations as regards houses than have 
already been presented in Chapter 1. and Chapter 2· 
of th~s section, suff~ce it to say that elaborate 
houses can be found, as well as very simple ones., 
the latter, however, perhaps_ being the more common. 
In order to complete the picture, however, 
it .is necessary to look at one or two special 
structures. Already mention has been made of the bath 
Plate 26. 
In the middle distance is the mud constructed 
entrance to an underground bath-house, the top of 
which is denoted by a glass pyramid. 
Plate 27. 
Grain stores raised above ground level to allow 
ventilation and avoid attacks by rats. 
house excavated below ground and with only two or 
more domes with little glass pyramids,(Plate ~6), 
showing above the surface. Equally most villages 
. . 
contained at least one grain silo, perhaps less 
elaborate than the one at I~'Iorghanan, (Figure 31), but 
\"lith many similar features, comparing it to the 
two grain silos in the photograph, (Plate 27). The 
silo at Morghanan stood in the centre of the newer 
section of the village, (Figure 15), measuring 16 
metres by 12 metres. It was constructed mostly of mud 
though the first l metre of the base wall and the 
first 0.5 metres up either edge of the walls were of 
oven baked brick. The most significant feature of the 
silo was the fact that it was raised above the ground 
and around its base were holes allowing free ·circulation 
of air, preventing moisture rising and also lifting 
the conte.nts of the silo clear. of rats. The 
traditional design was in evidence elsewhere in the 
area though the method of raising the silo differed, 
for example, in Kalate Ali where logs of wood and · 
boulders were used to raise it above the lJround. The 
most striY~ng differance was the fact that at 
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GRAIN SILO AT MORGHANAN 
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Norghanan a ramp.led up to the large doors of the 
s~lo so allowing a cart to be backed r~ght up for 
unloading. Elsewhere tllc entrance to the silo was 
often minute though usually about the height of an 
empty cart above the ground,(Plate 27). 
Another feature of many of the villages 
discussed in the preceding chapters has been the 
existance of sheep houses or sheep stalls. A good 
example of too of these houses ~as provided at 
Kalate Ali where botb had been constructed i.n a completely 
different style. The first of these buildings is 
shown in Figure 32. This particular house followed 
the traditional line of having a barrel roof. The 
measurements of.the cross-section were width 3.6 metres, 
height of outside walls 1.5 metres and height at centre 
of barrel roof 3 metres. By the standards of the other 
sheep houses in the village this particular one was 
both small and very badly lit. Along the base of both 
outside ualls were two feed troughs, constructed out 
of mud and running the whole length of the building. 
Above those were a seri~s of small alcoves every 1 metre 
though the purpose of these was not either obvious or 
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By contrast the newer sQ.eep house at 
F..S:late ~lli.i.,(Figur_e 33), was much more open and light.· 
The building was 9 metres wide and was divided dO\'!Tn 
the centre by a series of 9 supporting roof poles, 
each 4-.5 metres apart and 4:.5 metres high and along 
the base of these ran two feed troughs, .continuous 
except f·or gaps at .. either end to allow movemen-t·. The 
outside walls of the building were each 3·.9 metres high, 
so allowing a slightly sloping roof for run off c;>f 
water. Similar feed troughs again followed the 
base of these walls. The roof was a series of wooden 
beaos meeting at the centre and criss crossed by 
branches and overlain with mud·. 
~he final example of a sheep house was at 
f.Jiorghanan, (Figure 34), and its design was very similar 
to the newer one at Kalate Ali_, though only 
representing half of the structure. The outside wall 
of the village provided the 4.2 metre wall and the ~nner 
wall was basically a series of 4? poplar poles along 
a wall measuring about 40 metres, covered in between 
m 
with mud. J.:hese two walls were 3 metres apart and at their 
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I 
base were two_ feed trou-ghs- \'llhicb once again ran the 
whole length of the building~ The roof of the sheep 
house sloped towai·d~ the outside 'wall and ·was again 
constructed of poplar poles, branches and mud. 
These sheep stalls uere, therefore, fairly 
simple in their construction and only really became 
mo_re elaborate when there was sufficient wood available 
to make them longer and higher. 
F~nally reference must be ma~e to the sole 
example of a school that oaa seen outside the city of 
r-teshad itself, Figure 35, The neu buildings \'1hich were 
under .construction and where a landlord or landowner was 
supplying the cap~tal- were almost all of manufactured 
brick from the city though the roofs of the buildings 
were ·still made in the traditiQnal way. Plate 28 shows 
some of these more modern constructions at Cheneran, 
including the Mo~que and the bath house but such new· 
buildings were not col!l!llon primo.rily because landowners 
were not prepared to invest money. The school at 
Norghanan had been prov:Lded by the Government and its 
c~nstruction was very much like that of the newer 
buildings on Plate 28. The wallG of th2 aahool were 
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Plate 28. 
More modern bu~ld~ngs constructed of sun-dr~ed 
br~ck, plus examples of decorat~ons on a mosque. 
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of brick and inside they had been plastered and the 
floors had been tiled. The rQof, however, remained of 
wooden cross beams, laths and mud; here at least was 
no variation. ~he ·school itself consisted of two 
major rooms, .one a claf?S room, 4.8 metres by .4.2. metres 
and the other a room for the·teacher, 4.2 metres by 
5.4 metres and the two were separated by a large entrance 
hall, 4.2 metres by 3:.6 metres •. The walls of the school 
were noticeably very thick, as much as 0.6 metres. 
In the class room there.was·a blackboard near the. 
door and one w~indow. opening onto the courtyard, the 
window measured 1.5 metres by 1.8 metres. There were 
also a series of shelves round the room for pictures. 
The seating accommodation consisted of 11 benches, each 
1.3 metres long, for some 4o children who attended 
the school daily. The accommodation for the teacher 
\7as rather larger and his :boom also possef?sed one large 
v1indow and a larger shelf as its only elaboration .• 
The standard of the building within the 
villages varied enormously,. depending upon the area 
in which the village wa.s constructed, the wealth of 
the village itself o.xt ;i.11 some cases the weal:.th of its 
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landlord or landowner. The most significant factor about 
the houses was that they. \"'ere tending to~1ards being 
better construc.ted against the weather which could 
occasionally be poor, particularly in spring, and 
also they ~ere ~eing built for the most part larger 
than the 4 metre square rooms mentioned at the beginning 
of the study. However, one must not avoid the fact that 
the variations in bouse styles selected here are a 
relative minority of the total number of houses in 
the villages studied and that for the most part it 
was the 4 metre square rooms which were the most 
comn1on. 
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APPENDIX A. 
The Ferriman Sugar Bee.t Factory. 
The F'erri.ma.n factory was opened in 1958 as a 
private venture by a group of landowners. It is situated 
84 kilometres along the Teheran road. In 1962 the 
factory dealt ~ith 195~000 tons of sugar beet and 
produced 26.000 tons of sugar. The systea of obtaining 
the beet is similar in all three factories. At Ferrioan 
the village headman, f~reman, landlord or landowner 
makes a contract with ·the factory whereby the latter 
provides the seeds (20 ldlogre:unmes per hectare) and the 
fertilizer (200 kilogrammes per hectare) and the actual 
cost of these things is then deducted from the price 
received by the village for its beet. A further service 
supplied by the factory is that of spraying the crop, if 
this'is necessary, the factory providing the .equipment, 
the village the labour. The workers at the factory can 
be divided into three types: 
(1) permanent, of· r1hicb there are about 60. 
(2) seasonal labourers paid daily, between 100 and 4oo. 
(3) the four resident engineers. 
On~y the firs~ and third types uork at the 
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factory continually and the seasonal uorkers are 
normally employed f.or about 100 days in Autumn and 
early Winter when the harvest is collected. At the 
moment the factory is working at maximum capacity for 
about 150 days in the year because of the very large 
crop of beet. The factory is bound by the contracts to 
take·all the beet which the villages produce. Horrua.lly 
the actual amount can be predicted fairly accurately 
since the majority of the villages produce only about · 
20 tons of beet per hectare of land. However, the more 
experienced farmers using a more systematic and careful 
cultivation are now obtaining yields as high as 70 tons 
beet per hectare of land and it is this genera.l increase 
in tonnage per hectare which is causing the overloading 
of the factory. Any surplus beet is thus stored for a 
varying length of time until it.can be used. Normally 
the storage period does not exceed 2 months. At the 
time of the visit stocks of beet were of the O:i."lder of 
18~000 tons. 
The beet at present grown on the farms has a 
sugar content of between 1&6 and 20%, so the crop is 
usually bought by we:i.gbt rather than quality. As the 
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loads are received at the factory they are examined by 
experts oho decide upon the sta:ndard of the crop and 
\7ho can if they so deterr,line reject a load. Normally 
about 90% of the loads are accepted. The sugar produced 
is sold to the city merchants who collect it in their 
cvm lorries from the factory. The pulp waste from the 
precess is also sold back to the farmers. as cattle 
fodder at 5 to1:1ans per ton(vmt). Any farmer can buy 
pulp from the factory. 
One rather interesting facet of the 
organisation of the f:ac tory was the existence of a 
differentiation in prices paid for the beet the further 
one went from the\factory. This meant that farmers 
quite a distance from the factory were still 
encouraged to send their beet to it. The price 
differential is listed over tbe page, see also Figure 
36,:-
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D~stance(k~1ometres) Pr~ce.(tomans per ton). 
0 
- 20 9'7) 
) 21% of total. 
21 - 30 101) 
31 - 40 105 
41 - 50 112 
51 - 60 114 
61 80 116 
81 -· 90 120 
91- 120 124 
121- 140 126 
over 140 128 
The basis of this price-distance correlation 
is that the factory must ensure that it is covering 
transport costs for the greater distances. The 
i11creasing prices, therefore, really only benefit 
villages with their own transport since if lorries 
have t~ be hired to carry the crop then the actual 
price f'rorn the factory is no greater than that·:obtained 
from the Government owned AbCou factory. 
.,J•.'l 
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FERRIMAN SUGAR BEET FACTORY 
Figure 36. 
Pric• in Tomans ~_:..:=2& __ 
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APPENDIX B •. 
The AbCou Sugar Beet Factor;y. .; 
The Govel .. mn~nt owned factory has been open 
now 26 years. Its total intake of sugar beet for 1961 
was 108.000 tons which produced some 15.000 tons o-f 
sugar. The factory usually receives about 20.000 tons 
of beet in each of 5 months from October to February 
and likewise during this period about 3.000 tons of 
sugar is produ-ced monthl.y. This latter fact is rather 
debatable· as later in the interview. I was tol.d that 
.the per-centage of sugar is highest in the earl.ier 
beet-a brought in in October and as the season we·ars .on 
' the sugar percentage declines slightly. The factory has 
made no attempt to increase its output or capacity for 
the last. 14· years as the Director believes that it has been 
at maximum pr.oduction during this period. During the 
5 mont.hs of the season the factory employs about 500 
workers but at other times, especially during the 
fa.ctory•s 'black' season, only about 150 men are employed. 
The agreements which are reached between the 
farmers and the factory total 521 in all and contrary 
to \"!hat was found at ~"'erriman these agreements are not 
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al.l with individual: farms rather with individual farmers, 
each man o•aning so many hectares of beet. Altogether 
this factory collects beet from about 6.000 hectares 
with an average yield of 20 to 25 tons per hectare •. 
Again the factory advances fertilizer and seed 
to the farmers deducting the cost of these when the 
final price for the crop is paid. A. further aid to the 
farmers is the advancement of a money loan of 600 
tomans per hectare of sugar beet sov1n. Not all the 
fertilizers listed below are needed by al.l the farmers 
and the need depends considerably upon the type of soil 
in which the crop is grown. The principal types of 
fertilizer are listed below along with the recommended 
amount per hectare and price per kilogramme charged to 
the farmers. 
Type .• 
Ammonium Nitrate 
Superphosphate 
Ure~(46% Nitrogen) 
Ammonium Sulphate 
Potassium 
Barium Ammonia Sul~hur 
Nitrate 
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Amount. 
200 tons 
800 tons 
500 tons 
80 tons 
20 tons 
Price. 
6.5 rials 
8.5 rials 
9.5 rials 
6.5 rial.s 
7 rials 
7 rials 
' 
Three principal types of seed are used by 
the factory and each farmer is allowed 25 kilogrammes 
of seed per hectare of land to be cultivated. Sometimes 
this amount is increased if uneven germination takes 
pl.a.ce. The three types are known as Z •. Z., 461 and 1.770. 
The Z. Z:. seed is an Iranian developed seed from the 
Karaclj Agricultural School near Teheran. 
Again when disease occurs, the factory sprays 
the cro.p at no extra charge to the farmers. The main 
diseases affecting the sugar beet in the area a~e:­
Lita Ocellatella. 
Bothynoderes Fu.nc-tiventris .• 
Conorrhynchus Pi-s tor •. 
Chaetocnema Breviuscula. 
Pegocyia Betae,. 
Laphigina Exigus HB (moth type). 
Aphis Fabae. 
For these diseases four types of spray are 
normally used, these being:-
Linde11e. 
Diptrex. 
D.D.T •• 
1-1u1ta11in Altera. 
The price paid for each ton of sugar beet 
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received at the factory is fixed at 104 tomans and the 
beet is inspect~d as it arrives, the rejection of the 
beet depending particularly-on the ueather during the 
growing period, especially upon frost damage. From'this 
basi.c rate of 104 tomans per ton of beet a tax of 10 rial.s 
(1 toma.n) is levied for education and the money so 
gained is used to build schools ::i..n the city itsel.f 
and in the surrounding villages. 
·If the local farmers "V~sish to improve their l.and 
then t·he factory is ;•filling to loan money, especially for 
the building of·deep wells, at a 3% interest rate. Again 
the factory· offers two major bonuses each year·, the first 
for the highest yield of beet per hectare and the second 
for the individual who produces the most sugar beet 
from his farm. These were some incentives at least to 
more carefui and more systematic cultivation. 
The two main types of sugar produced at the factory 
are sold to the Government at varying rates. The ordinary 
sugar costs 12.75 rials per ki.logramrne and the lump 
sugar 17.5 rials per kilogracrme. This sugar is collected 
by G'over.ument owned lorries and taken to the city for 
sal·e. 
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Attached to this'factory at AbCou were houses 
for the permanent workers,. as well. as a smal.l hospital, 
a public bath house, a school, a kindergarten and 
several co-operatively owned shops where credit could 
be obtained easily. 
Although no price variation occurred with 
distance from the factory, it v1as still possible to 
deteroine crhere the ma.jori ty of the beet v-;;a.s obtained 
as follows:-
(FigUre 37 provides a correlation between the 
Ferriman factory and the AbCou factory, showing 
the area of overlap.). 
~~-PRICE-DlS TANCE CORRELAfiC)NS 
·..,. .. 
BETWE,EN--- T-t:iE FERRlMAN AND 
ABCOU SUGAR BEET- FACTORIES 
Figure 37. -
· SCALE: 
I (I 4' ::. 1 Okru. 
Distance. Percentage. 
0 
-
5 klt!S'o ?.16% 
5···- 19 kms. 11.6~6 
10,- 15 kmS. 3.574% 
15 ... .20 kms • 3.96% 
20.- 25 kms. 25.68~·b 
25- 30 kms. 2~~1-97% 
30 
-
35 kms. 12 .• 04~6 
35 
-
40 kms·. 12.01% 
40 
-
45 kms·. ?.169% 
45 ... 50 kiDs.· 1.982% 
50 
-
55 kms. 1.469% 
55 60 kms. 1 •. 795% 
60 
-
65 kms. 3.;204% 
65 ... 70 km.se 2 .•. 9?6% 
70 ?5 kms •. 1.381% 
?5 ... 80 ltii:ls • 0 .• 984·2% 
80 
-
85 kms. 0.3536% 
85 
-
90 kas. 0.6918% 
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APPENDIX C. 
The Cheneran.Sugar Beet Factory. 
The Cheneran factory.is the second of the major 
Government run factories in the area and i.t is situated 
some 60 kilome~res to the North West .of the city of · 
Heshad.along t~e Ghoochan road. 
In 1962 the factory took 55..000 tons of sugar beet 
from 580 furmers in abou:t 110 vi.l.lag~s· 'rhe beet yielded 
on average betr~een 14-.8% and 15.2% s~gar per ton. The 
factory itself .w-orks at full pressur~ for about 5 months 
of the year an~ during this time 350 _men ure employed 
there, excludi~g the office workers ~nd the men who 
unload the beet. These latter are free lance, not 
employed by the factory but paid by the lorry owners. 
Throughout the _year there are about E?O permanent 
employees plus _the office staff. Host of the extra \10rkers 
employed during the peak period come from local villages 
although some even ,come from as far a,s l•lesllad. The men 
\'lOrk ~i ther I d8;yS 1 or I· nights I and naVe One ~ay off in 
every fifteen. 
The factory produces 2,.200 tons of molasses 
per year as well as 50.000 -tons of pulp. The Director 
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of the factory has·been having great difficulty in 
selling the molasses and he is hoping for some ~arly 
improvement but the pulp is generally sold to one man 
for about 28.000 to!!ians to 30.-000 torn.ans and be then 
resells it. The sugar that is produced is sold to 
the Governmen~ at rates similar to those at AbCou, 
the ioose sugar bringing 13 rials per kilogramme and 
the loaf sugar 18 rials per kilogramme. 
Bcfo:..•e the farmers actually plant their crop 
·l;hey are loaned, by the factory, 600 tor:1ans for each 
hectare of beet to b0 planted. As wall as this the factory 
sells the farmers· fe:t•tilizers and will lend money f·or 
the construction of deep wells. In addition each 
farmer is entitled to buy wholesale :t2 kilogrammes of 
loaf sugar or loose sugar for each ton of beet which 
be sends to the factory. During the last two years 
(1961 and 1962) the factory has made a 1% levy on 
every ton of beet which enters the factory. This 
money is kept at the factory to be used under the 
direction of the Meshad education ofiice for local 
education. 
Originally the factory \Yas built to handle 
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350 tons of sugar beet p~r day but last year because 
of the boom in sugar beet growing it averaged 380 
tons per day and soce .days it was even working at 
4oo to 420 tons per day. According to the Director 
these high totals can only be reached at the beginning 
of the season when the machinery is still clean. nhen 
it becomes dirty, after about a month, the capacity 
falls to 350 to 360 tons per day. 
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